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Abstract
This thesis contribu tes to the literatu re on women' s mobility in particul ar
geographical, social, and cultural context s. I am interest ed in explorin g
women' s travel as a way of opening a space of inquiry about Eastern Indonesia 's spatial relations. Examin ing practice s of travel provides insights
into contem porary social and cultural processes (Clifford 1997; Kaplan 1996;
Tsing 2000). My study emphas ises how travel situates Eastern Indones ian
women at the intersec tion of ethnicit y /place, class and gender politics. I investigat e theoreti cal issues of travel within feminist geograp hy frameworks,
in which interpre tations of place and ideologies of Self are problem atised.
The field research focuses on contem porary rural and semi-ru ral women and
was conduct ed mainly in parts of East Nusa Tengga ra and while travellin g
on boats in the region.
Women from Eastern Indones ia travel by sea along three different routes:
inter-isl and , to urban centres and travel overseas. Their travel stories are
analyse d to magnify the step of (langgar laut ) or crossing the ocean. This
local term represen ts negotia tions of a range of social bounda ries. Bounda ry
is employed as an analytic al tool to underst and women' s efforts, through
travel , to negotia te their exclusion from various social categories. My analysis grounds women 's micro. politics of place in their journey s and nests
it in the larger , macro scale politics of place. The analysis points to the
significance of the history and local specificity in East Nusa Tengga ra in
both enablin g and constra ining the women 's mobility. Travel highligh ts the
mutual constitu tion of spaces and women 's subjecti vities.
My study on Eastern Indones ian women 's mobility, in contras t to the
domina nt economic approac h in migratio n, highligh ts how the liminal space
of travel allows re-i1nagining of identitie s , new subject position s and subjectivities. Wo1nen travelle rs slip in and out of different scales of spaces
and boundar ies. I suggest that these strategi c moveme nts raise interest ing
theoreti cal issues concern ing women 's mobile subjecti vity. My concept ualisation of women 's travel takes into account subject, subjecti vity and local
specificity, aiming to contrib ute to an underst anding of women 's mobility
and spatial relation s in Eastern Indonesia.
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Part <Dnc
De par tur e

In 'Eastern Indonesia gender is an import ant category that stratifi es socia{groups. Wome
n's
access to mobifrty is inf[uenced by tfieir positio n in socid re{ations. I begin by situati ng
myself in tfie researcfi project and tfien {ocating tfie 'Eastern Indonesian women in tfie geogra
pfiical economic and pofitica{ situati ons of 'East 'l{usa 'Tenggara. Wome n's trave{ represe
nts
efforts to negotiate tfieir positio n in spatia { and socia{ re{ations. Sucfi representation
does
not change tfie domin ant discourse of socia{ categories or boundaries fiowever it does open
a
1
new space for women 's s!iifting ro{es.

CHAPTER 1

Women, Space, and Travel

Introd uction : Frami ng the thesis
~

xploring the mobility experienc es and subjectivities of women

~~+.:: 1

travellers in the context of a developin g country, this thesis aims

~If--....
~

to contribut e to the theorisati on of women 's travel. The study
fo cuses on groups of young women travellers from Eastern Indonesia. It
analyses the ways these women through their travel have created a subjective space con1prised of a wider possibility of re-imagin ing identity and
subject positions in a larger scale of social relations.
Travel, traveller and travel stories h ave formed the heart of geograph y as
a scient ific discipline for cent uries (Domosh 1991 ). In t he context of Indonesia, travel is a visible part of the recent economic and polit ical changes t h at
have taken place in the country. Women ;s t ravel is part of t hese national
and regional transform ations or t he macro politics of lo cation ; and is interconnected to multi-laye red social relations. Travel also reflects a range of
specific local social and cultural changes . A question t hat motivates my research concerns t hese forces of ch ange in relation to women and space· why
and how h as travel preoccupi ed women of E astern Indonesia 7 More sp ecifi3

1: Women, Space, and Travel

cally, I address three inseparable concerns: the distinctive characteristi cs of
women's voyage; how women 's travel not only reflects and reproduces but
also resists gendered space; and how the space of travel allows women to
shift subject positions and subjectivitie s.
Indonesia is the setting of my research. The country's recent political
and economic changes provide a window through which we can gain a perspective on the flow of people , and of women in particular. My choice of
Eastern Indonesia as the regional focus of the study follows one of the classic
interests of human geography in its concern for the region , the area or the
locality (Massey 1984: 2). My own familiarity with the people , language
and culture is , of course, an advantage. Eastern Indonesia, in particular the
province of East Nusa Tenggara, attracts my interest for a number of reasons. It is known as a place at the margin. The region has been described
as the Outer Islands, with a relatively low transport penetration indicating
that it is a 'peripheral region ' (Rutz 1976: 161) , and "the least integrated
and most underdevelo ped of Indonesia's provinces" (Drake 1989: 221). Described as a 'fractured region ', it also lacks of resources - in particular good
soils, forests and _mineral wealth (Hardjono 1994: 179; Hill 1996). In the
last few decades, however, there have been improvemen ts in infrastructur e
and physical networks in Eastern Indonesia (Williams 1999).

evertheless ,

places are linked in unequal ways and changes in transport connections affect
people differently depending on their gender, locality and class (Barke 1986;
Leyshon 1995;

fassey 1995). Contextualis ing women within the networks

of social relations created through transport reveals how physical transport
connections favour some individuals and groups over others. Which group
of women are able to benefit from improved transport networks?
Like many other women travellers or migrants who move to seek better
opportunitie s , I feel some affinity with those who live at the margin and
4
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shift between places or worlds (Coves and Chang 1999: 249). Indeed doing
this research has , to some extent , enabled me to deal with and re-imagine
my own margina lity in being between two worlds , Austral ia and Indonesia;
an ambigu ity within a simplist ic binary structur e of being inside or outside
a bounda ry. Travel allows a transien t momen t and space, a transce nding
of bounda ry and a re-imag ining of identity between spaces. My own travel
during t he research was a set of experiences ; it was not merely a movement
to cover a physical distance between a place of origin and a destina tion.
Travel leads to a question ing of boundaries or constru cted distinct ions between the familiar and a larger-s cale social system (Thrift 1993: 92- 4).
:tviy 'field sites ' moved with my travels and the women 's travels. The
ethnogr aphy of women 's travel continu ally shifted in response to unexpe cted
circums tances found on the boat and on the road. My fi eld journey became
a 'rite of passage ,' a site of persona l and professional initiatio n and more
significantly, a set of discursive practices ( Clifford 1992: 99). In the field ; I
observe d many women on the move. In East -usa Tengga ra, thousan ds of
women t ravel t hrough cramme d ports and bus termina ls. They can be seen
on buses , aeroplanes , ferries and ships. This study, however , concent rates
on sea travel , because sea t ravel is the most common ly used and cheapes t
means of travel in the archipelago of Indones ia. _/[aiden voyages may refer
to either young virgins sea t ravel, or , t he first sea t ravel. As it will become
apparen t in the later chapter s , my study contain s both connota tions. I\/Iany
young Eastern Indones ian women v.rhom I met t ravelled by sea for the first
time and they complie d to the unspoke n norms about purity to preserve
virginity.
Thus my respond ents were East_ -usa Tengga ran women , many of whom
I met on voyages which became sites of new encounters. Locatin g Eastern
Indonesian women travellers wit hin the human geograp hy discipline has
5
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been both a physical and an intellectu al self-reflexive journey.

Like the

Eastern Indonesia n ·women in this study, I too have been in the process of
a Journey:
performin g geography involves immersion in the human condition,
experience d in the field , archive , or informatio n system, leading to a
carefully sculptured text which can combine the analytical capacity
of reason with the poet 's emotion recollected in tranquillit y... (Smith
2001: 141)

Metho dolog ical appro ach to travel
I work from a non-essen tialist position and my approach to the ethnograp hy
of women's travel is a partial view of dynamic represent ation. This position
does not entail an all encompas sing perspecti ve or represent ation of Eastern Indonesia n women moving between places. Ethnogra phic presentat ion
offers 'partial truth ' because "much of our knowledg e about other cultures
n1ust now be seen as contingen t , the problema tic outcome of inter-subj ective
dialogue , translatio n and projection ' ( Clifford 1986: 109). In this context ,my thesis explores individua l women's travel through stories, life histories
and my participat ion in their travel and daily practices.
Seen as a classical ethnograp hic project , travel has changed significan tly
1n its natures and patterns (Siikala 2001: 1). There have been concerns
abo ut the inadequac y of methods originally developed for studying supposedly s1nall- cale societies which have now become 1nobile, influenced by the
glo bali ing world. One of these concerns relates to the dramatic change in
the complexit ies of people· movemen ts which has not been accompan ied by
a corre ponding shift in the ethnograp hic disciplina ry practices of fieldwork
(Gupta 1997: 3). Tran -national movemen ts for instance , raise problema tic
repre entation of traveller . A Appadura i (1991) puts it:

6
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The landscap es of group identity - the ethnosca pe - around the
world are no longer tightly territori alized, spatially bounded , historically self-conscious, or culturall y homogenous ... The task of ethnography now becomes the unravell ing of a conundr um: what is the
nature of locality as a lived experien ce, in a globalized, deterrito rialized world? (Appadu rai 1991 : 191- 6)

Here I view my travel for this research as a continu ous field , therefor e
this ethnogr aphy is not limited to specific lo calit ies . I include margina lised
blurred bounda ry areas, such as the materia lity of the boat and t he ship ,
that often slip out of the ethnogr aphic frame" ( Clifford 1997: 23). The
discours e of ethnogr aphy ('being there' in the field) is usually separat ed
from that of travel ( getting there) (Clifford 1997: 23). However, in my
study both processe s are n1ore appropr iately integrat ed into one ethnogr aphy of ,vomen s travel. Thus my t ravels became the basis of my engagem ent
with many Eastern Indonesian women as I particip ated in a wide range of
VO}

age experiences. I also stayed in and observe d t he home and destina-

tion commu nities to which the women belonge d and this offered insights
into their identitie s at home/ away. Clifford (1997) asserts that spatial practices of fieldwork provide an enormo us advanta ge for in-dept h underst anding through intensiv e particip ant-obs ervation . In this project , my journey
in field research in Eastern Indones ia became the basis of my qualitat ive
inquir - and is constitu ted here as an ethnogr aphy of women' s travel.
Travel s ories I heard during my field research provide particul arly striking examples of a range of possibil ities of women s travel as do my ovvn field
work experie nces a a travelle r. I follow a mode of inquiry grounde d in the
ocial rela ions based on at lea t two intercon nected levels:

an ideologi cal,

discursi ve level address ing ques ions of represe ntation and a materia L experienti al dail -life le el fo cusing on · he micro politic of lo cation (Niohanty
1991: 21). To uncover the meaning s of Eastern Indones ian women s travel ,
i is necessa r to discus not onl the s ructural relation s of geograp hical
7
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and historical subjects moving places but also women's stories that indicate
a range of subjective experiences of space. The women's stories and events
I learnt and observed as I followed some of their trails by sea, were signs
of both the discursive construction and materiality of the micro politics of
women's travels.
Relating changes in individuals' circumstances to changes at the local
and regional levels requires intense engagements with the people in the field.
This , to some extent, explains the scarcity of studies on individual women 's
travel within a context of local social relations in Eastern Indonesia. A fev.r
studies observe physical connectivity changes at the regional level and relate
these to the general picture of people's mobility (Rutz 1976). Although
my experience in the field revealed the relatively limited connectivity of
the region , this cannot be taken as evidence of lack of mobility of local
women. This experience required further fitting against the historical and
geographical context of local women and the common features which bind
women. I take into account the specificities and the historical contexts of
the women by drawing from other historiography and ethnographic studies
of some localised areas in East N usa Tenggara. In some instances in this
study I have been able to consult anthropologists working in these areas
and make comparisons with my own findings. I have gained knowledge from
studies by other scholars in the field and made use of reports published in
the Indonesian media on issues related to women 's mobility.
l\!Iost of all , my own observation and study of women 's travel confirms
that a careful focus on individuals allows interesting insights into the underlying fr amework of relations in which women operate in the lo cal context.
I argue that individuals, with their situational knowledge of social relations, are affected by and respond to the dynamics of regional and local
social structures, but their individual strategies of rnobility are not totally
8
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determ ined by them.

Posi tion ality and refle xivit y
I follow critic al feminist metho dolog ies which acknowledge that my positional ity and biogr aphy affect my fieldwork. This choice also produ ces particula r mapp ings of and relations with women in the filed , which in turn
affects my repres entati ons. The metho dolog ies requir e contin ual reflexivity throu ghout the resear ch process (Engl and 1994; Katz 1994; Koba yashi
1994· Staeh eli and Lawson 1994. Reflex ivity in my resear ch and writin g
offers an oppor tunity to exam ine the impli cations of my own gender, class,
and ethnicity throu gh the resear ch process. At the inters ection of reflexivit

and inter- subje ctivit y lies positi onalit y, which is centra l to my work
(Naga r 1997: 208). As a resear cher , I am concern ed with how I positi on

myself withi n the resear ch proje ct given t he hidde n power relati ons in my
intera ctions with the peopl e in the field. Unde rstand ing ID} positiona.lity
involves an analysis of my locati on and relati onshi p in reference to the "research ed ' (1 agar 1997: 208). Reflexivity becomes a process for makin g the
power relati ons visible withi n the resear ch proje ct (iVIullings 1999 see also:
Katz 1994; Koba yashi 1994; _Rose 1997). To addre ss this issue of pov.rer
rela ions I choose to engage in self-reflection on identi ty as pa.rt of the
hi torica l cultur al and politi cal processes , also know n as auto- ethno graph y
(:NicK a 2001 ). This anal rtical techn ique aims not onlJ to create a space ,
howe er unsta ble for theori sing travel , but also invites other s to recrea te
he space

v,

here the perso nal becomes the politi cal and where pov. er rela-

ion ma be con inuall re-examined. Furth er reflecting on the inter:view
as a techn ique in tradit ional ethno graph , I appro ach m - in erview with
inform ant as encou nter > where all of us partic ipate in a di co1:1rse from our
own inter- subje c i e locati ons .
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My complex ong1ns as a woman of Indonesian Chinese descent with
strong Javanese influences do not fully qualify me as a native among the
people of East Nusa Tenggara province in Eastern Indonesia.

Narayan

(1997: 23) problematise s issues for a field worker who is a native.

She

suggests that there is no fixity of roles but, rather , shifting identification s
of a field worker in the midst of a field with its network of social and
power relations. Like Narayan I found myself performing different roles and
taking on a range of identities in the field. I have had continuous personal
contacts with the people of the region for many years. We use the same
language, bahasa Indonesia, and, to some extent, I can understand their
nuances , quirks and subtle body language. Won1en telling travel stories
provided materials for interpretatio n of not just the stories but also the
more intricate, subtle, idiomatic and nuanced expressions of their views on
social relations as the setting of their travel. My position allows an indepth localised perspective , where I am able to recognise aspects of these
rich cultural codes.
Undertaking reflexive ethnography , I realised that my identity as a re-·
searcher in the field was problematic. The way I entered the field at a
particular space and time influenced the way I was perceived and the extent of people's acceptance. The closer I was to the insider circle, the more
depth of understandin g I gained about local relations. Indeed, being 'one of
them ' on my journey and being on the road with them was the most significant aspect of my research. Similar to Abu-Lughod (1991) who chooses to
write from the vantage position of a 'halfie ', I can relate to the ambiguous
position of being not quite an insider but not completely an outsider either.
In this way Abu-Lughod (1991) is able to subvert the process of Othering
by simultaneously being half an insider and half an outsider, without being bounded by assumptions of the Othering process , through making use
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of lived experiences of everyda y practices . Throug hout the field research I
realised t he highly unstable position of the binary of insider / outside r and
I was aware of the dynami sm of my position in time and through space
(Mullin gs 1999: 340).
Throug h a one-to-o ne relation ship with each informa nt and , in turn, by
synthes ising a dispara te range of facts, I am able to make sense of different connect ions. P articula rly when I fo cus and reflect on t he interrel ations
between diverse informa nts, I have been able to see the link between the
women s experiences to the wider structu res and systems of t heir community/ culture (Strathern 1991: 9). This has led me to envision t he relation al
dimensi on of the lo cal context of t he women' s travel. The challenge of the
multipli city of t he women 's t ravels forced me to confron t question s both
about the women I research ed and about myself. I attempt to make t he
central parallel themes between various women' s tr avel and mobile subjectivities obvious through out the study.

Map of the thesi s
The narrativ e structur e of women s life stories is analysed in relation to
three different distance s and ·categor ies of travel centres and to overseas -

inter-isl and , to urban

and I select some dissimilar example s from the

typical stories and group them accordin g to the dynami cs of the route. As a
con inuation of P art One (Depart ure) Chapte r 2 provides a backgro und to
the geograp hic economic and politica l settings of the provinc e of East

1

usa

Tengga ra where the main field research was underta ken. Then I address the
ques ion of how travel highligh ts the links between changin g spaces and the
cons itution of women s 1nobile subjecti vity. In Chapte r 3, I analyse the
context of Eastern Indones ian women's travel. First I situate women 's travel
11
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within several strands of literature. Then the local women are situated
in a broader structure of networks of physical and social relations. Both
the literature and the social relations create a perspective from which we
can analyse travel as an interplay of social structures and other contingent
relations with women's agency, as also shown in the selected folk narratives.
Located at the intersections of cultural, n1igration and gender studies, the
key parallel themes of 1ny study are between travel and mobile subjectivities.
Part Two (Journeys) covers Chapters 4, 5 and 6. These chapters present
a range of travellers' stories, drawing fro1n the ethnography of women's
travel. Through the travellers' gazes and accounts, I endeavour to draw
out the multiple meanings of space through which women travel given the
context of their social relations in Eastern Indonesia. Chapter 4 introduces
travel as an ambiguous space in relation to the local notion of propriety. In
voyages women transformed the physical and social space of their travel into
a space of wider possibilities for behaviour. Chapter 5 focuses on nurses and
teachers, the professional women who framed their travel to urban centres
through socially 'safe and acceptable' occupations. These women used theliminal space of travel to perform an idealised femininity in order to mobilise
selves and thus exercise their personal autonomy. Chapter 6 explores the
experience of the lo cal women travelling overseas to work as contract domestic workers . They travelled abroad and their experience expanded from
the familiar to the alien within a larger scale of international interaction.
Their travel stories contain a theme of new and wider subject positions as
a route to a better position within the power relations found in their local
community.
In the concluding chapter, I provide a conceptual discussion of women 's
travel as (langgar laut ' crossing th_e threshold of the ocean. I link the analysis of worn n 's strategic mobility from the previous chapters, their micro
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politics , with the macro politics of place. Thus this chapter analyses the dialectical dynamics of the local specificity of Eastern Indonesia as manifested
in women 's travel with the broader politics of place.
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CHAPTER 2
Chartin g the Routes:

Eastern Indonesian Women's Travel

Travel and the space of inquiry
'--,L~...;:>--t-:----t-:~~~

- ~-.-..,

a.st Nusa Tenggara, the province of origin of my informants, 1s
a place of contrasts. This chapter begins with t he geography,
economic and political settings of the province, and continues

with t he description of 1ny fieid research. These sections chart the direction
of my study by exemplifying the specificity of the lo cal contexts as well as
exploring the space of 1ny inter-subj ective interactions with my respondents.
This micro study of t ravel aims to capt ure vvomen 's temporary movements ,
namely the voyages of women, but unlike a study of migration, it does not
put specific t ime or administrati ve boundary limits on the spatial movement .
Thus it is not a conventional study of migration , rather it focuses on travel,
in which subjects move t hrough spaces at a range of different scales and
forms.
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Geo grap hy of East N usa Ten ggar a
Easter n Indone sia is a diverse region in terms of its physical geogra phy
and people. The physical geogra phy has influenced both the traditi onal
settlem ent patter ns and the people 's contem porary lifestyles. The scatter ed
islands of the region , its hilly and mount ainous areas and the disper sed small
popula tion occupy ing small pocket s of fertile land , make comm unicat ion
difficult , thus creatin g a sense of isolati on (Jones 1995: 8-14).
East N usa Tengg ara province consists of 4. 7 million hectar es of land
3.9 million inhabi tants (Bada n Pusat Statist ik Propin si

TT 2001: 37).

It is one of the least urbani sed provinces in Indone sia with less than 20
percen t of the popula tion living in urban areas (see Maps 2.1 and 2.2). The
popula tion density is 83 per square km and is among the lowest in Indonesia,
as shown in Table A.1 in the Appen dix (page 268). Also in the Appen dix ,
Tables A.2 and A.3 show the popula tion of East

usa Tengg ara by age

group , gender and regency. Regen cies , distric ts and villages are shown in
Tables A.4 and A.5 (pages 269- 272). The islands are mostly a contin uation
of the volcanic archipelago of Indonesia, which starts in Sumat ra.
smaller outer arc of the Lesser Sunda s Semau and Timor climat e of East

Sumba, Savu ,

The

dao , Raijua, Roti ,

consis t mostly of uplifte d coral and limestone. The

usa Tengg ara is semi-a rid with low average annual rainfall

of 1500 mm. The furthe r east, the drier is the area. The islands of Iusa
Tengg ara are separa ted from J ava and Bali by a deep-s ea trench which also
marks a biologi cal bound ary known as the Wallace Line ( ee Map 2.1 ). To
the east of the Wallace Line, ·where East

usa Tengg ara lies the flora and

fauna are more similar to that of Austra lia than to neighb ouring Southe ast
A ia. For t cover 21 percen t of East
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-14).
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In East N usa Tenggara province, people live in a village setting and there
are up to 500 sub-ethnic groups professing a range of religious and localtraditional beliefs. They n1ainly live in rural areas in the three main islands
of Flores , Timor and Sumba (see Map 2.3 and also see Table A.3 on page 270
in the Appendix for the rural/ urban division). Catholicism dominates the
island of Flores and Protestantis m dominates West Timor and the rest of East Nusa Tenggara. The majority (88 percent) of the population profess
to Christianity as shown in Figure 2.1. The people form multiple ethnolinguistic groups , each with a distinct cultural identity. People live in the
lowlands to easily access transport and natural resources. The highland
settlements are widely scattered in small numbers reflecting a shortage of
resources , and people there work in un-irrigated garden plots (Jones 1995:
14-16). Dry land dominates other types of land owned by household in most
regencies (see Figure 2.2).
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Others
3%
Hindu

Muslim

0%

Catholic
54%

Figure 2.1: Religious persuasion in East Nusa Tenggara, 2000

Source : Bad an Pusat Statisti k Propins i NTT (2001)

The econ omic and polit ical settin gs
The Asian fin ancial crisis in 1997 trigger ed a crisis in Indonesia that was
more severe and deeper than in other Asian countr ies . The Indonesian exch ange rat e deprec iated far more st eeply, with wider negati ve conseq uences
for t he econo1ny and the people 's welfar e. The fin ancial syst em , which h as
aln1ost collapsed given the combi nation of econom ic and politic al events in

1997-1 998, m ay b e unders t ood as the conseq uence of a polit icisation of econornic activit ie during Presid ent Soeh arto's era . The social and p olitical
crisis t hat followe d t he fin ancial collapse was cent red on t he rent seekin g
practices of Soehar to and t hose connec ted to him . Soeh arto's last failed
attemp t to preven t fur t her Rupi ah deprec iation m arked an end to t he value
of hi connec tions and t he loss of p eople's confid ence in his leader ship. This
t riggere d poli tical unrest , riots, and his resign ation in May 1998 (Berge r
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Figure 2.2: Types of land area possessed by household by regency, 2000

Source: Badan Pusat Statistik Propinsi NTT (2001)

2001; Cole and Slade 1998). Sporadic riots and violence continued to occur throughout the tumultuous leadership changes of Soeharto's successors,
Presidents Habibie and Abdulrachm an Wahid. Social unrest broke out in
parts of the country, involving Muslim - Christian clashes which spilled
over into attacks on Indonesian Chinese (representing Christian) property
(Cameron 1999: 4).
Indonesians referred to their country as confronting kristal or krisis total
(total crisis) , and also krismon or krisis moneter (monetary crisis) , pointing
to the marked decline in socio-economic conditions. The real GDP (Gross
Domestic Product) shrank by around 14 percent in 1998.

In the same

period, the number of people below the poverty line was estimated to reach
half the population and this proportion continued to grow as the crisis
continued (Evans 1998; Cameron 1999: 7). Since the crisis started, wages in
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real terms have fallen by approx imately 40 percen t. The agricu ltural sector
has absorb ed some labour from other sectors as there have been large-s cale
movem ents of people from the urban areas to their rural ro ots in order to
return to agricu ltural activit ies ( Camer on 1999: 15-17).
In East N usa Tengg ara provin ce, 65 percen t of the popula tion aged 10
years and over is record ed as economically active in the year 2000. The
remain ing 35 percen t includ es studen ts attend ing school and housewives
workin g at home (Table 2.1).

Activity During The Previous Week

Number s

Economically Active

1912770
1887088
25682
1030357
469329
357306
203722
2943127

Worked
Looking For Work

Not Economically Active
Attend ing School
House Keeping
Others

Total

%
65
64
1
35
16
12
7
100

Table 2.1: Popula tion aged 10 years and over by type of activity during the
previous week

Source : Badan Pusat Statisti k Propins i NTT (2001)

Econo mic and spatia l linkag es
Increasing travel by vvomen reflect s the genera l rise of popula tion mobili ty
in Indonesia (both perma nent and t empor ary ), 1 linked to rising incom es,
educat ion and better commu nications and t ranspo rt services . The rise of
won1en ·s t ravel is accom panied by an increas ed t endency toward s the femi1 P ermane nt

mobilit y or migrati on is defined as a movem ent with an intentio n to
change the place of residenc e or if one stays in a new resi dence for more t han six mont hs
(Anant a et al. 1997: 315).
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nisation of the labour market in Indonesia2 (see among others Ananta et al.

1997: 321; Manning 1998: 265). More women have entered the labour
market both in formal employment in factories and industries and in informal sectors and they have had to move or travel to do so. The increased
rate of women's participation has also been positively correlated with the
broader base in the educational, industrial and occupationa l distribution of
women 's employment in Indonesia (Manning 1998: 265). These trends have
necessitated more mobility for women.
As Manning (1998) points out, Indonesia has undergone several periods
of employment change in response to the economic policies of the day which,
he argues, have benefited women. The three periods before the 1997 Crisis
-

the period of recovery and economic boon1 ( 1971-80); the slowdown in

economic growth (1980-85); and the econo1nic liberalisation (1985-90) were similarly characterise d by rapid non-agricult ural urban employment
growth. The boom period had recorded a particularly slow growth in agricultural employment (just over 1 percent annually for Indonesia) and even
lower growth in agricultural jobs in Eastern Indonesia. Manning contends
that the reason for this slow growth in the agricultural sector was the opening up of non-agricult ural employment opportunitie s associated with rapid
urban growth and improvemen t in rural communicat ions and services. In
addition, the significant increase in employment in the public sector was a
result of massive public expenditure in the health and education sectors,
evident by the growing numbers of schools and health facilities throughout the country. This meant the creation of mostly traditionally female
jobs, attracting women from other areas to migrate to find this type of
2

Commonly found among developing nations in Asia, it is equally true in most parts
of the world. The ILO has noted that in 1994 approximately 45 percent of the world 's
women from the ages of 15 to 64 were economically active. See http:/ /T,TWi,J. ilo. org/
public/englis h/bureau/inf/ pkits/women 3.htm
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work. Governm ent adminis trative and social services jobs grew by almost

14 percent annuall y during 1975-83 (Manni ng 1998: 100-3, 265) , providing an opportu nity for women 's particip ation in many centres through out
the country and encoura ging their moveme nt to differen t regions. As East
N usa Tengga ra provinc e has the highest incidenc e of poverty in the country
(Jones 1995: 17) , this might be a factor stimula ting further travel out of
this region.
Analyse s of provincial migratio n , however , show that people of East
N usa Tengga ra are increasi ngly less likely to migrate out of the province
perman ently.. This result , produce d from using census data, disguises a rising trend toward tempor ary travel (Ananta et al. 1997: 315). It is these
tempor ary travels of local vvomen , which are not detecte d by either census
or surveys of passeng ers , that are of interest to me. As I demons trat e in
the later chapters , the varied motives of the women travelle rs and dynamics of their trips contain social and individu al meaning s beyond physica l
move1nent.
At the physical level, transpo rt is the means for travel. Observi ng t r ans~
port as a spatial link between differen t areas not only provides an understandin g of it as a means for interact ion , but , at a concept ual level, it also
works as a means of discussi ng relation ships between gendere d spaces and
geograp hies of mobiliti es. As Law (1999) asserts:
Attentio n to transpo rt [offers] a way to link discussi ons of gender
relations , transpor t systems , public and private spaces, accessib ility,
and the spatial and tempora l organisa tion of human activity (Law
1999: 567)

The inter-re lations betvveen tran port and interact ion produce a synthei ing per pective from which to view a woman s travel as her means to
express or experien ce power in ocial relations. Her travel represen ts both
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a physical movement and also a metaphorica l journey where she negotiates
her positions of being in the marginalised space. I expand on this local
perspective in Chapter 3.
In the regional context, the degree of spatial linkage or transport connections partly determine the extent to which people in different islands
and settlements can benefit from employment , education, trade and other
inter-regiona l relations. Social relations however do not simply arise from
the provision of transport. While transport improvemen t changes the relative location of places in the Indonesian archipelago , Eastern Indonesian
women are situated in multi-level interactions that affect their ability to
benefit from these improvemen ts.
The 'shrinking' of distance affects patterns of activities and benefits
certain locations and groups of women. 3 However, places are linked together
in unequal ways, and changes in transport connections favour only some
locations and groups of people, depending on relative position and social
relations (Barke 1986; Leyshon 1995; Massey 1995). Some are able to find
opportunitie s in the increased transport links and declining costs of travel
that facilitate mobility, including transnationa l travels (Hugo 1999: 15).
Others have never travelled outside the region. Why? The inter-regiona l
relations which bind the community together can be traced to relations
of power (Massey 1995: 69). Power in Indonesia is concentrated in Java
as the centre of political and administrati ve activities , rather than in the
outer islands. As expected , the larger centres with the concentratio n of
power have been the first to benefit from linkages provided by transport
improvemen t (Hill 1996).

3

The way in which with improved transport systems distances 'shrink'· is often referred
to as tin1e-space convergence framework (Janelle 1969; Giddens 1993: 106).
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Within the East Nusa Tenggara region people do not benefit equally
from national transport improvem ents. They may even be relatively disadvantaged because their relative location remains unchange d or even worsens
with new physical connections. Within the province people face different
transport problems , dependin g on their income levels, social status/ class,
and gender. This leads to the notion of the power geometry of time-spac e
convergence, which suggests that "different social groups are placed in very
distinct ways in relation to the flows and interconn ections" (Massey 1993:
61). This means that when presented with the same transport system, both
women and other social groups confront distinct accessibility problems. For
instance, a wife of a subsisten ce farmer ·w ith a young family has many domestic responsibilities, including child care, and may not have the time and
resources to travel even intra-regi on. Such groups of women may benefit from the flow of people, goods and informati on offered by the network
improvem ents in an indirect way.
Nevertheless, the advantag e of transport developm ents in the past few
decades is admitted even by the governme nt 's critics as having increased
people mobility, including that of women. 4 In terms of the road and ferry
transport improvem ents , Sumatra, Java, Bali and Lombok now have a well
connected road and ferry transport system (Hill 1996: 215). Road transport has increased; a comparis on of the total number of road vehicle fleet
in 1976 and in 1995 shows an increase of more than six fold over the two
decades. The recent figures of the province 's land transport fleet are shown
in Table A.10 on page 275. At the lo cal level , however, problems in road
4

The significant role of transport in Indonesia is shown in the stable contributio n of
the transport sector to the total Gross Domestic Product (GDP). The transport sector
has kept up with the increasing GDP, from Rp 14,000 billion in 1971 to Rp 22 ,931 billion
in 1995 (in real terms). In the same period , the transport share of GDP increased from
4.4 percent to 6 percent. This translates to the increasing transport infrastruct ure in
terms of air and sea transport capacity and road capacity including road vehicle fleets
(Hill 1996: 4).
-
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transport still exist , including intra-regional or inter-regencies (ka bupaten)
transport (Hill 1996: 215 ). In the case of air transport, the ultimate result of
the improvement is the shorter amount of time required (more destinations
and frequent services) to travel, for example, from J akarta or Surabaya to
the main destinations around Indonesia . For high income groups who can
afford airline costs, the country is 'shrinking'. In 1996 , just before the financial crisis, not only did Jakarta have 27 direct connections with other cities
across the country, but Jayapura,

abire, Surabaya, Denpasar , Makassar

(Ujung P andang), Ambon, Kupang, Balikpapan , Batam and Medan had
between 10 and 20 direct connections with other cities in Indonesia (ABC
1997).
At the same t ime sea transport has also improved markedly, facilitating
a larger scale movement of people, including women. In the period of 19911995, t he number of ship passengers travelling t hrough the ports managed
by PT PERSERO (State Owned Enterprises/SO Es) increased by an annual
average of 18 percent , while at t he same time the passengers carried by ferry
transport managed by SOEs increased by an average of 11 percent . The
lower end of the sea transport market has been served by pioneer shipping
during the san1e period. In the inter-island sea transport, the passengers
carried by the pioneer shipping (kapal perintis) increased by 20 percent.
Thi shows that the fastest growing segment of sea passenger demand is
an1ong those with lower purchasing power. 5 The highest concentration of
origin- destination (0 D) sea passenger was in J ava and Sumatra, whilst in
East Tusa Tenggara Kup ang connections had an annual of less than 50
thou and OD passenger (see Map 2.4).6 The total E ast
5

usa Tenggara ea

Pioneer shipping is a state subsidised shipping operation aimed at meeting travel
demand of low income t ravellers in remote outer island areas. In 1995 , there were 34
units of pioneer ships of 350 - 750 DWT in operation wi h a subsidy visiting 266 ports
(Directorate General of ea Transport f996).
6
ource: Calculated and mapped from Directorate General of ea Transport (1996).
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passenger movement can be seen in Table A. 9 on page 274 in the Appendix.
So this is my focus here, because in Eastern Indonesia, many women travel
by ship and ferry as this is the cheapest means of travel.
Within the province, intra-regiona l communicat ions including travel are
conducted between the administrati ve kabupaten which are mostly inherited
from the colonial era (see Map 2. 3 from Tule (2001: 38)). In the context of
colonial rule in the first half of the twentieth century, East Nusa Tenggara
was also known as the province of Lesser Sundas , including Timor. The
divisions of Flores under colonial rule were headed by five Dutch controllers
who governed through nine rulers (raja) of Flores: division 1, Flores Timur
under Raja Adonara and Raja Larantuka; division 2, IVIaumere under Raja
Sikka; division 3, Ende under Raja Ende and Raja Lio; division 4, Ngada
under Raja NageKeo, Raja Bajawa and Raja Riung; and lastly, division 5,
Manggarai under Raja Manggarai (Tule 2001: 38; see also Therik 1995: 19).
Social relations within a division also contained hierarchical systems creating class boundaries , where the rajas (male) and their descendants had a
symbolic sacred/highe st position followed by other classes in the community.
The five administrati ve divisions later became the basis of the contemporary regencies after Indonesian independenc e in 1945. In the recent years
of the political reform era, decentralisat ion has shifted power relations between the centre and the region. New regencies have been created, including
kabupaten Lembata in east Flores.

The construction s of social categories, hierarchies and territories in relation to space emphasise the role of boundaries. These boundaries are
responsible for separating Self and Other (Newman and Paasi 1998). In
this thesis I explore and conceptualis e some of these boundaries that women
cross when they travel. I found in my own travels and in that of other women
that the boundaries at a range of scales of space may be fluid and negotiable.
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Map 2.5: Flores divisions under colonial rule

One shifting boundary at a larger scale is evident in the inter-regiona l relations. The socio-spatial relations are specific responses to the interrelated
changes in political and economic situations created by the crisis. These
fluid relations provided the setting of my field research and this, in turn,
impinged upon the way people felt about being interviewed. Some people's
reluctance and anxiety to be interviewed can be understood in terms of
the bigger concerns they had with the uncertainties of the economic and
political climates.

Fieldwo rk: sites of multipl e journey and research practice s
Within the uncertainty of the crisis situation, my fieldwork , travel , and the
women 's travel changed as a result of unexpected circumstance s. A political
crisis emanating from the fall of Soeharto , resulting in social unrests in
many parts of Indonesia, including in Makassar and Surabaya overlapped
with my fieldwork. Between my rec;onnaissance trip in January 1998 and the
fieldwork ended in August 2000 I observed and experienced peoples panics
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because of spiralling prices , tensions of party campaign s for presidenc y and
the exodus of people from East Timor following a civil war in relation to
East Timor independe nce.
Encounte rs during my own travel fluctuated both in number and intensity. At times, events unfolded at a dizzying pace on the boats and in the
field. From this I learned to be open , ready to adjust, to respond, and to
embrace changes as my field research progresse d. I began to take travel and
its risks as they came, as is evident from the following story. When I did
my prelimina ry research on media reports of women 's travel by sea at the
CSIS ( Centre for Strategic and Internatio nal Studies) library in Jakarta in
1998, I came across clippings of newspape r articles on a number of tragic sea
accidents in Indonesia . Overcrow ding of the PELNI (the state owned enterprise) ships is a safety hazard, leading to the sinking of ships with disastrou s
loss of life. Acting on advice from an experienc ed and caring anthropol ogist
working in the region , on the earlier voyages I carried a newly-bo ught life
jacket with me. Later , however, I felt that overcomi ng a fear of drowning
from shipwreck and taking the risks of travel, like many other women, was
one way of being part of this space of great uncertain ty. Moreover, the life
jacket was itself impractic al and bulky and it marked me as 'different ' and
privileged from other fellow· travellers. So I left the life jacket behind. My
sea travel provided a first hand experienc e of the risks of travelling and also
insights into other women 's feelings including their fears.

The field
During my total six-month s of intermitte nt fieldwork , from January 1998 to
August 2000 , I travelled extensive ly by ship , ferry, bus , other public transport and on foot . I concentra ted in three basic areas -
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Tenggara , Surabaya and Makassar (Ujung Pandang) . 7 The choice of the
two cities as spatial focus was based on the 1996 data on temporal (passengers) movemen t from the Indonesia n Departme nt of Transpor t surveys and
permanen t (migratio n) movemen t from the past census, which show that
Surabaya and Makassar were both importan t places of transit and destination for people from East

usa Tenggara (Hugo et al. 1987; Hugo 1997).

In the field , twice I had to leave my field research because of personal
security reasons. 8 I left 1akassar when social unrest broke out , resulting
in the burning down of churches, shops and buildings including Wisma
Kare ' near Hassanud in University, where I spent some time. Then, I flew
out from Kupang on the island of Timor just in time to avoid militia activities a few days after the East Timor independ ence ballot result was
announce d in Septembe r 1999. Everythin g associated with Australia was
viewed unfavoura bly because of the Australia n governme nt's role in sending the peace-kee ping forces to East Timor. That was a time where I saw
unusual flows of people, particular ly displaced people from East Timor ,
however this wa not the fo cus of my study.

In Flores , I visited kabupaten Ende and the surroundi ng village of
bo i Detusoko· kabupaten Sikka and the surroundi ng Wolowaru

uo-

aumere;

kabupaten Flores Timur particular ly in Larantuk a; and the newly created
kabupaten of Lembata. In Timor , I mainl

stayed in Kupang and it sur-

rounding areas. Local people were very wary of outsiders suspectin g them
a trouble maker (provokat or) inciting religious and ethnic violence. De7Until recent} ·. the city has been popularly known as ·jung P and ang: however the old
name. ~Iaka saris formally used again now . In this study I refer to the ci · as fakassar.
Here are quote from my previou supervisor arguing for a six-month PhD course
eA--tension: ··I cannot think of ano her studen whose fieldwork has been so disrupted
bv circumstan ces beyond her control. On both occasions she has been in the field. her
acti,·ities ha-d to be terminated on our advice due to political unrest - firs in Makassar
and then in K upang ... he has an excellent hesis opic and deserves he opportuni to
bring it to a ati factory conclu ion ... I was granted the extension.
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spite difficulties in engaging some women in the field because of the economic and political crisis, I was fortunate to be accepted readily in several
women's networks. In addition to meeting my fellow travellers on the road, I
started with one contact in each locality. I followed the leads which quickly
branched to involve a larger number of women. The 'snowball ' sampling
procedure gave me access further into the women 's networks. In some cases
I followed my main informan ts to their villages after meeting them in urban
centres. The strategy of my travel as a dynamic and continuou s field , constantly shifting from one place to another, required flexibility and resilience.
As with any trip, I n1et some engaging women, only to say goodbye at the
next port. The fieldwork alternate d between sailing at sea and travelling on
the road , to reach and dwell for a while in villages, small towns and cities.
In the women's homes in their villages, I observed and experienc ed the
daily activities and concerns of the local women. These things I would not
have encounter ed if I had simply -s tayed in urban centres -

places of their

travel destinatio ns. Homes and 'neutral' places , such as on the ship, in a
park and at a water hole , were ideal settings for our chats and interviews.
The other in-depth interviews were conducte d at the more private settings
of the informan t 's room or the room where I stayed.
However , in the port settings, interview s were not so easy because I was
'out of place ' - as a young middle class woman of keturunan (mixed Chinese
Indonesia n) origin. Such a woman would not usually wander alone at ports.
Independ ent field research in ports such as I did, is uncommo n. Ports are
out of bounds for a woman like me, except before boarding a ship. People
stared at me, or worse still , port staff and the porters harassed me with their
remarks , ((Mau kemana ?77 they would say. This literally means , "where are
you going?" But it most likely meant "what the hell are you doing here?,"
and often that was the tone of voice I heard.
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Boundari es often became noticeabl e when I overstepp ed them. I shall
never forge my sense of terror at overstepp ing an invisible boundary of male
territory v. hen I entered alone the P ort of P erak (Surabaya ). My 'misfit position shown by my roaming around alone in the port without a legitimate
reason (in their views) or a proper male escort. _ 1y presence for interview ing at the port was seen as an intrusion of the boundary of ma.le territory.
In ports , I had little success in conductin g the interview s. Assumpti ons of
a certain propriety in womenjs mobility prevented me from moving freely
in port settings and thus hindered further progress of interactio ns .

1any

pairs of eyes -b elonging o men and passenger s alike opened wide; following
ID)

ever) movemen with bewilderm ent pity or even confusion . Apart from

the roles of a trader or a sex worker; there was no any proper role for
such a woman traveller (without an · luggage) that would fit me and therefore I wa thought of as being lost. The second time a.round I recruited
a male university graduate student to accompan y me on my interview s in
the port. _ fter hi fir t rip with me to Por of Perak he resigned because
he felt intimidat ed b · the port ; thug . Vv11en I went back several times to
Perak \\·ith a more ' legi ima.te ' reason to board the ship I did not arouse
any u p1c1on.
Througho ut the field research people often found m identities ambiguou . I an1 married but was frequently mi taken as a single woman because of
my ·carefree· travelling alone (jalan endiri). I vvore a imple wedding band
on my finger ignifying my marital tatus and to a ·oid an

nuisance (no

my real ring . a I \\·a warned petty crime wa on the increase becau e of the
financial cri i ) . In the cont e:x.-t of Ea t "\" usa Tenggara j it i rather unu ual
for a \\·oman either ingle or married \\·ith no connectio ns. to travel alone for
uch a long p eriod of time on hip . bus and other public tran port. In the
In don ian conte:x.-t. it i

trange to be a tudent and yet have he mean
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travel extensively, and this compo unded local people 's perple xity over my
status and intenti on. My place of origin also caused confusion: I am an
Indone sian but have lived, worked , and studie d in Austra lia. The contac ts I
had at the official (nation al and regional) levels were from past associ ation
and work with Austra lian govern ment projec ts. In this way, I was able to
secure interviews with port author ities in East Java, South Sulawesi, Flores
and Timor . 9
In the subseq uent visits to the ports , it was sugges ted that I would be
escorte d by a port official in unifor m whilst doing my interviewing. Feeling
gratefu l, I accept ed the offer only to find that this strateg y had its own
problems. This way of survey ing did not work out becaus e people were
relucta nt to talk. People were appare ntly suspicious of everyt hing formal
and official in the then uncert ain social and politic al climat e. Under these
condit ions women refused reques ts for an intervi ew or, at best, they were
not willing to disclose inform ation beyon d basic matter s relatin g to their
curren t trips. They feared that the intervi ews might be used agains t them.
Thus I was left to my own devices, meetin g women in more natura l ways as
fellow travellers, or throug h introd uction s made by acquai ntance s. Box 2.1
contai ns an extrac t from my field notes illustr ating some of the difficulties
in the field.
everth eless I think that, becaus e I am a woman 10 I gained access to
person al intimacy, and won the confidence of some women whom I interviewed. I introd uced myself as a travell er and a studen t who was doing
9

In 1998 I was able to con1bine an initial trip with fieldwork for the Bureau of Transport Econom ics on a joint-go vernme ntal project on Eastern Indones ia, coverin g a wider
area of the formally defined adminis trative bounda ries of the region, includin g Sulawesi
and Kalima ntan. Membe rs of the Austral ian team were respons ible for analysin g the
transpo rt connect ions in additio n to observi ng the towns' econom ic activitie s. In this
context , I visited ports, airports and ferry termina ls and met transpo rt and develop mental planner s, includin g local authori ties in the region.
10
1 do not intend to essentia lise my relation ship with other women.
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A woman over fifty years old travelled with nine members of the family, all women except two. The family were waiting for a PELNI 'Pangrango' ship which would sail to Eastern Indonesia. They brought
many bags, sacks and boxes containing clothes, personal effects and
food , including rice. After explaining about my research project , I
had a chat with her daughter and grand daughter about their upcoming trip. They agreed to pose for a photo and as I was about to
take a photograph of them, the old woman burst into her local dialect
which I didn't understand , but which was strong enough to stop me
taking further action. In my confusion at the unexpected rebuke ,
I trembled and apologised profusely and assured her that I would
not do anything without their consent. Apparently she was worried
that I might be a journalist , who could use their photograph in the
newspaper. The daughter, who seemed to understand the purpose
of my interview , tried to calm her mother down in her dialect. She
turned to me to apologise , saying her mother "did not understand
the research," atidak paham penelitian". She consoled me by opening her bag to offer me some biscuits to. eat. From this encounter I
learned two lessons. Firstly, as a woman I appeared as a 'misfit' in
such a location, someone who did not follow the assumed 'propriety'
of women 's mobility. Secondly, people were obviously sensitive and
cautious in the climate of uncertainty of the prevailing economic and
political situation; they did not want anyone to take advantage of
them.
Box 2 .1 : An Encounter at Port Perak
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research on women travellers. When I was in Surabaya and l\!Iakassar between 1998 and 2000, starting from one contact each, I was invited to social
functions organised by the communi ty of Flores- Sumba- Timor (Flobamora)
and also attended their church services. Many of the women who belonged
to this group worked in strongly female occupatio ns, such as nursing and
teaching. I was also privileged to be introduce d to a Catholic nun, a matron
of a hospital in Surabaya who in turn introduce d me to many nurses from
East Nusa Tenggara . In Makassar , I boarded with teachers who introduce d
me to others from the region. After several interactio ns and talk about
travel, some women readily told their life histories, and this often included
confiding their personal problems to me. Some even included me in their
social networks and several times in family occasions or celebratio ns.
In this way, some informan ts became friends and invited me to come
and stay at their houses. Despite usually having to cram into their already
crowded houses, these stays offered me an opportun ity to interact with
the family and observe the household relations, providing a deeper understanding of the informan ts ' domestic domains. In observing first hand the
dynamics of everyday lives and the family relationsh ips, a window into the
women's local relations was opened to me. I also stayed in several convents
and presbyter ies in Flores , being the largest Catholic missionar y area in the
past , the legacy of which can still be seen today. This included an interesting stay with the nuns of Clamor Bovis Congrega tion , where I was allocated
a patient room in a hospital in Lewoleba. I think , being on the road for a
while , I was seen as a woman who needed to be cared for in a protected
place. These stays provided different insights into both the women and the
local communi ties. The contacts I had with the Society of Divine Words
Missionary (SVD) and other Catholic religious orders quickly branched out
to involve a larger number of women soon after I followed a few leads. The
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'quality' and 'propriety' provided by the the religious networks as the first
contacts created trust and opened ways of engaging with the women.
The relations with my informants changed as my field research progressed. The first few moments of interaction with most of the women had
inevitably been rather formal , indicated by the way they addressed me as
ibu, meaning mother, a rather conventional and respectful way of addressing

a woman of some social status. However , some young women would then
change my title into kakak, a more intimate term which literally means an
older sister. This was an indication of acceptance into their circle. Some
other (usually older women) would called me nona, a common address for
a young single woman -

even with my wedding band , my maritar status

was not always obvious , although nona is also used for a woman of Chinese descent in the local context . In such interactions , I was aware of the
power relation between the researched and the researcher, and attempted
to neutralise it. I quickly learnt that a camera, a tape recorder and papers were symbols of academia and thus , of power , which might impede
our natural communicat ion . Our talks were often very p ersonal. I opted
to be flexible and, if need be, conducted the interview in a less intrusive
and informal way with semi-open ended questions , without a questionnair e
or tape recorder but only a small note pad to write down some important
points. In the lo cal setting of the women s home or parks or food stalls
we connected comfortably using our common langu age, bahasa Indonesia.
In this tudy I provide both a translation and the original quotations in
the stories to ensure authenticity and a richer nuance. For example, the
strong meaning of (langgar laut i is sometime lo t in the translation. I use
Engli h pelling for provinces but keep the original Indonesian spellings for
regencie (kabupaten) . districts (k~camatan) and sub-districts (ke lurahan).
In my research , ethical dilemmas of power relations encountered in do3
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ing feminist ethnog raphic researc h are embra ced as challenges to consta ntly
being aware of my interac tions and relatio nships with my inform ants. In
the field I was neithe r "an insider nor an outsid er in any absolu te sense,
but rather an interlo cutor" (Nast 1994: 60). I recognise the fact that my
involv ement and repres entatio n in this researc h has been based on privilege and hopefu lly also mutua l concer ns and trust (Koba yashi 1994: 74).
My positio nality as a researc her during the researc h proces s as previo usly
1nentioned, and also in writin g and repres enting their stories has been a
dialogical process (Engla nd 1994). Consta ntly I ask myself how to incorp orate their voices withou t reinforcing patter ns of domin ation (Engla nd 1994:

80- 1). As illustr ated before, my relatio nships with inform ants varied, some
were intima te, others were recipro cal, some others were delicat e or even
difficult. An examp le of an incide nt as noted in my field note (in Box 2.2)
shows this delicat e situati on charac terised with strong person al feelings.
I attemp ted to engage in inter-s ubject ive dialogues in order to understand the women "in their own terms" allowing careful consid eration of the
consequences of our interac tions (Engla nd 1994: 82). To preserv e confidentiality, I use pseudo nyms for person al names of inform ants throug hout the
text and when necess ary I change the names of the locatio n to avoid personal identif ication . In the thesis , image s/phot ograph s are presen ted mainly
to show activit ies and locatio nal contex ts of stories. I am aware that photograp hs have the potent ials of both homog enising a visual experi ence and
also commo dificat ion of subjec ts. I take much care not to link a particu lar
individ ual and an image describ ing individ ual story. Rathe r the images are
a repres entatio n of their everyd ay life and enviro nment . My involve1nent
in both their daily routin e and travel throug h the techni que of partici pant
observ ation also implies a partici patory approa ch to learning. The process
of dwelling and travell ing alongside those I studie d necess itated a dialog ue
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between us. In this way participant observation allows insights of inner concerns and rich textured of women;s multi perspectives . The variety of these
travellers and their different hidden feelings in their stories and purposes of
travel are fully expanded in further chapters.

Traveller s ' profiles
A range of travellers profiles with various reasons of movement reflects the
variety of v\1omen 's travel. The travellers I met included professionals students , housewives, v\rorkers , and Catholic nuns. I interviewed 46 women and
surveyed another 68 women who travelled by sea. The difference betvveen
an interview and a survey for the purpose of t his study is the time spent
v\ ith an informant. A survey lasted not more than ten minutes , covering
basic information including places of origin, destination , age, marital status, occupation , reason of travel and whether a woman is travelling alone
or with companions. On the other hand , in-depth interview involved many
hours or days of interaction , covering wider and deeper relational aspects
of their travel. The ethnographic material , including 46 interviews , reflect
my interest in how local culture , as a web of socially negotiated meanings
1 embedded in women:s mobility.
Out of the total 114 respondents who travelled by PEL

-r ships

and

ferri e : 79 were single wo111en , mainly professionals and students , who were
exp ected to have a higher mobility compared with the remaining 35 , coni ting of hou ewive and among whom eight were elf-employed women. Almo t one-third of the re pondent were categori ed as either elf-employed
or employed ( ee Table 2.2). The median age of the respondent was 27
·ear : pointing to the relativel higher mobility of the younger women. The
n1aximurn age of 60
11

ear v\,as that of a hou ewife, i bu haji; 11 whil t the

Ibu haji means a woman who had made he Haj pilgrimage. This one lived in a
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youngest was a 15 year old student. My observation shows that women
within a similar middle to lower income background , those who are single
are relatively more mobile than others who are married with younger children. A married older woman , such as ibu haji, whose children have grown
up , has a reduced load of child care and house keeping. She also enjoys
fewer restrictions on her mobility, because her increased age may also allow
increased ability to exert authority over kin (Dickerson-Putma n and Brown
1998: xii).
My own travels for this research typically followed main routes based
on transport connections. Similarly, travellers of the region moved within
three basic categories of destinations:
• local inter-island
• Java and other urban centres
• overseas
When I categorise the respondents by these basic patterns of travel , it
reveals types of travels for the main routes with commonly related purposes
of travel, which I refer to as dynamics of the route. I documented travellers' details using a d ata base and this can be further grouped by three
travel destinations , occupations, status (m arried, single , ·widow) and style of
travel (economy class or cabin/ private b erth ; alone or accompanied ). The
in-depth interviews which were taped or noted then documented and analysed using a software for qualitative data (NVIVO ). The analysis shows a
connection between a woman 's particular subj ect position with t he kind of
travel she undertakes. For example, professionals or fin ancially independent women, comprising just over half of the women interviewed, were most
Muslim enclave in Ende , which was a rarity in the Catholic dominant region.
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likely to t ravel to urban centres. Housewives mainly travelle d to visit relat ives and fri ends on t he inter-isl and routes . More recently, t here has been an
increasing nu1nber of won1en t ravellin g overseas, eit her docume nted legally
as domestic workers or as illegal constru ction or plantat ion laboure rs . I
sit uate t he individu al t raveller s wit hin t heir context s of t ravel, in which I
group t hem in terms of distinct ive dynami cs of a particul ar route , which is
related to t he possibility of relation s t he route may generat e (Tsing 1993:
48). In present ing dynami c of routes , I select so1ne dissimil ar examples and
anomalous stories of part icular individu als. T he atypical stories serve to
highlight a range of mobilit ies and how t hey are grounde d in materia lity of
localit ies , such as gendere d and sp atial organis ation of family and domesti c
life.
Total

Travel in Cabin

Travel Alone

Occupatio n

n

%

n

%

n

%

Self/ Em ployed

33
29
27
25

29
25
24
22

1
10

6

37
28
29

4

56
17
22

25
19
20
4

6

114

100

18

100

68

100

Professional
Student
Housewife
Total

3

Table 2.2: Women traveller s by occupat ion

Source: Fieldwork .

When asked about t heir reasons for travel, women gave a range of mot ives for t ravel. These reasons varied from maintai ning contact in the form
of a mundan e visit , to working, studying, or seeking a new exp erience and
self actualis ation , such as stories which are expand ed in Chapte r 4. The
women 's t ravel destina tions were oft en associat ed wit h particul ar motives .
For exampl e t ravel to urb an cent res was closely linked with the motive of
seeking ·work and furt hering educati on. Through in-depth interviews with
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Map 2.6: Spatial patterns of travel

the women I presented dissimilar travel stories of teachers and nurses who
had lived and worked in Surabaya and Makassar in Chapter 5. In Flores, I
interviewed returned travellers who worked as overseas domestic workers in
Singapore and Hong Kong, whose stories are presented in Chapter 6. The
returned migrants ' stories reveal personal and metaphorica l journeys, which
are vividly captured by one informant, Netti , in a detailed sketch. This unusual personal cartography becomes the basic structure of the chapter. I
excluded other groups of travellers such as traders and Catholic nuns , from
my discussion , in order to limit my project and also because, separately, the
smaller groups were outside the themes that I was interested in. Although
I also talked to more than 200 other people in . the field to gain an understanding of their perspectives on local relations , this information is weaved
through as supporting material to the stories. This information included
that from state and regional government officers , academics, members of
religious orders (nuns , priest , brothers) , transport operators , ports author43
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ities, ship crews, and of course member s of families of travellin g parties.
About half of the encount ers with the respond ents occurre d at various
stages of their journey - on ship , in ports , and in transit. Chattin g on roads
and on ships came naturall y, provide d that my fellow travelle rs were in close
proximi ty and did not get travel sickness . As a passenger on a voyage, I
travelle d up to four days at a stretch to spend time with other women on
t he same journey. While travellin g and observi ng I gained insight into the
multitu de of spaces the women occupy and also the symboli c meaning s of
their travels by observin g women' s mundan e activities as they travelled.
Not only did -I investig ate what the women said , but also what they did
(Herber t 2000) in order to underst and meaning s of the sp ace of travel for
the women.
Most respond ents travelle d in crampe d lower decks because it was the
cheapes t and easiest way to travel. The deck/ econom y ticket is much easier
to get than a cabin/ class ticket. On any voyage on a PEL I ship , there
is lin1ited cabin space available, with only a small proport ion occupie d by
women passeng ers. Out of the 114 respond ents only 18 women ever trav- ·
elled in cabins, with one girl travellin g first class and 17 others travellin g
in the second and third classes. The rest travelle d in economy class. Personal/ family income plays a role in travel, as the higher the income , the
better the style of voyage. Women with stronge r connect ions in social networks and a high-inc ome backgro und are most likely to travel in private
cabins which afford them some privacy, security and comfort . The higher
the ticket class on the ship , the harder it is to get a ticket because of reduced
availabi lity of the berths. Also there is a quota for cabin space at each port
particul arly in the cabins availabl e for women. In PEL II ships , there was
a trict division of cabin space based on gender. Unless one is married or a
part of the family mixed gender cabin occupan cy is unavaila ble. Therefo re
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The weight of reflexivity of writing up some ethnographic sketches
of this study prompted a question on how much to reveal. I marvel
how far my informants have shared the space of the intimate details
of their private relationships through their stories. I found myself a
little taken aback when they told me the private details of their lives
and their intense emotions early in our encounter, particularly when
I did not initiate that private line of conversation (see for example,
Evita's story of her wedding night on page 166 and Bibi 's double
dates on page 174). Some of the informants disclosed information in
much more p ersonal detail than I had previously anticipated learning
in such a short time. However I was aware that by doing ethnography,
I was fully engaged in the women 's lived experience and emotional
feelings. I took on a role as a caring companion on the journey who
was involved and interested in their personal affairs.
On reflection, this engagement may be due to an intricate combination of factors. Women may disclose personally sensitive information
because they knew that I was a stranger, a travel companion only
during the journey, whom they might never meet again. When the
interviewer will remain a stranger in a one-off meeting with no possibilities of follow ups , the respondents are likely to open up in an indepth disclosure (Brannen 1988). In that particular loose, transient
and liminal space of travel we related with each other as companions.
They also found it useful to borrow things from me , from thongs ,
medicines and magazines to a multipurpose Swiss army-knife which
I carried around with me everywhere. Throughout such constant interactions and many hours of conversations, an intimate familiarity
with the other travellers inevitably developed.
Throughout the process of ethnography, I was aware of the unequal
interaction with the informants , because at the end of the day, I
retained the power to walk away with t he information. R eflexively,
I pose questions as to how far it is ethically desirable to explore the
int imate emotions of personal relationships as well as struggling with
how much of the disclosure is an authentic private life. As Duncomb e
and Marsden (1996: 152) point out , the multi-layered relations of
the stories that individuals tell about t heir intimate feelings raise
problems for ethnographic research. One of the problems is how
to decide which part icular layer of the stories is genuinely of their
concern or whether it is a sup erficial passing feeling only. IVIy main
problem is to find the connections of the multi-layered relations of
t he stories and to recognise which layer truly relates to the issues of
travel that I am interested in.
Box 2.2: Problematisi ng a disclosure of intimate feelings
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it was not easy to obtain a cabin ticket for a woman because the PELNI
office is then obliged to fill the rest of the space with same-ge nder passengers. I came across a woman who, after queuein g for her cabin ticket (she
obviously had the money) , had to go to see the head of the ticket office to
be intervie wed by him to justify her travel in a private cabin. The woman
was finally issued with a second class ticket (in a four-be rth cabin) after explaining that she had just had surgery and required a berth to rest on. Niore
than half of the respond ents travellin g in the comfort of a private cabin were
professional women , followed by almost a quarter who were housewives who
travelle d alone (see Table 2.2 on page 42).
My own travel offered a space of new relation s and a peculia r intimacy.
This space of intimacy, being part of the ethical dilemm a of a feminist
ethnogr aphy previou sly discusse d , provides both a challenge as well as an
opportu nity. In one of my first voyages to Eastern Indones ia, I met a woman ,
Niartha , who graciously shared her space with me on the deck of a very
crowded ship.

Not only did she literally give me a space on a wooden

bench to sit on, but by readily sharing her stories, metaph orically she also
created a critical space for me to start an ethnogr aphy of Eastern Indonesian
women' s travel. Martha 's travel story, expand ed on in Chapte r 4, pointed
to the significance of a notion of proprie ty in the context of travel. Her
travel also hinted at the theme of a space of liminali ty in women 's travel.
By permitt ing herself a transiti onal space, where she could choose what she
wanted to be, Martha enacted the phrase m enjadi diri sendiri, meanin g to
be oneself. This also implied widenin g of roles and position s during and
after 1\/Iartha 's langgar laut, or crossing the ocean. The significance of her
travel was much more than simply a covering of a physical distance , it was
a process of becomin g.
A selected nun1ber of travel stories are present ed on the basi of the
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three main themes alluded to in Martha's travel and the widening of subject positions -

propriety, liminality

which I analyse within the three

travel routes. My writing, as previously mentioned, is framed in the nonessentialist position with very little ground for 'cultural certainty and essential identity' (Tsing 1993: 225). Accordingly the lens of travel is used to
make the diversity of women 's experience visible. In the following chapters
I expose, explore and analyse the interconnect ions of their local specificity
with women's heightened sense of self through travel.
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CHAPTER 3

Situating Eastern Indonesian Women

and Their Travel
Loc atin g wom en
his chapte r provides a contex t for discussion of women 's travel
by firstly identif ying several strand s of literat ure where issues
__, ___. of women and travel are discussed.

The link betwee n space,

women 's travel and subjec tivity is then explored. Secondly, I draw on socialanalysis and ethnog raphic work on localities in East Nusa Tengg ara and also
on collective though t in folk narrati ves to situate women and their travel
within the lo cal socio- cultura l contex t. I am interes ted in the ·ways that
cultur e, as a web of socially negoti ated meanin gs, is embed ded in a process
of women 's mobili ty. Mobili ty is a way in which women partici pate in the
dynam ic processes of rework ing both the meanin gs of place and their own
identit ies (Marcus and Fisher 1986; Silvey and Lawson 1999: 124- 5).
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Women's travel within the literature
Current studies on t ravel and travellers extend to a wide range of sp atial
practices. Movements of p eople in diaspora, exile, t ransn ational and inter
and int ra-region al migrations, glob al t ourism and other flows have been
classical research projects in geography. The sp atial p attern associated wit h
t he social and cultural condit ion of p ost-modernity in which p eople depart
from (a notion of) a place of origin , has b ecome increasingly complex, t hus
harder to describ e and an alyse (App adurai 1991 ; Siikala 2001: 1).
The vast am ount of research on peoples mobility reflects t he significance
of movements for existence . The rich migration literature encompasses a
range of t heoretical p ersp ectives and scales of an alysis. The systematic reviev'I of migr ation research produced by Silvey and Lawson (1999) shows
a diversity of approaches wit hin t he migr ation field. Migration has been
shown as a p owerful force affecting ident it ies in t he context of societies
such as Irish , It ali an 1'1exican and Caribb ean (Walter 1997· Grimes 199 ·
\ ebster 1998; Fortier 2000) . This literature; located at t he intersections
of cro s cultural studies dia pora studies an d gender tudies provides theoretical debates on identity in relation to space. A smaller but increasing
number of more recent works on gender and contemporary migration in
which my work is positioned. pa) attention to women

identities and sub-

ject po ition ( ee for example, (Romero 1992;Con table 1997; Kofman and
England 1997: Barbie and

Iiklavcic-Brezigar 1999; Cox 1999; Gamburd

1

2000:Parrena 2001: Hondagneu-Sotelo 2001: Silve (2000 : 2001)).
~Iigration re earch emplo ring broad political and economic frames neverthele

dominate the work on people· mobilit) (Law on 199 : 41 ). The

clas ical and enduring explanation of migration argued in the literature on
mobility are framed by :\" eo-clas ical economic and macro model of differ-
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ent stages of developm ent (Lawson 1998: 41). These models are associated
with 'push-pul l ' factors of labour movemen t across regions , implying an unproblema tic notion of place. As Silvey and Lawson (1999) argue, within
t his developm entalist persp ective, migration is largely assumed to occur for
economic reasons, reflecting a Western modernis ation trajectory . The narrow developm entalist focus and increasing ly untenable assumptio n -

that

origins, destinatio ns, and migrants themselve s including their gender, race
and class are unproblem atic parts of migration -

leaves the other reasons

for migration unquestio ned (Silvey and Lawson 1999: 122- 3). I'v1igration of
women from rural to urban areas , in this narrow perspecti ve , is a part of the
problem of surplus labour in the rural agricultur al sector and the growing
demand for labour in industrial sectors in urban areas. Otherwise women
relocate as a part of a broader family movemen t in search of better economic
and social opportuni ties. This limited style of gender analysis has in effect
marginali sed v.romen 's n1obility (Bilsborro w and United Nations Secretaria t
1993).
In Indonesia, women 's 1nobility in relation to social and economic changes
'is complex and little understoo d ' (Hugo 1997: 68). With some notable exceptions, such as migration studies by Robinson (1991, 2000a); Silvey (2000 ,
2001) ; and Wolf (1992), most research is concerned with t he demograp hy
of women 's migration or permanen t movemen t, which is only t he 't ip of
the iceberg' in the context of the total movemen t (Hugo 1997: 71 ). Very
few studies have covered Indonesia n women 's travel and their ambivalen t
position in relation to space. Limited data in Indonesia inhibits study on
other types of travel, leaving women 's variety of t ravel as somewha t of a
mystery. My concerns about women's ident ity in relation to changing -space
cut across a range of travels including migration .
Theoretic ally, a narrow fo cus on women 's migration as p-art of a mod-
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ernisation trajectory limits the understanding of the potential multiplicity
of identities of the women travelling. The ways in which migrant subjects
( and in a broader sense travellers) are conceptualised has remained unexamined using the dominant perspective (Silvey and Lawson 1999; Silvey
2001). In the context of Indonesia, women's agency in relation to mobility
is under-theorised , as it is assumed to be a product of their structural class
position and the forces of glob alisation, thus the women's voice, identity and
meanings of mobility are commonly missing in migration research (Silvey
and Lawson 1999: 126). In geography, Silvey (2000), was among the first
to include women's agency in the research agenda on gender and mobility
in Indonesia, incorporating not only determinants of structure in the historiography of locality but also individual action in a theorisation of gender
and mobility.
Feminist and cultural studies extend our knowledge of places and mobility by asking questions about the interpretations of places and how we might
rethink the ideology of Self and Other (Bondi and Domosh 1998; Clifford
1988; Clifford 1997; Domosh 1991 ; Said 1979). These studies employ simi-:
lar methods and data sources to Western historical ge_ography, such as the
examination of temporal practices of creating diaries , letters , books, music,
documentaries and various other cultural expressions to produce knowledge
on and of mobility (Thrift 1993: 97). In geography, as in literary studies,
much of the work on travel has been firmly established through analysis
of textual materials, particularly analyses of travel writers of the past centuries who went to developing countries (see for example, Barlow 1995;
Bastin 1995; Blunt 1994b; Blunt 1999a; Blunt 1999b; Bondi and Domosh
1998; Frederick and McLeod 1993a; Ghose 1998; Gullick 1995a; Morgan
1996). A substantial amount of work on women 's travel writing has questioned the relationship between women and the private sphere along the
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public/priva te divide in the West (Mills 1991: 28). Much of this literature
uses public/priva te divide and colonial/imp erial discourse analysis. In this
study, I analyse the experiences of contemporar y women from Indonesia and
write an ethnography of travel drawing on their travel stories. My emphasis
here is on the interconnect ions between women and the space of travel the way women realign their identities and the fluidity of their relations
with others while travelling (McDowell 1999: 205) -

which intersects with

works on travel writing. My aim is to retrieve the voices of Eastern Indonesian women as they themselves articulate versions of their geographic
imaginations (Kaplan 1996: 144).
Within the textual approach, studies on women 's travel writing analyse
links between gendered space and social relations through a representatio n
of place or local ethnography . Feminist theorists have analysed the gendering of travel particularly in the context of colonialism (Blunt 1999a; Blunt

1999b; Blunt 1994b; Mills 1991 ; Pratt 1992). The documentati on of women 's
travels in nineteenth century South-East Asia has been mostly dominated
by Western women's own accounts of their journeys (Gullick 1995b). The
wide context of this travel was , for the most part , that of the colonial power
managing the colonised. The reasons given for the women's travel included:
accompanyin g their husbands and therefore supporting their careers; a religious mission; an escape from their area of origin and the pleasure of
discovering exotic places (Gullick 1995b). For example, Sophia Raffies travelled extensively in South East Asia (1817-18) accompanying her famous
husband, Thomas Stamford R affies (Bastin 1995). Harriette McDougall's
travel started in 1848 when she arrived in Sarawak with a religious mission
(Saunders 1995) , whereas Emily Inness came in 1875 as t he wife of a colonial
administrato r (Gullick 1995a). Anna Leonowens became a teacher in the
household of King Mongkut of Siam in 1862 (Smithies 1995). Anna Keith
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went to Java in 1882 to marry a naturalist , Henry Forbes and accompan ied
him , travelling by sea, around Indonesia and in particula r Timor for one
and half years (Barlow 1995; see also Gullick 1995a: vii). The range of such
travels stay within the privilege associated with the social class and race
of the women. More recently, studies of women 's travel writing informed
by feminist and post-colo nial theories pro blematise the represent ation of
place. Since travel is historical ly rooted in a distinctly masculine tradition
of moving beyond home (Blunt 1994b: 18) , women 's travel is associated
with transgres sing boundarie s of gendered spaces (Kaplan 1996).
Other interpreta tions of works of individua l women travellers informed
by recent feminist theory question the implicit assumptio ns of bounded
space and woman 's place at home (McDowell 1999: 206). These studies
are mostly still based on the upper class Western women 's experience, resulting in a gap in the literature where the travels of lower income women
of colour might be represent ed. There were very few written accounts by
Asian women travellers themselves in the last centuries (Gullick 1995b). The
limited material concernin g Thai women in the seventeen th-centur y Siam ,for inst ance, mentions a woman trader , Oesoet P egua, of Mon ethnic background , who became an intermedi ary between the Dutch company and the
Siamese court (Andaya 2000a: 21 ). She used her influence in both camps to
negotiat e lucrative internatio nal trading arrangem ents and became a successful t rader by the early 1640s (Pombejr a 2000: 202). Women 's travel is
t hus still represent ed as a privilege of social class . Some analyses employing structura l and post-stru ctural fr ameworks propose colonial relations as
only a partial explanation of women 's spatial movement . Such studies informed by feminist and post colonial theories analyse t extual material on
women t ravellers of i111perial t imes , paying attention to the ways space and
subject are represent ed in t he text (Mills 1991 ; Blunt 1994b) and are con54
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cerned with the relationsh ip of space, gender and gendering of travel, which
is also my main line of reasoning. 1
The feminist geograph y literature offers some insights into understan ding the complexities of women's travel in the form of women 's ambivalent subject positions in relation to spatial movemen ts (Blunt 1994a; Blunt
1994b). Feminist and post-colo nial theorists problema tise migrant identi-

ties and their ways of negotiatin g and inhabitin g multiple subject positions
(I{ofman and England 1997). Within this wide range of approache s, recent
works ascertain the importan ce of power relations in the construct ed differences of gender, ethnicity and class in shaping the experiences of women
travellers. Critical ethnograp hy on women's n1obility has the theoretica l potential to address the complex questions about women's identity and subjectivity in relation to multiple sites (Lawson 2000). Such work acknowledges
that places are interprete d differently between gender, so decisions on mobility are also gendered (Lawson 2000; Silvey and Lawson 1999: 123). In my
study I employ a critical ethnograp hy of contempo rary Eastern Indonesia n
women 's travel to highlight the interplay of space, subjects, and subjectiv ities. In the following section I pose a question about a traveller subject.
I draw some particular concepts from the literature on subjectiv ity in order to understan d the relationsh ips between women 's subject position and
subjectiv ity in the space of travel.

Takin g into accou nt subjec t and subjec tivity
What happens when women step outside their home to travel, and thus
encounter and engage with Others? The space of travel fits a notion of
a liminal space that allows ambiguity and change. This transitory stage
1

The review and relationship is discussed succinct ly in Pile and Thrift (1995b).
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gives one leeway to transcend boundaries of spaces. To belong or to be
included in a particular space with clear 1narked boundaries of norms of
behaviour , one is compelled to stay within the boundaries. By contrast,
conceptually, it is possible to stay on the temporal margin and to occupy
ambivalent positions in the in-betweenn ess of spaces. The process of travel
may be used as a liminal, in-between space with blurred norms , opening to
contestation of relations between space and identities -

hence the critical

link between travel, liminal space and going beyond boundaries.
The following classic story is about a woman who travels , crosses boundaries, and changes her position and identity in order to belong, as re-told
by Pollock (1994: 70):
... a family driven by the terrible famine in their own land to seek food
and survival in neighbouring country. A mother, her husband and
their two sons travel around a land-locked sea to the mountainous
regions they have watched from afar. Disaster, however soon befalls
the family. The father dies. The two sons marry local women, going
against the deeply held prohibition in their home culture to mingle
with the women of their adopted land. They pay a price and die. The
relics of this sad tale are thus the three women: a bereaved widow,
and two childless daughters-in- law. The widow decides to go home
and bids her two daughters-in- law to return to their own mothers, to
their blood kin. Eventually after protest, one does. But the younger
refuses to abandon her mother-in-law . She then says: "Do not urge
me to leave you, to turn back and not to follow you. For wherever
you go, I will go. Wherever you live, I will live. Your people shall
be my people. Your God shall be my God. Where you die, I will die
and there I will be buried."

This well known story of Ruth and

aomi from the Book of Ruth (Christian

Bible) illustrates a typical relationship between subject and subjectivity in
connection to space. Ruth 's changed relations accompanyin g her spatial
n1ovement from the country of her birth to the adopted country of

aomi 's

birth re ults in her shifting cultural identity (Pollock 1994: 71). This pheno1nenon of what happens to women's self-understa nding when they move
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-

women 's subjectiv ity -

and how women take on new subject positions

following a spatial movemen t, is my interest. Women's travel , their related
subjectiv ity and changing spaces in the context of a developing country have
remained mostly unexamin ed, so it is here I hope to make a contribut ion.

Explor ing subject and subject positio n
I intend to write about women 's experiences that reflect ways 1n which
women as subjects understan d their travel, paying attention to women's
experienc e as a reposition ing of self (Pile and Thrift 1995b: 20- 1). Rather
than objectify women, viewing them as migrants from periphera l areas and
in terms of their social class position , I explore the ways women construct
and re-constru ct their identities through the process of mobility (Silvey and
Lawson 1999: 124) and their changing network of relations. The current
research focusing on an analysis of women who move has shifted "from identifying the location on the continuun1 between structura l and personal determinati on to looking at ways in which subjectiv ity is reproduce d through
time and space" in order to capture the fluidity, the ambivalence, the opacity · and depth of the subject (Pile and Thrift 1995b: S).
dualism - structure / agency -

Through the

the body and the self in relation to struc-

tured determina tions and meanings can be located , but frequent debates in
feminist geograph y concern the ways in which gender, ethnicity, and class
influence identity (Silvey and Lawson 1999: 125) and how to map these
into the subject. 2 The structure / agency dualism has simultane ously characterised debates on the complicat ion of mapping the subject , particular ly
2

This dualism fails to interrogate everyday life as sin1ultaneo usly real , imaginary and
symbolic (Thrift 1983: 1). Bourdieu's concept of habitus (Bourdieu 1971) and Anthony
Gidden's concept of structurati on (Giddens 1976) to some extent provide insights in
situating women travellers and in understand ing women's travel as a product of sets of
social practice and relations (Pile and Thrift 1995 b).
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on "the problem of subject formation in relation to , on one side, social rules ,
sanctions and prohibitions and, on the other side, the individual's feelings ,
thoughts and actions" (Pile and Thrift 1995a: 2). Recognising such complication, I conceptualise a traveller as an agency constantly negotiating
positions in the social structure to achieve personal goals:
Through the processes of socialisation, the extent of physical environment , and so on, individuals draw upon social structure. But at
each moment they do this they must also reconstitute that structure
through the production or the reproduction of the condition of production and reproduction. They therefore have the possibility, as, in
some sense, capable and knowing agents, of reconstituting or even
transforming that structure (Thrift 1983: 29).

I argue that moving physically in space provides subjects an opportunity
to imaginatively redefine themselves into new and wider subject positions.
Travel stimulates "the self-conscious recognition" of one's position and to
1nove beyond it (Blunt 1994b: 16). A woman at home who is a daughter ,
sister, aunt , niece, student , and family worker , may choose a new subject position as a professional , confidante, waged worker, colleague, fiancee,_
consumer or many other roles. The process of experiencing multiple spaces
potentially affects women's subjectivity by moving in a range of relations ,
and I explore this at the level of every day experience.

Subjectivity, mobile subjectivity
Subj ectivity can be seen as constituted through exp erience and the exercise
of power. I{erfoot and !{nights (1994), drawing on Foucault 's analysis define
power as:
existing only in its exercise, operating through the production of
a particular knowledge... From this perspective , power is neither
one directional, nor does it flow from a single source to shape, direct , or constrain subjects. Rather power is a reciprocal relation
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to subjectivity, where subjectivity can be defined as individual selfconsciousness inscribed in particular ideals of behaviour surrounding
categories of persons, objects, practices or institutions. Subjectivity
is constituted through the exercise of power within which conceptions
of personal identity, gender and sexuality come to be generated. Men
and women actively exercise power in positioning themselves within,
or finding their own location amongst, competing discourses, rather
than merely being 'positioned by' them (Kerfoot and Knights 1994:
70).

I map women who travel as subjects taking a path along which they can
move in the trajectories of power, along the lines of class , gender and race
(Ferguson 1999: 160). I conceptualis e travel as a space of new encounters ,
which is a space thus instrumenta l in the contestation and creation of identities. By taking new and wider subject positions while travelling, women 's
subjectivity is likely to shift along vvith experiences of multiple spaces. 1\/Iobile subjectivity correlates with movement along trajectories of power and
resistance , emerging from either proximity or distance and the associated
connectedne ss (Ferguson 1999: 161). To conceptualis e subjectivity as mobile is to find a way of imagining a self awareness of identities grounded
in bodily lived experiences in the context of events constantly in motion
(Jackson and Palmer-Jone s 1999: 560; Ferguson 1999: 162). As Ferguson
notes:
Articulation of mobile subjectivities requires careful attention to the
specifics of social and geographical location, to the spaces inhabited
by individuals, groups, and relationships (1999: 162).

I attend to the specificity of the local relations and spaces of East Nusa
Tenggara in the second half of this chapter. I examine the naturalised space
of women -

home -

and pay attention to gender division of space in the

institutional structure of societies (McDowell 1999: 32). Women 's space is
socially constructed as a result of webs of power relations (Sarup 1994: 96).
The local relations constitute won1en 's gendered subjectivity at home, which
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uphold social 'vvisdom' that "clips their wings" (Lips 1994: 89). Women 's
travel then symbolises a struggle for more power reflected in their decisions
on mobility. Travel represent s women's critical choice of space and time that
drives them "to transgres s society's 'naturalis ed' notions of gendered roles ,
identities and space" (Huang and Yeoh 1996: 107) , which in turn affects
women 's subjectivi ty. Women have used travel as one of the daily practices
of contestat ion of the meanings of space, where a social construct ion of
space separates the space between women and men (Blunt and Rose 1994a:

3).
The importan ce of gender, class and race as determin ants of women 's
mobility is shown by an expandin g set of theoretica l and empirical works on
gender and mobility (see for example Pratt 1992; Yeoh and Huang 1999a).
Women 's physical n1ovement opens new possibilities and represent s a process of creating a space at the margin of women 's humdrum daily routines
(Yeoh and Huang 1999b). The body of work on gender and migration , however , contains little informati on about contempo rary Indonesia n women's
mobility, with the exception of some studies in the context of overseas and
inter and intra-prov incial migration (see for example Heyzer and Wee 1994;
Hugo 2000 ; Robinson 2000a; Silvey 2000 ; Silvey 2001 ; Wolf 1990).
This study of Eastern Indonesia n women 's travel contribut es to our understandi ng of the relationsh ip between women , mobility and subj ectivity.
The empirical parts of the study (Chapter 4- 6) link women's travel to their
notion of place and subj ectivity. I present women 's t ravel as a production
of the subjectiv e space of power in the local context. The cultural meanings
of space in every day life reflect social relations in t he islands which are
constantly negotiate d through decisions on mobility. Women 's travel thus
embodies the dynamics of local culture and relations , in which there is no
fixity of the notion of place , and t hus travel may simultaneously represent
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transience, escape, and encounter (Clifford 1992: 105). This study illuminates subjects repositioning and negotiating the boundaries of marginality
in relation to local practices and discourses. My focus on the construction s
of gendered subjectivity in the analysis of travel as suggested by Blunt
(1994b: 4) is intended to fill some of the gap of the analysis. 3
Harnessing travel

I have had to limit the materiality of travel in this study to allow me to
focus on a certain range of travel practices of Eastern Indonesian women.
Travel is not a static action across time and space, but rather a fluid and
dynamic concept, subject to continual change. The wide spectrum of the
materiality of travel spans through "historical continuum from exploration
to travel to tourism" (Blunt 1994b: 19). By exploring the specificities of
Eastern Indonesian women's location and position, I am able to access some
of their histories and identities, so theorising these women's travel needs to
be based on their spatialised histories (Kaplan 1996: 180; Mohanty 1987).
In this context, I refer to women's travel as a spatial movement in a
range of historical and geographical constructs, such as work migration,
travel for education, travel for health services and for visiting friends and
relatives (Rojek 1994; Frisby 1985). These type of travels, as shown in
later chapters , contain moods of "restlessness , circulation , fragmentatio n ,
and unfinished relations" (Baudelaire 1962) that raise issues of moving between soc_ial boundaries. In my field research , I have found that for Eastern
Indonesian women , diverse travel practices are grounded in local everyday
life and history, and are intertwined with competing discourses on women's
identities and femininity.
3

Theoretical explorations of time-space compression affecting travel, such as in Harvey
(1989) , do not contain any gendered consideration of space and are th1+s of limited use
(Kaplan 1996).
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Travel in a wider sense provides a link between the movemen t of the body
and the dynamic relationsh ip between subjectiv ity and space. The term and
trope of travel in the literature is often associated with the 'individua lised
often elite circumsta nces' of movemen t , particular ly related to commerci al
and leisure activities in contempo rary culture, despite the diverse modern
experienc e of both the forced and voluntary flow of people (Kaplan 1996:
4). Only a small number of Eastern Indonesia n women's travels fits this
travel-for -leisure descriptio n. Thus more diverse articulati ons of third world
women's travel and their politics of location are required (Mohanty 1987).
Travel can perhaps be imagined as an axis staging various encounter s and
interactio ns, a temporal space offering an open process for alignmen t of
identity (Kaplan 1996) , and the space of travel like any space:
is constructe d through sets of complex, intersectin g social relationships that operate at a variety of levels and which are affected by
beliefs and attitudes , images and symbols that are themselve s increasingly variable and complex (McDowell 1999: 30).

Travel, thus, is a construct ed space and comprises a range of spatial
practices offering a critical distance and a different perspectiv e. The new
perspecti ve that arises from "the orientatio n and disorienta tion of travel
relate to both seeing and knowing" (Blunt 1994b: 17) . Further ,
travel is bounded by points of departure and destinatio n but in an
arbitrary, retrospect ive way defined by perception s of "home" that
can themselve s arise only with critical distance (Blunt 1994b: 17).

The p erception s of home differ in the context of each culture as networks
of socially negotiate d meanings (Marcus and Fisher 1986). As a point of departure for the wo1nen , home, both physically and metaphor ically possesses
rich and often contested meanings and influences on subjectivi ty. Discourses
of home reflecting the nuanced argument s of home and the family have been
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well debated (hooks 1990: 41-50; Sarup 1994; Niinh-ha 1994; Webster 1998;
Dwyer 1999; McDowell 1999: 71-95). Home is theorised as a metaphysical
location (Kaplan 1996) -

a mixture site, not only of personal fulfilment,

through relationships with the members of the family, but at times also
a site of oppressive social relations and hard domestic labour for women
(McDowell 1999: 92-3).
Cultural and gendered meanings of home in association with women's
mobility in some societies do not promote women's travel (Guest 1993: 2245). For instance, in North Tapanuli (Sumatra, Indonesia) and Peninsular
Malaysia the local communities are reluctant to allow unattached women
to move away from the protection of the family because their virtue needs
to be preserved in order for them to play their future roles as wives and
mothers (Bauer 1984; Khoo and Pirie 1984; Rodenburg 1997; Shah 1984).
In contrast, young Nialays and North Tapanuli men play an economic role
and are therefore encouraged to pergi merantau, or to undertake a long
journey in order to find better economic opportunities (Khoo and Pirie
1984; Rodenburg 1997). Although increasingly contested in many parts of
Indonesia, travel has traditionally been a man's discourse, whilst home has
been a woman's discourse.
Constructions of the gender division assign women's place to home.
Home in this sense emerges not only as a strongly gendered space , but also
as a constantly changing space constructed by specific power relations. Nevertheless , women 's mobility is viewed differently depending on their stage
in the life cycle. This results in the age selectivity of women on the move
(Rodenburg 1997). Thus some groups of women can be , and in some places
are , perceived as 'out of place' on the road outside their home (McDowell
1999: 263). Notions of home are expanded by black feminist scholars , including bell hooks who argues that home has long been a site of resistance
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from the oppressive relations of the racist society (hooks 1990: 42).
In contrast to the Western view, other cultures recognise that they can
make places 'travel ' too (Strathern 1991: 117). In the Western view , people acquire identity from the places they are at:

"Places stay, persons

move ... Classes are fixed , individuals mobile" (Strathern 1991: 117). The
alternative view is that people move together with notions of place (Werbner 1999: 25) including notions of home. As I found in my field research
people's notions of home changes with their travel.
For Eastern Indonesians, women 's travel may represent a reworking of
the notion of. home. Home is closely linked to a house or dwelling which
serves as a basic unit of social organisation , as for instance shown in a
representatio n of the house in Central Flores , where it is equivalent to the
identity of kin groups (Tule 2001; see also Howell 1995; Molnar 2000). It
involves a source of origin, such in an ancestral house in Central Flores sa) o

ka )o )embu, which is related to a family genealogy or source of blood (Tule
2001 : 99). Before travel , a home is strongly connected to both personal
and collective identity.

Travel for many of my informants thus involves·

'de-familiari sation ', a break, a separation, and a critical distance from the
familiar or domestic , and yet simultaneou sly it becomes "the domestication
of t he unfamiliar" (Blunt 1994b: 17).

Negotia ted meanin gs of place and bounda ry
The second half of this chapter reviews historical and socio-cultura l representations of place as a context for discussions of travels of Eastern Indonesian women. This is the ethnographic frame within which my empirical
study pr sented in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 is nested. My field research necessarily involved both observing context and experiencing everyday relations and
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also examining nonlocal forces that affect gender relations at various scales.
I situate women travellers by layering ethnographi c methods with historical
and cultural materiality that shape their lives (Staeheli and Lawson 1994:
100).

Consideratio n of n1ultiple scales of power relations is critical to understand women 's politics of location. Geometries of power that constitute
various forms of political , economic and cultural relations , including the
internal structure of domination and subordinatio n, stretch out to women's
lives through household , local community, state and globalisation (Massey
1993). Understandi ng a variety of women 's travels require problematisi ng

and unpacking different scales of relations beyond women 's physical movements. As \Vomen attempt to reposition themselves in the power structure ,
travel provides in-between, liminal space to align their positions and identities. Boundaries mark various relations at different scales. The experiences
and metaphors of travel conveyed by my informants are mixed , but they
vividly reflect a notion of negotiating cultural meanings or boundaries that
are limited by gender. This position of limit corresponds with feminist and
post-colonia l critiques which suggest that:
metaphors of travel are . inseparable from those position and constructions of marginality that give rise to the time-and place-specific
subj ectivity of the traveller (Blunt 1994b: 19).

The construction s of marginality in relation to travel point to the underlying power structures that underpin identity. The idea of limits within
the position of marginality for a traveller at a specific time and place leads
to the notion of boundary. At some level, somewhere, women travellers
are in a liminal space or a state of in-betweenn ess, implying that they negotiate varying degrees and types of difference. Betweenness here implies
that they are neither included nor excluded in any boundary in an absolute
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sense. In this context, a boundary is a socially constructed categorising phenomenon, which is not necessarily linked to a material space (Newman and
Paasi 1998:188; Tirtosudarm o 2002:iv). A boundary then may be viewed
as contested cultural and symbolic manifestatio n of territoriality . 4 Facing
and negotiating differences in liminal space of travel opens up a mo bile
subjectivity. Women who travel embody both:
the self that moves physically... and the self that embarks on undet ermined journeying practice , having constantly to negotiate between ...
a here, a there and an elsewhere (Minh-ha 1994: 9).

Informants' travel stories , appearances and overt behaviours while travelling
suggest these women are negotiating boundaries of positions of marginality.
The social construction of boundaries is an issue of power relations, whether
one is being included or excluded:
Places are made through power relations which construct the rules
which define boundaries. These boundaries are both social and spatial - they define who belongs to a place and who may b e excluded ,
as well as the location or site of the experience (McDowell 1999: 4) .

The local daily life of women provides rich data on the production of social
boundaries . In the region , when women voyage they are not only physically crossing the open sea but they are also imaginatively negotiating and
redefining boundaries or cultural meanings for themselves . To think about
t he multiplicity of boundaries crossed or negotiat ed by women travellers, I
start from the biophysical boundary.
The Wallace line, which separat es the east from t he west of Indonesia,
is t he most obvious and yet taken-for gr anted b oundary based on t he dist inction between two different types of natural habitat ( Chauvel 1996). The
4

ewman and P aasi (199 ) provide a-review and analysis of the notion of bound ary
in both the traditional political geography and in postmodern sense.
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line becomes "a site of exceptional faunal disjunction," where crossing it to
the west has traditionally implied going up and forwards through spatial
hierarchy and time, to arrive at a more 'sophisticated' evolutionary stage
of beings (Instone 1999: 175) . The Wallace line also represents a cultural
boundary defining who belongs to the western part of Indonesia, the majority of which are Javanese, and who does not, such as the Florenese. Yet the
line marks further ethnic divisions , emphasising the unstable socio-ethnic
(suku bangsa) boundary.

An embodied ethnicity reflected 1n the physical characteristics of the
eastern and western identification is a part of being on one or the other
side of the line. Some of my informants would rather be identified with
more power as embodied in certain physical characteristics that are popularly stereotyped Javanese. In Java, some Eastern Indonesian women I
know , paid hairdressers to straighten their curly hair. They conceded that
straight hair and the fairer skin, typical characteristics associated with the
Javanese, were superior to the curly hair and dark skin, characteristic of the
Flores and Timor ethnic groups. Anthropologists who study these images
and perceptions argue that this preference reflects the embodiment of ideology and a process of subjection. 5 Some women from Flores with whom
I talked, regarded their darker skin as not as attractive, as jelek, meaning
bad. This embodiment of the idea of jelek indicates an internalised boundary of exclusion at the collective and personal bodily level. While originally
a biological representation of place, the Wallace line, has evolved across
time into a discourse or 'social geometry of relation' 6 between the western
5

In some societies a pale complexion signified social standing. For example in many
parts of Asia women apply face powder and sometimes use caustic chemicals to achieve
de-pigmentation to conform to local standards of beauty and purity (Nitchter and Nichter
1991).
6
Instone (1999: 175) used the terms for describing the Wallace line as a colonial legacy
in contemporary Australian identity.
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and the eastern regions.
The local discourse on the relational identity to the centre (Java) hints
at the san1e geometry of power and is evident in oral folklore. The wealth
of far-off Java as a source of economic inequality for the locals in East

usa

Tenggara is succinctly captured in the Central Flores legend Ana Kola,
(The Orphans) , still told by elders in Lopijo in Bajawa (Hamilton 1994:
108). This tale tells the story of a magic tree "where all manner of wealth
grew from the branches. " When an incident happened with the orphans, the
villagers chopped down the tree to get the wealth , but "the tree fell , [and)
the tips of its-branch es reached all the way to Java. All the gold and other
forms of wealth were lost to Java" (Hamilton 1994: 108). The significance
of the threshold of sea that separates the two regions is obvious , because
it divides wealth from lack. The boundary separatin g the local from Java
reveals a geometry of power that operates at a larger , regional scale, and
results in a feeling of being marginali sed among the people , including my
informan ts from East

usa Tenggara .

The notion of crossing the exclusion ary boundary of the sea is powerfull y
captured in the local term langgar laut (crossing the threshold of the ocean)
as used by the women. The experience of an ocean crossing implies increased
social and personal power at home, the place of departure. The women 's
travel stories as told in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 suggest that the construct ion of
space with its often contested boundari es such as 'Eastern Indonesia', t hat
defines the region , influences the way a subj ect located in the specificity of
place interprets and experiences mobility.
The contempo rary 'Eastern Indonesia ' boundarie s shift according to t he
discourse , practices and policies of the governme nt of t he day.

evertheless

these boundarie s are significan t as_sites of productio n of categories, orders
and meanings. The state discourse defines the region as physically consisting
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of a collection of provinces in the eastern part of the country. In one definition Kawasan Timur Indon esia (KTI), or the eastern region , comprises
t hirteen provinces (in Kalimantan , Sulawesi , the ~usa Tenggaras, Maluku
and West P apua, also known as Irian J aya) . Other strategies of boundary
are used to define eastern Indonesia, each with their ovln contexts, purposes
and meanings , such as Indon esia Bagian Timur (JET) (Indonesian eastern
region), which was first coined in 1980 in E ast l - usa Tenggara and gained
currency when President Soeharto later used it (Chauvel 1996: 63). Ot her
influential socio-economic eastern Indonesia boundaries (Indonesia Timur)
are used by the National Development Planning Agency (Bappenas) and
other state instit utions such as the Central Bureau of Statistics and t he
Department of Transport and Communications. These classifications of t he
eastern provinces comprise different combinations of areas.

otably, East

usa Tenggara, which is the setting of my ethnographic work , is fe atured
prominently within all these sets of E astern Indonesian boundaries. This
regional identity of East Nusa Tenggara as a p art of the 'lagging regions' has
become naturalised in government policies , statistics , transport connections
and other everyday practices .
The region in this vvay is conceptualised as an explicit tool of governance
of an area with a problem , emphasising t he identification of ' abnormality '
or lack in t he particular space t hat is t he object of governance (Gibson
2001). Thus t he collective identification of Ea t Nusa Tenggara as a 'lacking ident ity has been internalised by many of my informants. The state 's
influence in homogenising and creating 'normalised ' values and ideas was a
p olit ical strateg;y. The _-ew Order regime h ad expanded t he state apparatus and ideological education of P ancasila (five prime principles) , which is
the sole basis of Indonesian national ident ity , emphasising order (Berger
2001: 202). These states political strategies are ch aracterised by imposing
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conformity across regions and people, adopting Pancasila as a source of
moral code, marking its power and influences in many areas of life. 7
Since the 1950s the state's efforts to strengthe n the centre's hold on
control of the archip elago h ave resulted in extension and consolida tion of
state power. Within this context, the eastern region has been viewed, in
the widest sense, as posing social as well as m ajor economic developm ental
challenges . This is evident from the practices and special policies enacted by
the central state to 'correct' imbalances in Eastern Indonesia . In the 1990
president ial budget speech , President Soeharto formalise d the intention to
assist East ern Indonesia 's poor communi cations and 'isolated communi ties'
(Chauvel 1996: 61- 2).
The discourses of 'differences' through boundari es between the regions
has also materialised in debates about economic growth. The state has
viewed the socio-eco nomic diversity in Indonesia as a threat to national
security, so minimisin g imbalances and differences is also a political strategy
in governmentality to avoid regional separ atism (Chauvel 1996: 61- 3). For
example the Broad Outline of State Policy ( GBHN) has been the source.
of governme nt policies and practices. By 1975, the

ew Order regime 's

priority h ad become overwhelm ingly economic (Berger 2001: 202). In this
regard , economic indicators show that East Nusa Tenggara is the poorest
province in the country.

The province shows limited natural resources,

slower economic growth, and is located away from the major commerci al
centres , with the gross regional product (income) per capita being less than
40 percent of the national average (excluding income from oil) (Hill 1996:
226). Thus the economic boundarie s of Eastern Indonesia are character ised
7

Ros (1999: 26) asserts that "political rationalitie s are characteris ed by regularities .
They have a distinctive moral form , in that they embody conception s of the nature and
scope of legitimate authority, the distribution of authorities across different zones or
spheres ... "
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with explicit terms and attributes of being tertinggal or backward (Barlow
et al. 1990: 5; Barlow and Hardjono 1996; Chauvel 1996; Hill 1989; Sayogyo

1994).
By extension , the spatial strategy of Wawasan Nusantara , a discourse
of national integration for political and strategic security control, has privileged t ransport infrastructur e development as a high national priority goal
(Departemen P erhubungan 1996) . At the same time , the distance away
from the centre of po-wer is enacted in other policies and practices . As the
least ·connected region in terms of its transport links with the rest of the
country (Rutz 1976- Willian1s 1999) , Eastern Indonesia 's isolation is materialised through the state discourse and vocabulary of the policy of the
National Transport System (Sistem Transportasi Nasional) :
...t he function of the ational Transport System is to provide effective transport to open isolated regions , to serve remote areas and
islands , to accelerate the growth of backward regions and lagging villages, particularly in Eastern Indonesia ... (Departemen Perhubungan
1996: 10) [my translation and emphases]

The vocabulary of 'isolated remote and backward (tertinggal) p ermeates
official attit udes towards Eastern Indonesia, legitimising its regional identity
as marginalised and on t he p eriphery. Once again the geometry of power
between t he centre and t he region reflects t he regional subj ection , which is
mutually reconstituted with interactions. 8
In contrast to t hese externally imposed social categories or boundaries ,
there are indigenous boundaries reflecting other realities of local people's
lives. For ins ance in Keo Central Flores, p eople's attachment to land has
ntil recently in Indonesia there ha ·e been very few serious public debates concerning relations among regions and between regions and the state. The political transformation following the collapse of the l - ew Order regime has provided a space for public
debates in the context of decentralisatio n , resulting in pressures for political and administ rative reforms of the relations between the state/ centre and the regions.
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been crucial in their everyday social, cultural and economic practices. This
relationship with the land is an important source of a social and cultural
boundary between 'the children of the land ' ('ana tana) and 'new comers/migrants ' ('ata demba mai) (Tule 2001: 33). The children of the land,
following this category, becon1e groups with a centre of power which then
develop into clan identity with certain privileges. Thus , the migrants form
the groups vvith lagging power, which is linked to lack of knowledge of places
and intimate relation to the land (Tule 2001: 34). There are other similar
boundaries within East Nusa Tenggara, but this example indicates how a
different reaUty can exist alongside the main discourse of being a 'lagging'
region and having an identity of 'lacking' development or appropriate social
and cultural attributes .
Mapping women in travel involves describing the ways women negotiate a range of boundaries , including hierarchies and categories. Recently,
post-colonia l and fen1inist theorists have placed emphasis on travellers as
gendered subjects in research incorporatin g power relations resulting from
the intersections of the class , race , ethnic , and gender dimension of their
identities (Blunt and Rose 1994a; Blunt 1994b; _Mills 1991 ; Morin 1999).
Here, I particularly emphasise the importance of gender in sh aping women's
mobility patterns and experience, as suggested by Silvey and Lawson (1999:
127).

Travel as part of women's relation to space 1n the local context is a
structured cultural form . Space, spatial orientation, spatial order and direct ion categories are embedded in social and cosmological aspects of societies,
containing both material and symbolic meanings (Forth 1991 b: 138). For
instance, the cosmological references to the spatial orientation of the sun ,
the land and directions such as seaward , the rivers and other topographica l
features of the locations are common references among various societies in
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Eastern Indonesia (Kedang, Tim or, Roti , N age and others , see Tule 2001:
99· for detailed discussions of various localities see also Barnes 197 4: 78-88;
Cunningh am 1964: 36; Forth 1991a; Fox 1997; Hamilton 1994). In local
East Nusa Tenggara n cultures, the people, land , sea, ancestral spirits and
the universe are closely linked in space, embodyin g a process and a desire to live harmonio usly with the macro-cosmos . Enacting harmony for an
Eastern Indonesia n implies mixing the belief systems, that is monothei stic
religion (88 percent are Christian s, see Figure 2.1 on page 20) with lo cal
beliefs and culture. In this way the land and ancestral spirits are directly
connected with the people (Fernande z 1990; Tule 2001: v).
In West Timar , Ivic\iVilliam (1997: 103) points out a continuum in cultural conventions for mapping both the body and the landscape , a convention where "body symbolism is used for compass direction. " Thus east or

neonsaet in the }/[eto dialect (rising day) is associated with the head , while
west or neontes (setting day) is related to the foot.

orth and south are

associated with the left and right arms of a prostrate p erson v.;ith the head
pointing to the east . These directiona l references represent a cognitive map
where:
p eople situate themselve s in the land , accord significanc e to places
in that landscape , and affiliate themselve s within complex social and
political networks across territory (McWillia m 1997: 103).

This is an example of how bodies , minds and spirits communi t ies , land,
landscape and ancestral spirits are int imately linked and constitute space
in East _Tusa Tenggara .
ithin this framev\ ork a range of boundarie s that position women in social relations ma be understoo d in terms of the socio-spa tial organisati on.
As Bubandt (1997: 132) suggests in his study of the Buli people of Halmahera in north-eas t Indonesia conventions for space function to posit both
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individua l subjectiv ity and cultural identity" of the people. More recent
ethnograp hic works on Eastern Indonesia provide detailed analyses of the
diverse cultures of the people (Aoki 1997; Barnes 1974; Forth 1981 ; Forth
1991b; Forth 1991a; Forth 1998; Fox 1980a; Fox 1997; Fox 1999; Graham
1991 ; Lewis 1988; Tule 2001) , and extend know ledge of spatial conventions
that help situating women in local social relations.
Bodies , in the local context , are always moving but increasingly looking to be harmonis ed , both internally and externally, with other entities in
space , including the communi ty and the ancestral spirits. Boundari es in
this way are imagined and relative. Spatial markers are relative as Bubandt
(1997: 136) explains , "as one's position in space moves , so too do the possibilities for assigning features in the landscape to act as reference points. "
A person is situated relative to others and other things , which are always
changing. In travel , a woman 's position in space moves , so on one hand the
movemen t disrupts one level of harmony in her household and kin relations,
but it may also be a journey for wider connectio ns producing a different
kind of balance .
In the eastern K_eo and Ende areas of Central Flores, the notion of
space is expressed in the relative oppositio n of landward - seaward , upper
- below, above - beneath , and sunrise - sunset , which do not necessaril y
coincide wit h the compass/ physical orient ation of the location. For instance,
places far across the sea are referred t o as dau or rhau meaning seaward ,
which is generally referred to as south but which however can be locat ed in
any direction (Tule 2001: 99- 100). The Keo women t ravelling to J ava, for
instance, often say da u demma, or 'go sout h ,' but in effect t hey go t owards
t he west. There are m any other ways of referring to a person 's physical
location and orientations in space. In Eastern Indonesia, women 's travel
contains tensions and cont radictions as bodies and selves move in space
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searching for harmony in their cosmological connections. Simultaneou sly,
their travels may be associated with crossing or disrupting a boundary at
another level, such as one established within family and kin groups.
Tule (2001) points out that the geographical imaginat ion of boundaries
refers to belonging to different social and political alliances. P eople from
different social groups create alliances to strengthen t heir positions in social
relations. The hierarchical boundaries of a class system in stratified communit ies are demonstrate d by t he upp er / important lineages maintaining
special houses which serve as ceremonial places. The position of t his physical source house' in Keo (sa io pu )u) or 'large house ' (sa )o mere) reflects
the imp ortance of t he lineage head which is transmitted patrilineally, and
thus implies t he stronger power of a male sibling as hamlet leader "to face
the dark and evil spirits' (deJong 2000: 267- Tule 2001: 105). Boundaries
of alliance which are marked by their belonging to the source house', are
inscribed and enforced to enhance._ a group 's power in local relations.
The notion of occupying a sp ace refers to both physical and social location therefore a house lo cation in t he hamlet , for instance, represents a
significant social marking_of individual or group identit1 (Tule 200 1: 105).
Descent categories (suku) determine different class membership s in the community usually automated by birth (deJ ong 2000: 267). To go beyond the
boundary of class is possible by upward social mobility, such as achieving
a significant economic success or marrying a person of a high social status.
Hamlet leaders , comn1oners and the lower class live together in the village
within the clan fran1ework , bound together by mutual obligation ' (Hamilton 1994: 2 ). Ph sical houses in the spatial organisation of the village
become

rmbolic of people s location in the local social organisation . Par-

ticular 1 for women their designated space in the house provides cues to
their loca ion in their social relations , revealing that gendered spaces are
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constructed through hierarchical boundaries created not just by gender but
also by class, descent and ethnicity.
The gendered space of Central Flores is illuminated by the spatial microcosmos of the home, where a socio-spatial boundary is exposed in 'dualdivision of house parts ', implying "the precedence of male over female and
male jobs over female jobs" (Tule 2001: 136). The home , like other parts
of life, is saturated with the beliefs and influences of maintaining harmonious arrangement s with the macro-cosmos (Fernandez 1990; Lubis 1987:
32), thus members of the family are obliged to accept the cultural gender precedence. There is a designated male area in the house , associated
with important activities such as receiving honourable guests, while a female area is associated with mundane activities such as weaving baskets
and food preparation (Tule 2001: 136).
These negotiated meanings of the gendered space of Central Flores leads
me to the notion of boundary as offered by Ong and Peletz ( 1995). For this
includes boundaries as construction s of propriety and maintenance of space
where restriction and exclusion are imposed and reproduced in everyday
practices. Boundaries represent inscriptions of power through various ways
by which the society maps rules onto bodies (Ong and Peletz 1995: 6).
Discursive constructions of bodies plot different categories of women in certain bounded spaces as a way of maintaining social hierarchy. In this way,
women 's bodies 'straying across borders ' are constructed as going against
propriety or being 'deviant ' (Ong and P eletz 1995: 6; see also Stallybrass
and White 1986: 10). Women 's bodies moving in travel tions in social relations and cross boundaries -

that shift posi-

thus represent "ideological

images of transgression and deviance' (Ong and Peletz 1995: 6).
In n1y field research in many parts of Flores I observed clearly gendered
boundaries in the spaces of homes and in the divisions of labour in the
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household. For instance, women did t he cooking , weaving, taking care of
children , fetching water and other women 's task; while men did tasks, such
as ·working on the land , construct ing houses, tapping the palm wines , and
performin g traditiona l rituals . Nlen are head of the household as institut ionalised in adat (customar y law) through the kinship system. They are
able to control t he labour of women and children both in the spaces of
homes and in public. Adat governs the rights and duties in family affairs,
as deJ ong's study of

ggela in Ende shows, where "wives hold power inside

the household , t he husbands outside the household " (deJong 2000: 266).
Women have son1e designate d space at and around the home, as confirmed
by other ethnogr aphic works on Flores (see for example, Forth 1981; Fort h
1991b; Forth 1998; Tule 2001: 99 ; Vatter 1932) where women 's ventures
beyond t he household context are viewed with suspicion. The increasing
presence of women in the public space -

just as Bondi and Domosh (1998:

270) suggest in t heir study on Victorian women in western cities in the late
1800s -

creates a social anxiety because it evokes a feeling in the observer

of women going against propriety and transgres sing the boundarie s that
define the centre . This leads to t he discussion of how E astern Indonesia n
women have been socially marked by t hese boundarie s.

Space to manoe uvre:

betwe en notion s and

practi ces of femin inity
The increasing presence of working women outside the home in Indonesia
in public space is an aspect of the developm ent of the labour market. In
East

usa Tenggara , 111ore than half (55 percent) of women of the total ·

working age populatio n were recorded as working or looking for vvork in
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the last Intersensa l Populatio n Survey (SUPAS). 9 The significant increase
in employm ent in formal sectors such as health and education in urban
areas has attracted women 's participat ion. These jobs provide a justificati on
for travel and, as I show in Chapter 5, also create a space for women to
manoeuv re within the notions and conventio ns of gendered behaviou r in
their home villages. This economic shift resulting in travel has created new
spaces in which women experime nt different practices of femininity within
the prevailing notions of propriety.
The influence of the state ideology on women 's social function has been
pervasive (Raharjo 1997; Suryakus uma 1996). The gender ideology of the
New Order regime constitute d and reconstitu ted prescripti ons and prohibitions concernin g the family and women in particula r (Koning et al. 2000:
xii). The emphasis of the state's discourse was on the homogenising of
women's identities , which suppresse d differences and hid the ways gender
intersects with other axes of power , such as class and spiritual potency
(Robinson 2000b: 146; Robinson and Bessel 2002: 8; see also Stoler 1977;
and Errington 1990) . Women 's peran ganda, or dual roles , both as waged
workers and, most importan tly, as family carers and educators, was used as
a model of femininity. The emphasis on women's domestic activities officially puts the burden of household responsib ilities for caring for the family
on women (Aripurna mi 2000: 59; Suara Pembaru an 1999).

It follows, then, that a woman's role in contempo rary Indonesia is formally that of a nurturer, preservin g and continuin g cultural values, in line
with the previous Broad Guideline for State P olicy (GBHN) on womens
primary role (Aripurna mi 2000 : 58; R aharjo 1997: 168). 10 The strong influence of state discourse on women 's roles has created a notion of femininity
9

See Biro Pusat Statistik (1996) , Series S2.16 , Table 21.8.
See Robinson (20006) on discussions of shifts of GBHN emphasis to women 's economic role.
10
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which has finnly grounded women in the home. This discourse has also emphasised a narrow range of 'feminine jobs ' as appropria te, despite women's
increased access to a variety of education and to vocationa l and professional
training. 11 In turn , the gendered space of the labour market reproduce s and
naturalise s the feminine jobs.
Thus two major forces intertwin e and influence women's choices in life.
The discourse of the state ideology of femininity as exemplified in the not ion of the 'state Jbu-ism ', as "procreat ors of the nation , as mothers and
educators of children" (Suryaku suma 1996: 101) is accompan ied by a discourse of traditiona l culture as encapsula ted in kinship based institutio ns
(Koning et al. 2000: xii). The discourses mutually constitute 'propriety ' for
a woman. Propriety entails remaining within circumscr ibed boundarie s or
li1nits for behaviou r prescribe d in the discourses. As a result , these limits
that defined propriety circumscr ibe women 's spatial mobility.
The local tradition expects that a woman carries out her roles and duties with love and devotion. Particula rly for Lio (Flores) women, the selfsacrifice model is 1nagnified in the legend of the Rice Tvlaiden (In e Mbu)
who is physically prepared to die for the benefit of others. The legend tells
that she is afterward s transform ed into food for the advantage of her people (Orinbao 1992 b: 98). Indeed this self sacrificing image is expected and
naturalise d in women 's everyday domestic tasks around the home. Such
tasks, mobility patterns and behaviou r are reinforced by the fear of public
disapprov al that would result from transgres sing the circumscr ibed gender
boundarie s.
The local notion of propriety requires a woman to seek the consent of
the male head of the household to travel beyond everyday business requirements. In spite of increasing female mobility to urban areas to study and
11

http://ww w.ilo.org/ public/en glish/bure au/inf/pk its/women 3.htm.
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work, travel is quietly regulated and decided on by people other than the
women themselves. A male head of kin continues to exercise authority regarding women's mobility, as shown later in the case studies. Wolf 's study
on decision making in Java suggests that the decision makers in the family
reveal their powerful position in the kin hierarchy (1990: 61). In many
parts of Flores , the male head of the household takes on the role as decision
maker for the rest of the family.
1\!Iany of the decisions are about spaces and places women can occupy
and when. Thus fathers, brothers , and uncles in Flores are traditiona lly
able to contain the mobility of their female kin , keeping women within
the particula r boundarie s they have determine d.

For example, in Ende

a simple leisurely stroll to a movie after dusk for a woman is considere d
improper. In Indonesia n terms, a ·woman on an errand alone at night is
known as kupu-kup u malam, which literally means 'a night butterfly', a term
for a sex worker. One of my informan ts conveyed her reluctanc e to offend
her father by going out at night because this transgres sed the boundaries
delimiting 'a good woman '. Such control over daughters ' movemen t is a
way to rule women's body and sexuality and is commonl y found in other
places in Indonesia.
Fathers and brothers protect and do their best to control a young
woman's sexuality until she marries; at that time, her husband becomes her guardian. A young woman must , in the end adhere to a
father 's or older brother's decisions (Wolf 1992: 61).

A woman 's sexuality, reputatio n and her marriage prospects are the
business of her kin. In East Nusa Tenggara , as in J ava, there is a stigma
attached to a woman who remains single. Women have little choice about
whether they want to marry or remain single (Wolf 1992: 61 ; Koning 2000:
•
194). The failur e of parents to marry off their daughter can imply that
she has committe d 'an improprie ty' (kelakuan nya tidak baik) (Koning 2000:
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194). Except if a woman becomes a Catholic nun, requiring a single status
and celibacy, she is expected to marry. In Sikka, Flores, a single woman 's
life is considered unfulfilled and incomplete unless she marries (Fernandez
1990: 215). The impropriety or transgression committed by a young woman
reflects badly on the father as her guardian, so fat hers take control over
daughters' mobility.
Travel in the context of contributing to the family income fits with the
local notion of femininity.

In effect, it also serves to loosen the grip of

male kin's control over women's sexuality. Many women from East Nusa
Tenggara travel to work in the urban sectors. Women frame their travel
around the need to feed and educate the family, which fits with the expected
femininity. Particularly in the period following the 1997 financial crisis ,
women 's paid jobs allowed them to contribute significantly to easing the
problems of decreasing real household income because of the general price
hikes. Women are now more likely to exploit opportunitie s to work including
in poorly paid jobs or in work which may involve travel. 12
In travel , women establish themselves as separate subjects distinguishe d
from the subject positions they occupy at home and in the household. I
observed some women temporarily enjoying their independenc e from the
kinship system in their home villages in East N usa Tenggara. For example
one of my informants , a young housewife, presented herself as an attractive woman travelling alone (Chapter 4). She disengaged herself from her
domestic identities while on the voyage.
12

See (http://www. ilo.org/publi c/english/bu reau/inf/pkit s/women3.ht m)
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Wome n at home
Domes tic symbol s: water, firewoo d and looms
For women , crossing the ocean , langgar laut, contains a strong image of
leaving the security of t he familiar home. T he aim of this section is to understand women 's interpreta tion of place, particularly the spaces of homes
as a place of departure . Their understan ding of home often emerged because
of the dist ance from it in their travel. I discuss aspect s of the women 's everyday reality at home as structure d by notions of femininity. I then situat e
women 's position in t he household by examinin g practices of marriage and
its inst itution in everyday household relations. Some of the t ensions arising
from my informan ts ' mobility, for instance, are connect ed to pressures to
remain within t heir gendered spaces .
The following analysis of domestic life concerns women from rural and
semi rural areas in East Nusa Tenggara . The field research for this section
was done in t hree of the five poorest regencies (kabupat en), namely Flores
Timur , Sikka, and , Ende, which was my base. 13

The commona lit ies in

t he women 's socio-economic backgrou nds1~ and their similar socialisat ion
in t he local gendered space meant that there were few variations in t heir
daily rout ines and chores .
The strongly gendered division of labour at t he household and community levels is exemplifi ed in t he women 's daily experience, as a mother , a
wife , a daughter, a sister , and a member of t he clan/com munity, and only
secondly as a worker and income earner.
13

These primary and secondary

Using BPS estimate of the proportion of population living under the poverty level
in E ast Nusa Tenggara, kabupaten Flores Timur was the poorest with 41 percent of
population under poverty level, followed by Sikka as the second poorest and Ende the
fifth poorest kabupaten (Sitorus and Weka 1994: 42).
14
See Table A . 7, and also Table A.8 in the appendix showing social indicators by
regency
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roles materialis e in women 's domestic tasks with small variations among
localities. Typically, ·women, with the rest of the family, are involved in
subsisten ce farming and dry land planting of corn , and cassava, but also
more recently cultivatin g cash crops such as coconut, candle nut , chocolate,
cashew nut and coffee.
The women 's subsisten ce activities are affected by the system of agricultural land ownership in Flores. Land is distribute d in small parcels between
a half hectare to two hectares , represent ing nearly 60 percent of the assets
of households. In the kabupaten of Ende more than 21 percent of the households had no land or less than a half hectare of land to work on. Sitorus
and Weka (1994) report that many household s in Ende consume their own
produce, 1nainly cassava followed by corn and, occasionally rice. In my field
observati ons during the crisis in semi-rura l areas , I found people mixed rice
and thinly grated cassava as their daily staple.
Families often find that their garden has
not provided enough subsisten ce food and
that they need an additiona l income. To
suppl.ement household income wo1nen are
involved in micro-ent erprises such as manual processing of coconut oil· and , most importantly, textile weaving using hand looms

Figure 3.1: Child minding

(deJ ong 2000 ; Sitorus and Weka 1994: 43). The communi ty and everyday
life are regulated around clan obligations and rituals , showing distinct gendered activities which h ave changed very little since Vatter (1932) noted:
At noon when most men work in the field or hunt , the women and
girls are busy in t he village. They work and do various tasks iri
front of the houses. "\¥ hen there is a special task to do , they work
together on t he wooden bench inside or outside t he house. All the
female tasks have something to do with t he household and kitchen:
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to fetch water, to prepare the food such as to take off corn from the
cobs, to pound and clean the rice and finally to cook. The women
cook in a particular place in the house . On top of that, women also
weave baskets , spin and dye the cotton and weave using a hand loom.
(Vatter 1932: 65) [my translatio n)

The women's pattern of movemen t is mostly related to their domestic
roles in the household. In my field research I found women of Kedang ,15
spent a significant ti1ne walking a considera ble distance twice daily to fetch
water from springs. I also observed the labour intensive activities of preparing food for the family, lighting the fire first thing in the morning using firewood , and manually pounding a few corn kernels at a time for corn flakes
(jagung titi). Then I was impressed by women 's long hours and hard physi-

cal labour in producing elaborate hand loom textiles. Three strong material
symbols stand out among others to represent femininity in which women 's
tasks are reproduce d and naturalise d in their everyday domestic activities
surroundi ng ·water, fi.rewood and looms. These activities are tightly governed by notions of propriety for ,vomen in their gendered spaces of family
and kinship system.
Water and firewood signify women 's work to provide food and other
services for household reproduc tion , whilst the loom signifies women 's role
within the clan or communi ty in upholding obligation s to adat (customary law) . Hand woven textiles, tenun ikat, involve a very labour intensive
process with the finest products used mainly for ceremoni al adat purposes.
Tenun ikat incorp orates elements that can be viewed as both domestic

and market oriented, and thus represent s women 's activities both in private
and public space. This textile plays a significan t role in both ritual and
everyday life. 16 The women 's roles as unwaged domestic labour both at
15

ow in a newly created kabupaten Lembata but it used to be in Flores Timur
Cooper (1994: 72) in her study of- gender in Central J ava finds that the Western
dichotomie s of private and public sphere and other binary models are problemati c when
16
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home and in the community life are represented by these artifacts.
The prevalence of subsistence farming 1n
the region also requires rural women to work
outside the home. Women work the land
with other family members, doing female
jobs such as planting, weeding, and harvesting. At harvest time they carry the exFigure 3.2: Hand weaving

cess produce of the garden to sell at the

market . Women go to local markets using public transport or else walk
with baskets of fruits and vegetables on their heads to the nearest market to sell their goods to supplement the household income. This pattern
of movement is connected to their care for the family so it is within the
boundary of local notions of propriety.
Women are also responsible for keeping the supply of water in the house ,
thus fetching water from springs, rivers or community wells is a part of their
daily movement. The majority of households in East Nusa Tenggara (82
percent) do not have access to piped water or pumps. Most rely on spring,
river, and rain water as their source of drinking water (Figure 3.3). So
women walk to collect drinking water either first thing at dusk or after
bathing in the community spring at dawn.
Scarcity heightens the significance of water in people's lives, and is reflected by the many places whose names are related to water (Mc William
1997: 104). 17 Women 's instrumenta l role in bringing water, as I observed in
Lembata island , fits the earlier description of Vatter (1932) of the scarcity
of water in his ethnography of the island:
applied to J avanese women. I draw upon this idea of 'ambiguity' as a useful starting
point for understanding the role of tenun ikat in local gendered space.
17
In the local (West Timor) Meto language many places have the affix 'oe ' meaning
water such as Oe Ekam or Pandanus Water; Oe Nunuh or Banyan Water or Oe Aiyo or
Casuarina Water (McWilliam 1997: 104).
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The closest water spring in Leloba is an hour walking towards the
ocean. Women and young girls go to fetch water by carrying it in a
marrow container on their heads twice daily (early at dawn and at
dusk) . They walk through a narrow rocky path to the beach [where
the spring is). In the dry season, water is very scarce and therefore
so precious. It is understan dable that water is used only for drinking
and cooking and not for profane activities such as to wash oneself.
Women and girls have a bath in the spring or at the b each in the
ocean . 11:en do the sam e, they usually have a bath b efor e going home
from work in the garden. However for the children, particular ly the
really young ones, they may not touch any drop of water for weeks so
they are very dirty. If rain falls, they stand under the gutter below
the roof of the house and clean themselve s (Vatter 1932: 47) [my
translation ).
v\ omen s domestic work is naturalise d in the everyd ay routine of lo cal gen-

dered pace. Rural girls are t rained from the early age of nine or their early
teen to carry out the domestic tasks including bringing water inside the
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house (see Figure 3.4) and collecting firewood from the closest wilderness.
Women's movemen ts around the garden, the market and their travels on public transport are domestic necessities. Yet travelling even within the same
route and place but at a different time and context -

for instance a woman going to the market

to have a date with a man at night -

is considere d

improper . The expectati on of certain behaviou rs
associated with places represent s a boundary which
Figure
3.4: Carrying
water from the spring

becomes evident when it is transgres sed (Cresswell
1996). Thus women's activities and movemen ts be-

yond the boundary of femininity imply a disruptio n of the status quo in local
relations. This carries an implicit social warning of being marked as 'loose'.
A woman 's status and that of her family is often connected to her 'proper'
mobility in the context of her femininity. Some particula r women 's travels,
as already discussed , conform to the ascribed feminine identity and are accepted and naturalise d in everyday life. However other travels , such as for
self-realisation, are more problema tic because these practices are not within
the discourses of the local notion of femininity.
A local notion of femininity is embodied in an image of a virtuous woman
dressed in a traditiona l costume of tenun as the basic item (Hamilton 1994:
41). The tenun ikat worn as a sarong or a shoulder cloth provides a mat erial symbol of identity of its wearer. Across localities the significance of

tenun ikat represent s the structura l conceptio ns of local gender ideology
that reflect social relations in East Nusa Tenggara . Despite the regional
similarity of the form of traditiona l garments , Hamilton (1994: 42) records
distinct differences in the Sikka region in decorativ e technique , design and
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motif, providing cues about the wearer 's individual ethnic identity, social
status/ class , and occasionally marital status, particularly for ceremonial
occasions:
... married women weave sarongs with motifs learned from their mothers, but arrange those motifs within the design format associated with
the household of their husbands. The finished sarong thus carries a
visible expression of the relationship between the two kin groups
(Hamilton 1994: 44).

Behind these beautiful pieces of cloth, the
femininity of the women materialises in their
subject position as daughter , wife and craftswoman or weaver. As a weaver , a woman
is able to exert control over her own labour
products and, to some extent, over the other
Figure

The

3.5: Ritual
finest

purposes

ikat

dancing:
for

adat

memb ers of the household (deJong 2000:
274).

The high economic value of tenun

ikat in turn strengthens the position of lo-

cal women in household po"'rer relations b ecause of their role as tenun ikcit
producers in generating significant income (deJong 20U0: 274).
Tenun ikat also serve as 'markers of special events or objects ' in which

major ceremonial events and religious rites require participants and leaders
wearing the finest garments which are decorated with the clan 's heirloom
ornaments (see Figure 3.5 ). Wearing t he t radit ional costume at the investiture of a new priest is one of the Catholic Church s adaptation to local
cu tom (Hamilton 1994: 42 ) . On the occasion of an investiture of a new
prie t in Sikka , I identified people of different clan groups in the area by the
tenun ikat they were "'earing at this important ritual.
Tenun ikat represent a mater-i al symbol of a woman s creativity and is

a metaphor for her refin ed cultural knowledge (Orinbao 1992a). There is a
8
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large variation within Flores and Timor in women's physical skills, detailed
routines of tenun ikat and in quality and designs. The more intricate the
design and the more time consuming and complicated the task, the better
is the final product , representing a high artistic performance and a signifier
of femininity. Women of the kabupaten Ende in Mbuli Nggela, Ende Ndona,
Ende Island, Nangapanda , Wolotopo, Ngalupolo, Brai I{umba, and I{ombandaru usually learn tenun when they are early teenagers. 18 To ·weave a
piece of cloth using a hand loom requires strong dedication and perseverance and involves hard physical labour. A weaver needs to coordinate her
limbs , hands and eyes, and she also needs good concentratio n. The heavy
loom is secured on the woman's hip, feet and other parts of the body. The
woman 's limbs , hands , neck, and eyes are fully dedicated and focused only
to the one task of hand weaving. The physical hardship is described in the
Sikka dialect (Orinbao 1992a: 82) in a local oral narrative:
pie dua pie
pie nei tali pine
tali putansa
lorang wali na bonga

how much a woman suffers
suffers the self sacrifice
self sacrifice causing sorrows
yotff hip feels as if it is broken
[my translation].

The back-stage process of weaving, and in turn, on-stage performance of
wearing the tenun ikat is an integrated enactment of femininity. The silent
suffering involved in tenun represents the idealised femininity, a process of
becoming a virtuous woman. In most parts of Flores women learn how to
weave, as the skill is a measure of their femininity (Orinbao 1992a: 50- 2).
A young ·woman who wears her own beautifully made tenun ikat 'properly'
represents a girl coming of age and blooming to full womanhood (Orin18Not all women of the region have the skill of tenun as a result of the historical
prohibition of women from certain regions to weave , such as in part icular regions of Lio.
The local belief gives strong adat sanction against the prohibited groups who weave.
They used to be viewed as a source of com1nunity disaster (Orinbao 1992a: 50-2) .
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bao 1992a). Beauty, then, is based on the pinnacle of femininity , requiring
conforrnity. Tenun ikat materialis es women 's ability to suffer physical hardships , symbolise s a total family dedicatio n , and is an evidence of femininity ,
embodyin g a high degree of persevera nce (Orinbao 1992a: 84- 85). Women
growing up in the family in East Nusa Tenggara are subjected to the 'ideal'
notion of femininity and so are expected to attain this feminine quality in
order to be deserving of men 's approval.
This notion of femininity is related to women 's propriety of behaviou r ,
including their mobility. Some forms of travel are out of bounds , controlled
by the head of household 's authority. Denial of permissio n for travel by a
woman 's male kinsfolk is often based on the fear of people's negative perception of the women transgres sing this femininity and , by extension , the
kin group 's bad status. This social control of women 's mobility is evoked
through the fear of being the subject of gossip. Women 's travel in this cont ext reflects negotiatio ns of this naturalise d gendered space, where social
construct ion of femininity constitute s women 's space and propriety. One
way of situating the women 's position in their household , kin and commu,...
ni ty is to explore women in marriage and its institutio n in everyday life.

Marria ge and bridew ealth
:i\1any of t he young women whose travel stories encompass J ava and abroad
rehearsed a similar m aiden ' dream when asked what t hey wanted in life.
Despite t heir t ravel, t he women 's wish "to get m arried and have a family" ,

{berumah tangga) remains a significan t p ersonal goal. Marri age in Indonesia
is one of the most imp ortant events in t he family and p ersonal life (Koning
2000: 193) , and is t he lens t hrough which a wom an 's posit ion in her kin
and communi ty can be gauged. Throughout my encounter s and engagement
wit h local v. omen I became aware of t he imp ortance of t he marriage insti90
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tution and rituals, particularly that of bridewealth. Ethnographi c work in
Eastern Indonesia acknowledges that marriage is one of the most significant
rituals in the local social relation, particularly with regards to clan relations
(Barnes 1974: 242; Tule 2001). Through this relation of clans "people establish their link to place," both as a place of origin in terms of a source of
family /blood connection and a place of dwelling/res idence (Graham 1991:
83). A woman's identities in this context are closely related to her place in
marriage and clan relations.
The attitude toward marriage and bridewealth varied among my informants, pointing to differences in their stages of life, outlook, status and
position. Liana, one young informant, had a shy smile on her lit-up face
when she told me of her 'good fortune', (be,untung), that she was engaged
to be married in the near future. Her boyfriend's kin had started bringing parts of the bridewealth ( anta, belis). In contrast, Martha, a widow,
showed her aversion toward belis, which had brought calamity in her life.
Martha's story in Chapter 4 indicated that her life had already been 'paid
for ' by the late husband's clan. She suffered physical abuse from the clan
of her dead husband, such as being kicked in the stomach. Kicking Martha
was considered the same as kicking the horse , a part of her bridewealth.

Belis in this way is seen as a·trade-in, in which a husband exchanges horses ,
pigs, cattle and other things for his wife and thus he is able to treat her
as he pleases (Purnama 2001: 42). Bulbeck (1998) in her study on the
relationship between brideprice/b ridewealth and domestic violence asserts:
But wives who attract a brideprice may also experience unhappy
domestic relations, their husbands perhaps arguing they 'own' them
and therefore have the right to beat them (Bulbeck 1998: 121).

The above examples show a possible spectrum of women 's experience and
in spite of ethnic differences in n1arriage practices throughout Flores , the
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concept of bridewea lth exists with few variations (Hamilto n 1994: 44).
Women 's position in social relations is reflected and negotiate d in marriage practices and rituals.

farriage alliance provides an importan t clue to

the structural principles of the society:19
Marriages were arranged asymmetr ically, meaning that brothers married women from one set of lineages, while their sisters could marry
men only from a different set of lineages. This marriage pattern
created relationsh ips among groups that anthropolo gists have called
''wife-givers ' and "wife-take rs. " Groups allied in this manner were
committed to meet reciprocal obligation s. At marriage rites and funerals , they exchanged food , textiles , and other valuable goods, a
practice that is still of great importanc e today. The social idea was
to perpetuat e these relationsh ips generation after generation through
first-cousi n marriage (Hamilton 1994: 28).

A marriage alliance provides kinship fram eworks of birth family and in-laws,
which is the main source of reference for individua ls. However because of the
Catholic Church's oppositio n to arranged first-cous in marriages and to the
young people 's desire for more freedom of choice of partner new alliances
are now being form ed and are traditiona lly formalised through brideweal th
(Hamilton 1994: 37-8).
Ni arriage rituals t hemselves reflect the women s place in the clan. Although there are differences in terms of the actu al physical rituals across
Flore and Timor t here are shared social categories and meanings . For instance there is a similarity in the meanings of marriage by which the women
obtain an imp ortant status and are viewed as the bringer of life (Barnes
1974; Hicks 1990:5). Before marriage the position of a girl in the family i
19

Hamilton (1994) based his comments on earlier ethnograph ic works of Eastern Indone ia. hence the use of the past tense. See also Barnes 1974; and Hicks 1990 for detailed
marriage alliances of specific areas of Flores. For further analysis on social organisatio n,
see Fox (19 Oa: 331) who draws on van ouden's pioneering study of the social organisation of Eastern Indonesia. Fox suggests that subsequent research on the region has
found a common set of social categories encompass ing a range of alliances such as an area
group or a lineage group. not only limited to the clan system of exclusive cross-cousi n
marriage.
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reflected in her clan membersh ip, which is one of lower status than that of
a male sibling. A significant feature of the local social organisat ion emphasises the difference between having a daughter and a son. Like many other
places in Flores , descent in Manggara i , for example, follows a patrilinea l
pattern in that only a son belongs to his father's descent, as explained by
Gordon ( 1980):
At birth the expression of ata one ( "inside person," that is, one who
remains within the clan) announces the birth of a boy, while the
expression ata pe 'ang ( "outside person," or one who leaves the clan)
signifies the birth of a girl. Parents consider a girl a temporary ward,
a child to be clothed , fed, and worked until she marries (Gordon 1980:
49).

Parents ' goals are to have a daughter married to a man of the same or higher
social standing. Thus marriage which involves bridewea lth is associated
with the concerns of clan groups to enhance social status. The preferred
matriline al cross-cousin marriage typically aims to preserve or increase the
social status of the family and also to carry out and fulfil ritual obligation s
to the ancestors ' spirits.
-In some areas in Flores , including parts of Flores Timur (Lamahol ot) ,
tradition dictates that whoever marries into the prohibite d lineage suffers
the sanction of social exclusion. 20 Martha, my previousl y mentione d informant , a widow from Lembata island , told of her relationsh ip with a man
from a prohibite d lineage and how she suffered negative consequences. Once
her bridewea lth was paid by the clan of the husband , even after he died , she
was still bound to his clan and unable to make a unilateral decision about
her future marriage.
The intricate relations of clans reflected in a marriage arrangem ent.imply
20

The clans of Lan1aholot live in Flores Tin1ur , in the islands of Solor, Adonara and
Lembata.
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that marriage is not merely the bride and groom's personal business but
more importantly both clans ' business, as for instance in Central Flores:
... marriage is not an individual matter but a social institution which
involves various social units. Marriage is a social affair which calls
for active participation of two main categories: the wife-taking group
('ana weta) and the wife-giving group ('embu mame). The wifegiving group ( 'embu mame) is also metaphorical ly termed the upper
rank ( ape wa wo) or the waiting side (papa kere) . The wife-taking
group ('ana weta) is termed the lower rank (ape wena) or the coming
side (papa demba). By and large marriage calls for total participation
from the lowest social unit (a nuclear family) up to the highest unit
of all kin groups related to a source house (sa 'o pu 'u) (Tule 2001:
181- 2).

A woman does not usually have authority over her marriage affairs; for
instance she does not directly have any part in the decision over the amount
or the allocation of the bridewealth (belis). The normal marriage process
starts with a proposal ceremony. Although this varies in name throughout
Flores and Timor , it similarly encompasses the following stages: deciding
the bridewealth, accumulatin g the bridewealth -

animals, gold, elephant

tusks, hand-loomed textile/cloth (tenun ikat); formal proposal; and, lastly-,
paying the bridewealth.

Belis, the bridewealth, is significant in the life of the family which entrenches it in the traditional ritual of marriage. The value of belis reflects the
fa1nily position in the kinship system and its status in the local community
and relations. Typically, the bride's family negotiates the belis, which traditionally symbolises a groom's acknowledge ment of the bride's willingness
to leave her ovvn parents , to change her identity by giving up her maiden
name as well as residence , and as a sign of new connection/r elationship with
the man ' family. In particular, belis supposedly symbolises the groom's acknowledgem ent to the bride's family who has taken care of the girl so far.

If the groo1n is unable to pay for the bridewealth fully, he may have to stay
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and work for the bride's family until he pays off the belis completely.
There is an inheren t contrad iction between a daughte r's status and autonomy in the family. On the one hand she is valued highly for her qualitie s
-

physical appeara nce, femininity, educati on and other skills -

which is

materia lised in belis, and in the 1narriage ritual, as 'the bringer of life'
(Barnes 1974; Hicks 1990:5). On the other hand she has little autonom y
to decide the directio n of the negotia tion regardin g the arrange ment for
her marriag e. The woman 's status and autonom y do not go hand in hand
because high status does not necessarily mean high persona l autonomy.
This structur e of gender, in which achieving a high status for women may
mean conform ing to the bounda ries of proprie ty implica ted in daily nonautonom ous lives, remains problem atic (Jackso n 2002: 501).
The marriag e rituals involving various stages which culmina te in gift exchanges are a sign of strength ened clan relation s between two parties. Anthropolo gists working in Eastern Indones ia explain that a marriag e involves
a series of 'prestat ion and counter -prestat ion' between the clans of the bride
and groom (Barnes 1980; Tule 2001: 192). The local I{eo termino logy for
bridewe alth, wedi, contain s a notion of 'trading the bride', but Tule (2001:
192) argues that these are reciproc al gifts made to build and maintai n relationsh ips between the bride and the groom's clans. The respons ibility of
paying the bridewe alth does not reside with the groom alone but rather
with the clan as a whole. Similarly, the bride's clan receives bridewe alth as
an entity and the schedule of paymen t of belis may take decades to complete, which implies that a clan holds in commo n all outstan ding debts and
obligati ons (Barnes 1974: 282- 294; Barnes 1980: 78). However once the
bridewe alth has been received , an agreeme nt on a woman 's position in both
clans is sealed.
A woman faces stricter bounda ries of proper behavio ur once she is en95
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gaged to a man, because she is accountable for her behaviour to both clans.
A bride-to-be is largely bounded by both parties ' agreement, thus she can
not come and go as she pleases , which affects her spatial movement. Once
a bride's family accepts a part of the agreed belis, it is a sign of the girl getting engaged. Once the belis obligation is paid, the marriage relationship
is sealed by the adat and it is often followed by a church ceremony. Only
then does authority and responsibility for the bride shift from her parents
to the husband.
An unmarried daughter living at home is under the paternal protection
for her well being and purity. The strong Catholic Church influences in
Flores have glorified a young unmarried woman 's purity, signified by her
virginity.

In my travels in East

usa Tenggara I often observed young

girls travelling together, but occasionally I met a girl travelling alone. Girls
travelling alone to urban areas for study or work live outside the kin 's control
and protection. In my field research I learnt about cases of girls getting
pregnant before marriage. In the local context, an unmarried pregnant
woman is considered to be transgressing the boundary of propriety. Some
local men whom I spoke to were very clear about the 'ideal' wo1nan to marry,
,vho needs to be a virgin. This phenomenon was pointed out to me by a
young priest , who said that men are 'obsessed about hymen ' gila selaput

dara. 21 This term implies the society's double standard, where men are
often obsessed by women's physical virginity, but on the other hand, men
and society in general do not care about men s social and physical purity.
Women 's embodied purity is viewed as increasing men 's status, because
men consider themselves able to control women 's sexuality.
These days some argue that the social prescription for a woman to remain a virgin before marriage is not as strictly observed. Others think that
21

I thank Father Hendrik Sara VD ; who alerted me to the term.
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virginity is not an issue, for instance, in some parts of Flores there is a practice of a man marrying the widow of his late brother. Young couples having
sexual relationships resulting in pregnancy outside marriage is an increasingly common occurrence. If the couple is not formally engaged , the man
will be fined to redeem the unfortunate 'shame' of the girl's family, which
is regulated by the adat. Nevertheless in some parts of East Nusa Tenggara, people show strong concerns about virginity, reflecting the influence
of Christianity. The boundaries of propriety, sexual purity and mobility
are often challenged by women's travel, creating tensions for the individual
women and the families.
There has been a range of perceptions in Flores and West Timor regarding the sexuality of unmarried women, but premarital sex is usually
discouraged (Hicks 1990: 39). In Lamaholot tradition in Flores Timur ,
some believe that an important requirement of a girl to be married is her
virginity. Her purity is connected to the family's reputation and social status. Once the girl loses her virginity, particularly if she gets pregnant , she
is considered as having lost her virtue and, by extension, the family's social
status suffers. In the local context, the sexually active single girl is considered to be going beyond the boundary of propriety within the adat. Her
hymen embodies a spatial boundary of propriety for an unmarried woman.
As a sanction against her , later if she is finally able to marry, her marriage
may not be celebrated with the usual wedding feast. In Dawan tradition
in Timor , the virginity of a girl before marriage is revered. This gendered
practice of bodily boundary of propriety for an unmarried wornan is controlled and reproduced in rituals. On the wedding night there used to be a
designated person to guard the bedroom of the newly weds (penjaga tempat
tidur) to see the proof and confirm the virginity of the bride (Djeki 1977).

The femininity of a bride , embodied in the intactness of the hymen as a
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physical symbol of virginity, reflects the notion of propriety of body. This
boundary is institutio nalised , among other ways , in t he forms of the belis.
The higher the girl's perceived purity, the greater the belis. A daughter' s
position is mutually constitute d by the family's social standing and by t heir
efforts in protectin g and educating her. The non-auton omous position of
the woman relates to the link or connection she had with both sides of the
clan/fami ly -

the bride's family as t he receiver of the brideweal th and t he

groom 's family as the one who pays for it.
Some daughters by-pass this purity issue with their elopemen t . This
kind of mobility to some extent also offers a chance for a woman to marry
a man of her choice within the adat. If a daughter decides to marry against
the family's wish, she can leave the family home and follow a tradition of
eloping. In Dawan 's tradition , in Timor , a woman who elopes is expected
to leave a few symbols such as silver coin , one sarong (tenun ikat), and
betel nuts (sirih pinang) at her home, as a sign of elopemen t with her man.
Both t he bride and the groom are supposed to come out of their hiding
place outside t he village no later t han t hree days after eloping and to fulfil
the adat obligation to the bride 's family. The groom will have to pay some
material fines .22 So in Flores in the last few decades parents continue to
play a significan t role over the children 's choice of spouse, but increasingly
the children insist on their own choices (Hicks 1990: 38).
22

Examples of the fines include two to five cows to close the hole', one horse 'to take
the splinter out' while the girl's family is searching for her , and to pay some money to
make up for "the family getting cold looking for her' . The groom's family is responsible
for reporting t heir elopement to t he bride's family. When all the fines and obligations
have been fulfilled, a wedding feast is held (Dj eki 1977).
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Women negotia ting mobility : tracing the folk
narrativ es
The implications of increased mobility for women are tensions within the
community, clan and family, and also within women's internal harmony.
Some women I met actively engaged in negotiations around their mobility to
reach their own balance of harmony. This is shown in their travel stories in
Chapter 4, 5 and 6 and also in the following folk narratives, "'rhich emphasise
women's agency in negotiating the boundary of structural gendered space.
Folk stories and legends that embody local thoughts and perceptions
pass between generations through a range of forms of oral tradition. In the
broad sense, stories, songs and proverbs are the most common orally transmitted traditions (Finnegan 1992: 11). The folk stories by themselves are
not my main interest here and I am aware of the pro bl ems of interpretatio n
because oral expression takes many different forms and functions including myth and aesthetic performance for its own sake (Finnegan 1992: 48).
My interest is in exploring a folk tale as one of the many possible avenues
to uncover local meanings of the women's experience of mobility in -their
gendered space.
The contexts of women 's travel are extremely varied, and only some
are captured in the informants ' stories. The study of society through oral
sources is well-established and rigorously used alongside examination of documentary sources , especially in researching experiences of the 'voiceless '
such as rural women (Finnegan 1992: 47). With regard to women 's mobility, I am interested in unpacking the unstated cultural assumptions embedded in folktale. Some folktale relating to women's mobility in a wider sense
are selected here to provide a window through which we can view women 's
lives and resourcefulness around mobility and social change. 99
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The common setting for women to tell folk tales and legends, for example, in So'a in Flores, is by moonligh t and ·while eating new season corn.
The stories frequently tell of everyday lives , to provide insights into the
local social relations which structure the women 's lives (Mommer steeg and
Dirkzwager 1999: 7). Barnes, an anthropol ogist who did extensive ethnographic work in Kedang in Lembata island in the early 1970s, documen ted
the following story of 'Bota Ili and Wata Rian. ' These mytholog ical names
have honorific connotati ons. Bota is a woman 's name, and ili means mountain, so a woman is associated with the stationar y mountain .

Wata means

beach, and rian means great, so a man is associated with the great, dynamic
ocean (Barnes 1974: 40).
Bota Iii and Wata Rian
Bota Ili lived at the top of the mountain. Her body was covered with
long hair, and she had extremely long fingernails and toe nails. The
hair on top of her head was a large tangled pile. She ate snakes,
lizards , geckos and iguanas. In order to light a fire to cook these
animals, she would strike her arse on a rock. Before long the fire
would begin to glow and she would cook the animals to eat them.
Wata Rian lived at the beach.
In the mornings he looked up at the top of the mountain and saw
smoke from a fire. One morning he thought that the smoke in the
mountain must mean that a human lived there .
Therefore he decided, "I must climb the mountain and see who is
there."
In preparatio n, he went fishing and got several fish; then he tapped a
little palm wine. Then one morning, quite early, he set out to climb
the mountain. He climbed and climbed until - precisely at noonhe finally arrived. There he saw a place where a human lived and a
hearth. However, no one was there because Bota Ili had gone hunting
and had not yet returned . He waited and waited , but she did not
soon return. Therefore taking his dog with him , he climbed a tree
and sat waiting in the branches. He waited and waited , until finally
he saw that Bota Ili had come back. She was bent over carrying
on her shoulder snakes , lizards , geckos, and iguanas. She tossed off
her heavy load and rested a little. When she had finished resting,
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she struck her arse again and again on a rock to get fire; but the fire
would not light; so she stopped and thought, 'Who can be here? ' She
looked here and looked there. Suddenly she saw Wata Rian sitting
in the branches of the tree. Then she got very angry.
'Hey, you there kept my fire from lighting,' she said. ' Come down so
I can bite you to tatters.'
Wata Rian replied, 'Don't make trouble, If you do , I'll let my dog
loose and it will bite you. '
Bota Ili then said, 'Just come down. I won't do anything, if you
don't let your dog bite me. Climb down so we can cook the animals
and eat.'
Wata Rian climbed down.
When he was down, Bota Ili tried to start the fire and the fire lit.
They built the fire and cooked the animals along with the fish Wata
Rian had brought. When the food was ready they sat down and
ate. Wata Rian had brought a bamboo of palm wine so they could
drink the palm wine with their meal; however, he did not drink much
himself, but poured a lot for Bota Ili.
Down, down, Bota Ili fell down drunk. She fell so fast asleep that
she was no longer aware of her body. After a while, Wata Rian took
a knife and shaved her from head to foot. When he was through he
saw that Bota Ili was a woman.
Afterward s they lived together and married.
(Barnes 1974: 40-1).

This story conveys a sense of origin of civilisatio n which is equated to a man.
A won1an is associated with uncivilise d nature which is symbolise d by her
hairy body. She needs to be shaved, tamed and domestic ated in a marriage
(Barnes 1974: 40). This represent ation offers a simple notion of power as
dominatio n , where the man is able to take power from the woman , dictate
his will and change her body appearanc e. After she has been shaved and
has married Wata Rian , she followed his way. Culture is associated with
men and is seen as coming from the shore (Barnes 1974: 40).
The associatio n of woman with a mountain and man with the ocean is
likely to be an underlyin g cultural assumptio n which contains a strong message of the different patterns of mobility between genders. A man generally
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is more mobile where the wide open ocean is the only limitation; while a
woman stays on top of the mountain self-sufficiently involved in her domestic tasks. JVIen are seen as more powerful as they are free to explore the
world , pergi merantau. The metaphor for men's mobility as dynamics of
the sea and the term of a wave in rough sea which is 'raj a )' the king or
the powerful (Barnes 1974: 246) assumes gendered mobility. Mobility is
equated with only men 's power. Women are grounded at home in the local
notion of femininity. Thus being a female subject situated in local gender
relations , a woman faces structural barriers against her mobility. A woman
mostly occupies domestic subject positions as she gathers her food , lights
the fire and cooks the food. The folk tale also presents the woman as an
uncivilised being, whose body is covered with hair; and on the other hand
it presents the man as endowed with the power of civilisation and ready to
domesticate the woman. This is a simplistic representatio n of power , but it
is enough to indicate a crucial dimension of the local gender relations. The
simplistic opposition between the mountain and the sea indicates a general
dichotomy followed in many aspects of local life (Barnes 1974: 40 , 80), with
static and mundane domestic roles strongly linked with femininity whilst
the dynamic and adventurous is associated with masculinity.
Women nevertheless do negotiate the local gendered space and their
stories indicate a shifting between various subj ect positions. Some women
initiate mobility, shift subjectivities and lead dynamic lives. In contrast to
the previous folktale , another dimension of power as fluid and fractured in
multiple positions can be read from a folkt ale of a young woman who is
about to be married to a man from a different village in So 'a. The families
of both parties had agreed to the engagement , but the girl atypically refuses
the offer of marriage.
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Leda, a girl from Bhela clan
Leda, a girl from the Bhela clan, was getting married to Wae, a young
man from Rawe clan.
When he started bringing sirih pinang [betel nut] to the family of
the bride-to-be, Leda did not approve of him. But the mother and
father and her brothers approved of him.
At the hunting season, all the family conducted a ceremony to bring
the bridewealth and they also brought firewood.
Wae brought some gold and put it on the mat. He also brought ten
buffaloes and ten horses in addition to ten goats and lambs.
After that the young man came to work [in the field of the bride 's
family] but the girl avoided him. Every time the man came, Leda
went somewhere else. But the man worked as usual. He worked until
the rainy season and he cleared the weeds.
He worked in the western plot of land with the brothers and mother
and father [of the bride] , whilst Leda the girl of Bhela weeded on the
eastern part of the plot of land.
Then one day when the rain dropped heavily at midday, the mother ,
father and brothers sought protection from the rain in a hut. Wae ,
the young man from Rawe, and Leda, the girl of Bhela, also sought
protection from the rain.
\i\Then it was still raining, Leda the girl of Bhela drew up her sarong
and wore it like a man, took out a machete and started to provoke
the lightning and thunder. 23
Led.a, the girl of Bhela, came out in front of the hut and danced with
the direction of east to west 24 and with her machete moved fast and
said: 'Ooh I am Leda, a lightning girl, please strike Wae , the man
from Rawe. ' Then Wae replied: 'Leda, if you don't want me , I will
go. ' Wae thought about it , then left. Before leaving, he told her
brothers: 'I want to leave because Leda doesn 't want me. Don't stop
me otherwise the lightning will strike me. ' So Wae left .
When he arrived in the village of R.awe, he told his mother and
father: I don t have any wife. She may have tempted me and I may
die. Let 's go and ask back for our belis to be returned.' The mother
and father answered: ' Ooh son, don't worry about it , otherwise we
may be killed in So 'a. ' The bridewealth was never returned and has
stayed with Leda's family until now.
23

The local custom is that when lightning strikes, anything made of metal is to be put
away to prevent injury by electrification
24
' Only a man dances this way while a woman dances from north to $Outh (Mommersteeg and Dirkzwager 1999: 160).
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Leda is the girl of a village of Lade of Bhela clan. Up till now in
Lade there is Bhela clan.
(Mommer steeg and Dirkzwage r 1999: 158-160) [my translatio n].

The position of an unmarrie d girl, as previousl y discussed , is commonl y
subordina te in the family hierarchy. The girl in this folktale had to act
unusually in refusing to conform with the local notions of propriety for her
behaviour . She had to change her identity, performin g as a man she dressed, behaved and danced -

the way

to position herself as an equal in the

local gender relations. The folk narrative emphasis es a female negotiatin g
the boundarie s of what it is to be woman, which is signified in dress , deportment and movement. Women's travel outside the domestic context is also a
movemen t which usually belongs to the men 's domain. Women 's travel in
this way negotiate s various scales of boundary . Similar to the folktale , with
their mobility, women transform themselve s , change subject positions and
enact changes.
Once Leda's belis (bridewea lth) is paid , the engageme nt with the man
officially means she is attached to the man 's clan. Neverthel ess there is an
interestin g twist to the story when Leda transgress es the boundary of propriety and ch allenges Wae her fiance. She has to create a metaphys ical space
and calls upon the transcend ental power of lightning to win the authority to
say 'no' to their union. This episode, similar to other lo cal folk tales, t ells of
a woman challengin g a structura l boundary and reclaimin g power. 25 It also
tells a story of a woman 's de-centred and shifting subj ectivity, performin g
different ident it ies t o gain her advantage.
Analysing t he folk narratives enables me to see how within the gendered
space of East Nusa Tenggara, t he structure of power in its many elements
influences women s strategies in everyday life and routine. The collective
25

See other Soa's fo lk tales in Mommerst eeg and Dirkzwager (1 999 ).
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thoughts represented in the plots of the stories show a possibility of multiplicities of positions and relations of power of women. Women perform this
possibility in their travel by imaginativel y moving between different subject
positions , allowing them to achieve personal goals.

Negotia ting bounda ries
A range of discourses establish tangible and intangible boundaries of propriety which tend to structurally position ·women's identity in the local
gendered spaces as marginalised and fixed. Women's travel represents not
only a physical moven1ent but also a negotiation of a range of boundaries
of marginality at different scales. Travel is a contradictor y space , where
women are still expected to follow certain notions of propriety and yet the
distance from ho1ne may offer a space for new practices and identities , as
stories in Chapter 4, 5 and 6 later demonstrate . Isolated from the context
of home , women are likely to negotiate their own boundaries of behaviour
and social positioning.
Women 's travel in this way b~comes a source of critical tensions within
individual women and in their social relations , as some examples discussed
in later chapters show. In this context I am interested in travel as a physical movement as well as a metaphorica l journey of "how subjects shift
and create new identities for themselves despite the seemingly hegemonic
power of dominant discourses and practices" (Gibson 2001: 641). Women
travellers 1nove against , as "'rell as with , ideas of propriety, reflecting some
access to power , to occupy wider subject positions. This p erspective is discussed further in the next part by examining women 's travels for finding
jobs, schooling, or networking v\rith relatives and friends.
In Part Two -

Journeys -

I further analyse a range of women 's travel
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stories to explore the interplay of motives of travel , desires and subjectivity
in the liminal space of travel. These relations are parts of the processes of
travel as negotiations of boundaries. Through mobility, women can contest
and negotiate their positions of affiliation and exclusion in social relations
in the contexts of household , clan, community and work.
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Journeys

rrfirougfi unpack:jng trave{ stories ancf 6eing myself a feffow traveffer on voyages1 I trace
tfie compfe;rities ancf cfiversity of trave{fing ufentities of 'Eastern Incfonesian women. Paying
attention to tfie wca{ conte;ct ofsocia{ refations opens a space for articufating tfie pfiysica{ as
we{{ tfie metapfiorica{joumeys of rfanggar faut ~ crossing tfie ocean. Jncfivicfuals inlia6itecf
cfifjerent su6ject positions in various nocfes ofrefations. rr'rave{fers move in ancf out ofa wicler
range of su6ject positions a{wwing new su6jectivities to emerge. I grouncf tfie enipirica{
evicfence of trave{ on tfiree 6asic sea routes; name{y trave{ inter-is{ancfs1 trave{ to ur6an
centres; ancf trave{ to overseas cfestinations. rr'rave{fers ' tafes provicfe c{ues to tfie creation of
contestecf ancf fimina{ spaces wfiere new iclentities are imagine£

CHAPTER 4

Inter- island Travel:
Women Negoti ating Boundaries of
Propriety

At the end of July 1999 on one of my visits to Flores Timur , I travelled to K edang on the island of Lembata. Like many women from
the region, I took the ferry between islands b ecause this was the most
economical and practical way to circulate in the region. That day
there was hardly any drama competing with other passengers to get
seats on t h e ferry. As we were halfway into the journey; I climbed the
upper deck of the ferry and thought I would take a few photographs
of the view.
Even in t hat short four-hour inter-island t rip there was a sense of
surprise waiting around the corner. In an effort to extend my network I approached a group of women travelling together to attend
a traditional village celebration. They were quite amicable. Apparently, my camera had signified me as a tourist - sep arating me as
a different kind of traveller. E ventually, t he four women cheerfully
posed on t h e deck for a photograph. However : as I was about to
take that sh ot with t h e beautiful background view , a man who h ad
watched us from a distance ; approached us and bluntly stopp ed me:_
('jangan Joto mereka!" or ' do not take t heir photograph! " There
was confusion and tension among us women. The man was protective of t he local women t ravellers. These women's asso ciation with
me while on the vo age aroused t his man s anxiety. vVhy?
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Circu lating : going with and agains t propr iety
omen travelling follow and negotiate certain notions of propriety. In this chapter I explore how these negotiations take place.
I begin by introduci ng my own experiences of inter-islan d travel.
The proj ected image of improprie ty contained in my own 'recklessn ess' in
travelling alone suggested the theme of travel as going against propriety. I
then map women's inter-islan d travel into their basic motives of travel and
use these motives as analytica l categories to structure their stories. I also
use travel stories to illustrate the dynamics of inter-islan d travel as a process
of negotiation of space. Understa nding their travel gives insight into their
gendered politics associated with mobility.
Inter-isla nd movemen ts of East Nusa Tenggara n women are characterised by temporar y, short-dist ance and sometimes repetitive trips. Women
in the region have travelled as part of the family for a long time, yet the
vignette indicates independ ent women circulatin g between islands can still
create a sense of social unease. An implied cultural assumptio n that men
voyage while women are stationar y at home has been locally upheld and
-

reproduce d , reflecting social control over women 's spatial movement. My
informan ts ' travels , however , demonstr ate t he problems of this assumptio n
abo ut mobility.
Historically, men 's domain of mobility, for instance in pre-colonial trade
and other lo calised interactio ns including migration were conducted through
the inter-islan d routes as Graham (1999: 72) asserts:
The ancestral migrations and early exchanges of goods and knowhow are memoriali sed in mythic form by many people of Flores, who
regard knowing and respecting their origins as crucial to their contemporary survival. Such myths and historical accounts often depict
Flores not as a bounded entity, but in relations with various 'outsiders '.
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Through mythical representation in the form of folk narratives , locals
think of themselves in terms of their relationship with the Other. Travel has
been a way of encountering the Other but it now has the added dynamic of
women being included as both traveller and Other. Contempora ry ·women
now follovv their male ancestral trails by sailing inter-island , t o forge connections ,vith other coasts. More than just waiting for their men to come home,
women also circulate, engaging in their own politics of mobility. Circulating
for women can be viewed as stepping into a contested space of ambiguity.
During my inter-island travel in the region I could sense , and experienced , many different "v\rays in which the social anxiety about the propriety
of women 's rnovement manifested itself. In one ferry trip in Flores , I avoided
a man who inquisitively wanted to kno"v\r about my background. He ·was
also a fellow passenger and he noticed me constantly engaging with won1en
t hroughout our voyage. Obviously he knew that I was not a local , so he
wanted to know why I was so interested in lo cal women. When I walked
toward the rear of t he ferry to stretch my legs he followed me. The man
began the convers ation with: Sendiri? or "Are you alone?" To which my
ansvver was a positive "yes." From his disparaging reaction , t here was a
sense of a won1an being reckless for t ravelling alone, ((berani ya ?)i or "brave
aren t you? , indicating t he ·impropriety of my movement . I felt abashed
and confused ' a woman out of place' as experienced by T sing (1993) in her
field research among t he Dayaks in Kalimantan (Tsing 1993: 219). Both of
our experiences in t he field confirmed t his view that ' a travelling woman is
a disorderly woman (Tsing 1993: 219).
Most likely the man "v\Tas suspicious of t he irnpropriety' of my mobility
since he gave me a strange look and asked what I was doing with the women.
I was there alone a free-floating female traveller with no local connection .
He could not situate me in any ordinar context of the trip -because I did
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not have local relatives or friends, I was neither a government employee nor
did I have a job there, and I did not look like a nun or a trader either. He
might have perceived me as some one who did not fit in any legitimate local
fr amework of a 'good' woman , evidenced by my sole mobility. I suspected
the man then warned the women about my 'misfit ' position and impropriety,
because I then noticed a change in demeanour of the women. Right there
on the ferry the m an excluded me from the safe space inside the boundaries
of propriety. He took the trouble to investigate my background and halted
my interactions with other women. Not surprisingly a cold s-weat appeared
on my foreh_e ad in the hot tropical day. Emotionally I felt disturbed by
the man 's authority and the anxiety he caused the women. A similar experience to that of Ong (1990) while conducting fieldwork in a Malaysian
village , confirms an extension of a man 's role as a protector of all village
women's moral status. The way my interaction with the women and the
man intersected at that particular time on the boat pointed to my being a
woman 'out of place .'
Clearly women travelling alone with no proper reason were viewed as
'disorderly '. The need for male protection while travelling, implied women
were 'weak'. This man acted in accordance with the local cultural norm.
In the absence of a young woman's gu ardian while away from home, he felt
responsible. It is with t he benefit of hindsight that it became clear t hat the
man was indeed one with authority. As a young local priest in civilian dress
who rightly thought I was an outsider, he was obligated to be 'a protector '
of women travellers . I did not realise it then , but soon learnt about the web
of gender relations and particularly t he authority and power of religious
leaders (priests and brothers) in a mainly Catholic region such as Flores.
In subsequent chance interactions while on the island and in my role as a
church-goer, I introduced myself and my research to this same priest. He
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turned out to be quite supportive of my project and became a catalyst for
meeting with some local women. In contrast to our first encounter on the
ferry, his authority was used then to assure the women 's trust in my research
project . An initial chance meeting on the ferry, however unpleasant , had
created an opportunity in the island for 'proper ' engagements with local
women this notion of 'proper ' implying conformity to certain norms and
aut horities, which often means male approval.
In light of recent geographers concerns to elucidate the difference of gender on ·place examining ·women 's inter-island travel also provides a means
to show the link between the gendering space of voyage and women 's agency
in negotiating boundaries of propriety.

Women 's faces among the crowd
Behind the see1ningly 1nundane nature of inter-island t ravel , the most modest in terms of financial outlay and process, lies the powerful lo cal concept
of langgar laut. This term is equally significant for both men and women.
The year _before the economic crisis of 1997-98, there were over: 1.35 million passenger trips between t he islands of E ast l - usa Tenggara province. 1
The financial and polit ical crises, imposed significant structural changes in
Indonesia and t he social imp act of t he crises has generated considerable debate.2 Ho"v\ ever t he extent of the impact on women 's temp orary movement
has been hard to ascertain as data on passengers ' movement by gender
particularl since the financial crisis has been scarce.3 Here I am inter1

Source: Penelitian Asal Tujuan Transportasi l asional Bad.an P enelitian clan
P engembangan Departemen Perhubu.ngan 1996.
2
'Dramatically different de ·elopmen circumstances" represent the significant costs
for women and girls who have been shovvn to have suffered most from the economic shock
( SAID Office of v omen in Development 2000: 2) .
3
In the climate of the crisis : regional t ransport officials were more interested in coping
with the rising costs of operation than with collecting transport data.. Anecdotal evidence
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ested in the broader meaning of the women 's travel resulting from local
interactio ns rather than as a specific response to the crisis. Within this
broad framework I intend to go beyond the common place reasons derived
from transport surveys to excavate the underlyin g meanings of women's
inter-islan d travel.
Women travel through routes from Flores to the surroundi ng islands of
Adonara, Lembata, Alor, Timor, Rote, Savu, and Sumba. Their travels
are served by private and state owned ferries and in some cases by PELNI
ships as parts of long haul journeys (see Map 2.6, East Nusa Tenggara interisland travel _o n page 43). The inter-islan d passenger movemen t is shown in
Table A.9 on page 274. In addition Awu and Pangrango ships for instance
call at East Nusa Tenggara ports once fortnightly. As parts of inter-islan d
travel , the journey by ship may involve an overnight or longer journey. Each
ferry journey has its sailing schedule and route. The frequency of the ferry
varies between daily and weekly. Dependin g on the distance, the trips may
take from four-to-twelve hours (see Table 4.1).
As anticipate d, the ferry trips were physically easier to handle because of
their shorter duration. In terms of travel logistics, there was less competitj on
for space with other passenger s on the smaller ferries , which made the trip
easier to manage. Typically, a small ferry carries around 100 passengers in
addition to motor vehicles, bicycles, bulky goods , notably cash crops and
household goods, and occasionally live goats and chickens, both for personal
consumpt ion and sale.
Observati ons in the field showed that ships and ferries operated at full
I came across in the field showed a very strained senior official trying to keep the business
afloat . I was in a meeting with one high ranking regional transport official when the phone
rang and he had to beg for a lower cost of operation. Informally, one central governmen t
transport official confirmed to me that the extreme cost pressures rendered surveys of
passengers questionab le. See Hugo (2000) for an analysis of the impact of the crisis on
women 's movement.
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I~travel time (hours) I

Figure 4.1: Travel time, selected ferry routes

Source: Fieldnotes and Bureau of Transport Economics (1999)

capacity and often over t heir capacities in carrying passengers to their interisland destinations . Given the province population in the pre-crisis period
(1996) of 3.7 million, an average of more than one in three people journeyed
inter-island that year. 4 These figures of survey data masked the fact that
men were still the largest number of inter-island travellers, as evident from
several ship manifests which I examined. Little is known about the travel of
an increasing number of women circulating inter-island or about the reasons
for their journeys. Even less is known about how these trips have affected
the lives of the women.
As shown in Table 4.1 , 20 women were interviewed , either on ferries/ships ,
in transit or in their homes , mainly on Flores. They were a mixed group
4

See (Biro Pusat Statistik 1996) Series S2.16 Table 03 and Penelitian Asal Tujuan
Transportasi l asional, Ba.clan P enelitian dan Pengembangan Departemen Perhubungan
1996.
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Name

Ade
Betani
Clara
Dominika
Rika
Ela
Siska
Farida
Adelina
Mita
Martha
Ela
Irma
Tina
Sima
Eva
Vivi
Marieta
Yani
Mina

Origin

Marital
Status

Job

Religion

Age

Edu
Level

Reason

Travel
Alone

Flores Timur
Flores Timur
Sumba
Manggarai
Manggarai
Ngada
Ngada
Ende
Sikka
Ku pang
Flores Timur
Ngada
Ende
Ende
Ende
Ende
Ende
Sikka
Sikka
Ende

Married
Married
Married
Married
Married
Married
Married
Widow
Single
Married
Widow
Married
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single

Housewife
Housewife
Housewife
Housewife
Housewife
Housewife
Housewife
Self-em ployed
Self-em ployed
Self-em ployed
Self-em ployed
Self-em ployed
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Professional
Professional
Professional

Catholic
Catholic
Protestant
Catholic
Catholic
Cathol ic
Catholic
Muslim
Catholic
Catholic
Catholic
Catholic
Catholic
Catholic
Catholic
Catholic
Catholic
Catholic
Catholic
Catholic

46
42
50
47
28
40
32
52
50
35
39
40
20
19
21
23
20
35
25
28

1
1
2
1
2
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
2
3
2
3

VRF
VRF
VRF
VRF
VRF
VRF
VRF
VRF
VRF
VRF
VRF
VRF
Edu
Edu
Edu
Edu
Edu
Work
Work
Work

yes
yes
no
no
yes
no
no
no
no
yes*
yes
yes
no
no
yes
yes
yes .
yes
yes
yes

Table 4.1: Inter-islan d Travellers

Note:

* with a child . VRF (Visiting Relatives and Friends) . Edu (Education ) 1

=

Primary; 2 = Secondary ; 3 = Tertiary

Source: Fieldwork

of a range of ages and marital status, with nine being single, nine married,
and two widows. Of the nine married women travellers , seven were housewives mainly visiting relatives and friends (VRF). The median age of the
married women vvas 42 years , the oldest being 50 years and the youngest
28. The inter-islan d movemen ts of these women indicated a stage of their
life cycle with less child care responsib ility. Both the widows interview ed
were self employed , and together with three single profession als travelling
for work , pointed out a relationsh ip between their mobility and financial independen ce. Out of the nine single women , five of them were students aged
between 19 and 23 years , travelling for education (Edu). Before examinin g
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their specific journeys to demonstrate that the t rip itself has wider connotations , I recount first my own t rip to expose t he fl avour of t he inter-island
travel.

Impropri ety and being reckless, nekat
The inter-island trip is becoming increasingly comm on among women from
East

1usa

Tenggara in line with long-term declining costs and easier access

to transport.

evertheless some sections in t he community still suspiciously

regard a woman traveller with no obvious purp ose as nekat or reckless j as
my own experience in t he field indicated. Inter-island t ravel for women is
not customarily a simple and loosely autonomous trip , rather it is situated
and nested in a rich-textured instit ut ional setting of fan1ily, clan and local
connections .
Like other travel stories t h at I have heard j my inter-island trips provided
an opportunity to establish and attach to a different network of relations by
creating a distance fron1 an ordin ary everyday routine. _,fy own t ravel reflected an entrance to an ambiguous space of uncertainty and unfamiliarity .
The voyage held the surprise of 1neeting new contactsj and at t imes opened
nevv avenues for my research. Niany other passengers also networked , such
as v.rith housewives travelling to visit relatives and friends.
One of m 1 inter-island travels culminated at my destination on one dark
midnight in early Jul1 1999 v.rhen the ship I v. as on , slowly moored at the
port of E_n de on Flores. On the upper deck I prepared myself to struggle
off the ship v\rith my suitcase in hand and a green baseball cap on my head.
People -

1nainly ounger men and traders -

impatiently pushed forward

closing in on the main doors of the ship. They were tussling to rush off the
_1V Pangrango which had departed from Suraba1 a. This PELl

been scheduled to arrive

tv\ o

-r ship had

hours earlier to complete its three day voyage j
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but rough seas encountered after reaching Labuan Bajo in north-west Flores
had forced it to slow down.

Similar turbulent waves were described by

Bickmore (1868: 111) , a fellow of the Royal Geographica l Society of London
passing along this very same route:
. .. as we came into the Indian Ocean, we experienced a strong breeze
from the southeast. The current , which had been with us and against
the wind , was met off the southwest promontory of Floris by a current with the wind from the east, and at once the sea rose up into
pyramidal masses , or formed waves that rolled over and broke against
the wind , like those from the windward quarter of a ship which is
sailing "on a wind."

This delay resulting from strong waves , in addition to sea sickness, overcrowding, and an anxiety to reach their destination, only served to further
annoy the already agitated passengers. The fully loaded ship was now highly
charged with emotions. Men waited and blocked the path to the main door.
The MV Pangrango was a three year old ship at the time, 74 meters by
15.2 meters, with a cruising speed of 14 knots. 5 The ship was overloaded
with more than 50 percent above its formal capacity of 500 passengers.
People were everywhere, in the corridor, on the outside decks, in :front of
the administrati ve office, in front of the kitchen, and on the stair landings.
One could hardly find space inside the lower decks to rest a weary body.
Among the 800 or so passengers most were crammed in the economy class
(lo-\.\,er decks). They were restless and agitated, being compressed in such
hot and confining conditions.
More than one quarter of the total passengers on the ship were women as
shovvn in the ship manifest. They often travelled in pairs , in small groups, or
with the family. There were also 12 women in cabins who shared one third
of the total 34 berth private cabins. The remainder travelled in economy
5

Source: PELNI 1999 time table.
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class (also referred to as deck class). Most passenger s appeared to have
little concern for their own privacy while travelling- possibly because they
were used to living in overcrowd ed dwellings. Nevertheless, most people
were shov:.ring restraint in a stuffy and confined compartm ent.
P assengers interacted during the longer voyage and even formed groups,
based not only on physical proximity within the ship , but also on common
interests and personal understan ding. The 'members ' were fiercely loyal to
these fluid groups and protected their 'territory ' or seats until the end of a
member 's voyage. I found myself circulatin g between two groups of completely different ages -

a younger group for company and a more m ature

group for security and patronage . They got to know one another by sharing conversat ion and sometimes food. Common ly, the women took care of
each other v:,rhen queueing for food and the bathroom /toilet , and also , in
some instances , through sharing child-care. One woman from Flores told
me that she always looked around for a Catholic nun. A nun stands out by
her uniform (headdres s and habit) and , being a Catholic, this traveller felt
safe in her company. Most women preferred to travel with friends or male
relatives , reinforcin g_t heir propriety as being under male protection.
Some young women travel by sea alone.

However , they are still re-

garded as unusual' . The way·n1y fellow passengers inquisitively asked about
my voyage indicated my unconven t ional behaviour . In one mature-a ged
woman 's v:,rords: ''K enapa nekat betul, pergi naik kapal sendiri" or "vVhy
were you so reckless as to t ravel by ship alone?"

By breaking the rule

of propriety, I realised v:,rhat was socially acceptable. The experiences of
other young women who h ad to travel alone in the past also confirmed t his
common perceptio n. Nonetheless , self-supp ort ing women were often -more
mobile because of t heir economic resources allov:.ring more autonomy in t heir
travels.
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Travellers had no choice but to put up with one another whilst on journeys. Inside the stuffy lower deck of the ship , which was grossly lacking
in proper ventilation, the strong pungent smell of cigarette smoke mixed
with people 's perspiration was overwhelming. The lower decks of the ship
were supposed to be air-conditioned but the system rarely worked. The
prominent no-smoking signs were ignored and the smoke was a considerable
inconvenience to women and children. They had to endure the situation.
Emotional aspects such as the feeling of a loss of control over what was
happening on the ship also has spatial consequences. To avoid feeling fear ,
women would avoid places that triggered the negative feeling. Spatial exclusion is one way of overcoming fear , which reflects gender power relations
(I{oskela 1999). On the ship,-however, the women had to put up with men
smoking as there was nowhere else to go.
Young women travelling by themselves -

myself included -

were ap-

proached by men flirting , perhaps to overcome boredom at sea. Men circulated within the ship searching for such an opportunity. However, overcrowding frequently limited movement. Within the confines of the lower
decks I participated in activities and conversations to build an understanding of the journeys of other women. The often chaotic and cramped situation of the ship worsened each time it stopped at a port to take on more
passengers. The longer the distance the harder the physical challenge, part icularly for a relatively new traveller like myself. After hours of sitting on
a hard wooden bench my bottom was feeling numb. In most parts of this
journey through Badas - Labuan Bajo - Waingapu and Ende -

my whole

body ached , especially my head , perhaps because of the constrained space,
the stale air and dehydration compounded by seasickness. Purposefully I
limited my food and fluid intake to avoid queueing at the inadequate toilet, which was an everyday reality for many. Sleeping in an upright sitting
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position was common, as space quickly ran out as more people boarded at
various ports. The physical difficulties of reaching ones' destination can be
quite overwhelming.
Most passengers for Ende eagerly anticipated the approaching destination. Their faces lifted. Some women co1nbed their hair and a girl nearby
powdered her nose. It was pleasing, finally, to see from afar the lights of
Port Ende in the pitch black night. There I stood on the outside upstairs
deck, hanging on to the gate rail. Suddenly I heard the crush of people
swarming onto the top deck. I found myself in the front row of those wanting to disembark. Unexpectedl y, a ship official had decided that , rather
than going out through the usual main door, passengers should go through
the gate rail in front of where I stood. Being pushed from behind, inevitably
I was one of the first passengers to disembark. Iv1eanwhile people behind
me surged forward like a wave. I felt anxious and nervous walking down the
ramp toward the pier because everything was new and unfamiliar. Other
passengers, mainly men, rushed and screamed and jostled with their luggage
to get ahead of others. Finally we arrived at our destination, each with a
different purpose. Feeling run down, I vvalke_d toward the front gate of the
port clutching my bag. There I was on a new shore and in a new field site.
At the end of the journey I found myself full of a strange anticipation of
something new and better.
A sense of unfamiliarity is a feeling that agonises women as they initially
cross the shore to unknovvn places. At that time I had never been to Ende
and I knew no one there. However , I had hoped that a friend had made
arrangement s for someone to meet me at the port with the identification of
my green baseball cap. But v.rhat a futile plan. In the dark port no one would
be able to see the green cap , let alone my unfamiliar face. At that moment
I truly felt alone in a strange place. Yet , so many women had -travelled this
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very same route for various reasons. Despite the difficulties involved in sea
travel, the voyages of contempo rary Eastern Indonesia n women reflect the
conceptua l appeal of movemen t of reaching a new shore.
My own travels have made me appreciat e some of the physical and emotional challenges that women of the region experienc e in inter-islan d travel.
In particula r it was interestin g to observe and learn how , within our seemingly sin1ilar physical mobilities , our experienc e of place and space indeed
does vary. The following sections present others ' travel stories, which are
necessarily compress ed , jumping from one to the next story rather quickly.
My main aim is to capture the nuances and dynamics of interactio ns in the
gendered space of the voyage and beyond. Situating travellers in a range
of dynamic routes, I explore how the diversity of motives of travel surfaces
when women are mapped with respect to their different subject positions
within a particula r institutio nalised mechanis m, whether the family, community, church or the state. 6 Three broad motives of inter-islan d travel are
considered -

social trips , school trips , and work trips -

each with more

complex underlyin g personal motives. Visiting families and fri ends, at a
glance, simply seems like leisure travel but it may contain more complex
reasons and consequen ces .

So cial t rips : flight of fancy, pesiar
Women who travelled inter-islan d reported a feeling of excitemen t especially
on their first journey. The imagined, rather t han t he physical journey of

langgar laut, I argue , is related to women successfu lly negotiatin g their
position of propriety. This is evident in the experiences of two housewives ,
Rika and fit a. Their inter-islan d travels reflect the dynamics of their travel
6

Women have been included in or excluded from social institutions based on socially
constructed categories (Kobayashi 1997: 4) , which both prevent and result in movement.
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1n going beyond the boundary of propriety to reach a different network
of social relations. Rika was a housewife in her late twenties, originally
from Flores , who was travelling from her home in Badas in West Flores to
Kupang by the MV Pangrango. She had travelled this route many times
before. Her simple expression, 'going sightseeing' (pesiar) as her motive
for travel captures the spirit of her leisurely travel to enjoy the surprises
of an imaginative journey. Her agenda, which later became apparent, went
beyond the conspicuously simple reason of visiting her sister ·who had just
given birth to a baby girl. On the other hand , Mita was a housewife in her
thirties travelling with a three-year-o ld daughter , Imelda, in economy class
on the PELNI ship Awu, from Kupang to Ende. They were visiting her
familial home near Wolowaru in Flores. The mother and child seemed to
be comfortable , sharing a hired thin, vinyl covered mattress , in a corner of
the outside upper deck of the ship. On the airy deck, Imelda was happily
playing with her toys under the watchful eyes of other female passengers.
This was a better option than being on the inside lower decks, full of men
smoking the pungent kretek or clove cigarettes. Mita seemed content on the
journey, as I observed her following some of her domestic routines in caring
for her child. On the ship , the availability of hot water on tap enabled her
to bath her little girl , even if this was done in the cramped hand basin.
The voyage was in this respect , in contrast with my own experience, a
temporary luxury for Mita, when compared to her everyday living with no
piped water. The variety of these women 's narratives expose the diversity
of women 's experience of space in the simplest material form of being on
the ship.
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R e lieving so c ial a nd economic p ressures : Mita
Mita came from a modest socio-economic background. She had left school
aged 11 and worked as a labourer prior to getting married and her subsequent migration to Kupang. While taking care of her husband and family
at home , she supplemente d the family income by selling snacks in her kampung. The recent price hikes as a result of the economic crisis, particularly

in food costs, forced her to shut down her small business. It had b ecome increasingly difficult to maintain the selling price while the cost of production
doubled. The timing of her journey was interesting, b ecause of her difficult
financial situation and the fact that she had not been back to Flores for a
couple of years.
When asked what activities she would do there , it was simply akunjung

bapa-mama )) or "visiting my parents" and when pressed further , ((kerja kebun)) or "some gardening". Her tentative answer did not provide more spe-

cific information on the purpose of her travel. In particular she also planned
to stay indefinitely in Wolowaru , her village in Ende Regency: " ot sure
yet when [I] will be back. I will have to wait and see how it is in the village.ri
The real reason for Mita's voyage was not actually revealed , even though she
mentioned visiting the family as the prime purpose for travel. Why would
she suddenly return home after years of absence? P erhaps the Indonesian
economic crisis had driven p eople out of the cities in desperation and back
to their rural roots. Not knowing her undisclosed agenda for retreating to
her home base , I could only speculate . It might possibly be a marriage
problem. Equally, it might be that it was a combination of marital, work
and money problems.
One thing was certain , families were finding it h ard to survive as urban
employ1nent shrank during the crisis. Mita did mention doing some gardening. Subsistence farming or gardening in her rural place of birth seemed a
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reasonable option in the period of economic uncertainty. Structural change
in the economy has triggered 1novement of men and women. During the
crisis in 1997-98, almost half of the female labour force lost their employment in the formal sectors (Republika 1999). The crisis has forced people
to move from the formal to informal sectors and from urban to rural areas.
The sharp reduction in real wages and the doubling of the general level of
prices has resulted in families being obliged to send women and children to
work to supplement their income (Hendytio et al. 1999: 6). If the family
still owns a piece of rural land , choosing subsistence farming would seem an
attractive option.
Besides, returning home is associated with an expectation of being accepted and trusted. There was
also an opportunity to relive the sensual feeling of
childhood - eating familiar food and smelling familiar
smells (Ganguly 1992). It was evident from her reason
to travel -

to come home to her parents -

that Mita

expected her travel to bring a sense of comfort. This
journey could either be the re_al first step tov.rards a
change to the gruelling reality of life or an imaginary

Figure 4.2: Voyaging with a child

temporary comfort. Possibly, she had to travel interisland and leave her husband and household in Kupang to take charge of her
life again. Faced with household and economic challenges , Mita negotiated
the boundaries of propriety as a housewife staying in her own home and
chose to relocate herself and her daughter in search of a better everyday
life, at least for the immediate future.
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An interlude on the ship: Rika
Rik.a, in contrast, showed signs that she was a seasoned traveller and enjoyed
being on the road. Going on voyages was in her view like an adventure. She
came on board prepared. Her clothes looked comfortable and her preparations included a plastic basket full of food and a supply of bottled water
and other necessities for the trip. The food she carried seemed to be equal
in volume to her luggage. One possible reason, as explained by Frederick
and McLeod (1993a: 12), who refer to Victorian women travellers, could
equally be applicable here:
The female travellers clothing and domestic objects provided an official identity and facade behind which the women could develop not
only their publicly condoned feminine role, but also their innermost
human dimensions.

Even though Rika travelled alone, she looked in charge among the crowds.
On the ship's lower decks Rik.a looked well groomed, her made-up face
accentuated with crimson lipstick, her slender build was complement ed by
a fashionable suit, comprising a pair of black slacks and a red top. Within
no time she had gained a travelling companion -

another young woman

whon1 she met on the decks. They sat close together, watching the hustle
and bustle of many other travellers.

Passengers around the same decks

were quite pleasant to the two women, lending them magazines to read and
offering tidbits. In return, Rika offered dry biscuits and other snacks from
her well-stocked food basket.
A few hours into the voyage, most passengers seemed to have calmed
dovvn after initially feeling tense while trying to find a space. All tried to
make themselves comfortable in the lower decks. Rik.a started her move
to be more comfortable because she knew one of the ship 's crew (A nak

Buah K apal/ ABK) , so discreetly she asked other crew members for him.
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Unfortunate ly, he was off duty (on-shore) , so one of the crew volunteered to
look after her. Thus, if Rika needed anything, she could get in touch with
the crew member.
When night fell, Rika disappeared from the decks. She admitted to me
later , with giggles, of spending the night in a crew bedroom , which was
described as being much more comfortable than her cramped space on our
lower decks. Boastfully, she also told me that it would have cost more than
Rp 100 ,000 (A$20) to have the privilege of staying in a crew room that
night. · In her case, it was free.

Rika seemed pleased to be successfully

negotiating the boundaries of propriety in her travel by staying the night
at the ABK's room.
Looking groomed and refreshed early
the next morning -

her hair still wet , pre-

su1nably after showering using the crew 's
facility - she reappeared on the lower decks.
Holding a dish of fried rice for her breakfast , she explained that the crew had much
better food than passengers like us in the

Figure 4.3: Ship crew providing

economy class. We had the common staple

information

breakfast of boiled rice and eggs that morning, while the crew apparently
had meat and fried rice.
Rika's twinkling eyes gave away her excitement about being on the ship.
Travelling alone, she was free to go beyond the boundaries of proper behaviour and to explore a new space of her travel , offering a range of possibilities. With her charming smile, she had attracted several of the ship 's
crew. Intermittent ly, she sat and chatted with them on the lower decks
in between the crew's shifts. She liked travelling on the ship because of
the prospects of new adventures:

aSaya senang naik kapal, - karena siapa
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tahu kita ketemu kenalan baru)) or "I like travelling on the ship because

who knovvs we may meet someone new. " Rika's casual answer to my question of what she liked best about her travel highlights the boat as space
of in-between with uncertain rules of propriety and hence the possibility of
rendezvous.
In stepping into an in-between space of travel, Rika was able to negotiate the boundaries of propriety and to attach herself to a new circle of
relations. This was a different experience from her humdrum everyday role
as a housewife in the household. In the fleeting space of the voyage she was
able to enjoy being a feminine young woman. The ship represents material
liminal space and imaginativel y offers a space for new adventure. The borrowing of a crew room -

with or without payment -

is quite prevalent

on PELNI ships, as I found out from other passengers. I was offered one
myself on another voyage. For Rika though, who admitted enjoying travel
as a means of finding new encounters, her connections with the ship's crew
was a bonus. Quite evidently she was pleased to obtain a free berth for
sleeping. Only a selected few were able to gain access to the space of th.e
imaginative adventure of a voyage. Gaining entry to this cherished space
often depends as much on a woman 's netv.rork among the ship 's crew as
her social skills and experience. Obtaining this privileged space on a ship
is not necessarily a straight-forw ard negotiation of a physical space. As it
allowed sexual relations to occur , it also became a negotiation of a space
of adventure for all parties involved. Materially, the 'cost ' of a room for
private encounters was sometimes deliberately kept blurred.
Rika's brief sojourn on the ship was immersed with the joy of discovery of
a new encounter and charged with the delight of doing what was considered
improper for a married woman at home. The unexpected excitement of a
serendipitou s moment of encounter created by this ambiguous space of her
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voyage was apparent. On the ship at that moment Rika seemed to transgres s
norms of propriety as she pursued a new and interestin g encounte r through
the temporal space of travel.
Invariably the uncertain boundarie s of proper behaviou r in this in-betwee n
space raises the issue of sexuality in travel. The ambiguity of this space inbetween is evident from a newspape r article which reports a case of sexual
harassme nt involving a housewife travelling from Sumbawa to Kupang and
a crew member of a PELNI ship.
A housewif e almost raped on a ship

On Thursday (8/7 /99) Mrs B , accompan ied by her husband reported
SH, a crew member of the Ship Pangrango , to the police in Kupang.
SH almost raped her on the voyage from Sumbawa to Kupang on last
Thursday (24/6/99). According to Mrs B, while in the ship on the
way to visit her husband who works in Kupang, she felt sea-sick. At
the time the crew member who admitted already noticing her after
she boarded the ship, offered his crew room, so that she could have
a rest. "I was offered to sleep in a crew room and also he offered to
give my shoulder some massages. However , soon after that he closed
the door and locked it from the inside, he forcefully attempted to
take off the lower part of my clothes. He imposed himself upon me
but I refused and also I talked him out of it ," said Mrs B.
Neverthele ss, once he :realised that he was .unsuccess ful in carrying
out his bad plan, according to Mrs B , he still persisted, and a few
times made advances towards her. When she shifted to Deck Four ,
SH looked for her and tried to approach her by giving her some food
and persuade her to come back and sleep in his crew room again. As
the ship approache d the port of Tenau , Kupang , according to :tv1rs
B , she was again almost raped in the toilet but managed to get out
of the situation.
"I went to the toilet and suddenly he followed me and then locked
the door from the inside and demanded I go along with his plan even
if it was only for a minute ," said Mrs B. According to Mrs B , when
she went off board the ship and was met by her husband , she kept
it quiet. However since then, every night she was tortured because
she kept the incident secret from her husband. "Two days ago I just
told my husband about the incident and I asked to report it to the
police in Kupang ," she said.
(Pos Kupang , 9/7 /99) [my translation ].
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This article may be viewed as exposing impropriety of a woman travelling
alone and offering a warning sign to other v1omen going beyond the boundaries of propriety.

a sanction against

Such ideological restrictions

on women 's movements reflects and reinforces notions of a woman 's place
(Huang and Yeoh 1996: 107) , where going beyond this context is viewed as
improper.
As wo1nen travel , leaving their homes and showing an increasing presence in public places, "the feminine within the masculine sphere" is unavoidable and results in a sense of social anxiety (Bondi and Domosh 1998:
270). Amongst Indonesian women , a warning sign which evokes a feeling
of fear is cultivated as a means of control. Particularly in J ava, from childhood , fear is taught to control behaviour , including to control one 's spatial
movement. Similarly if a woman does not 'behave ' and does not stick to a
certain 'propriety,' she is taught that something wrong will happen to her
(Berninghau sen and Kerstan 1992: 73).
The cautionary tone of the newspaper article places a woman within the boundary
of propriety beh aviour, in a certain gender relation with her husband and father,
where she is supposed to be weak and thus
Figure

4.4: Voyaging

.m

group, avoiding harassment

a

in need of protection (Lawrence 1994: 38).
The article evokes a woman 's fear of being
harassed while travelling alone. However

as more Eastern Indonesian women travel , they are able to negotiate the
boundary of propriety. This is evident in Rika 's voyage, in which she negotiated the boundaries of propriety and cultural constraints.
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Impropr iety and escape: Martha

More intense than the previous pattern of social visits for maintaini ng contacts, the trip discussed next contains the notion of being excluded from the
boundary of propriety. This trip was in a sense fulfilling a social obligation
of banishme nt. This particula r inter-islan d journey fits the descriptio n of
an a-social trip, highlighti ng the constant negotiatio n of being in a state of
[im]propriety of living within a clan hierarchy in the local community.7 Indeed some women had very little choice in their inter-islan d travel because
they were locally excommu nicated and were even forced to leave their island. These forced trips resulted from improprie ty of behaviou r in the local
gendered space and relations, causing a spatial exclusion. Distance however
turned out to offer a time-out and a respite from the cultural constrain t
of propriety, that Martha found liberating . This change of scene marked
Martha's first inter-islan d voyage.
Martha was a 39 year old village widow from Kedang, on Lembata Island
in Flores, who felt compelled to leave Flores. She had to escape from the
communi ty 'curse' resulting from a 'forbidden relationsh ip' with a man , and
her travel outside the island was her first. Tne daughter of a modest farmer
with a family of eight girls, she did not finish primary school. Like the
rest of the family she was illiterate, and eventuall y was married to a local
farmer. Both husband and wife struggled to make a living. Some years into
the marriage, her husband decided to pergi merantau or voyage to Malaysia
to improve their economic situation. Unfortun ately he came back very sick.
They had three children before her husband died in 1991 as a result of the
sickness acquired while working on a plantatio n in Malaysia.
7

In the context of social trips , some informants after their travels realised in varying
degrees that a wider network of social relations was available to them. Certainly this
strategy was used by those who travelled inter-island because of a crisis in life.
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Until 1995 Martha had lived a quiet life as a widow with her three
children in the village under the protection of her late husband 's suku or
clan. They n1anaged to survive with produce from her subsistence garden,
but "life was hard as a widow in the village," (susah hidup jadi janda di
kampung). That same year a 48 year old man named Darius , a distant

relation, wanted to have intimate relations with her. He was already married
and had seven boys. However he said that he desired to have a daughter
with Martha. Despite Martha's initial refusal, his insistence and assistance
weakened her resolve. After several encounters, Martha became pregnant
with Darius '_baby.
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In the eyes of Martha's kin , community, and the Catholic
church, she made a grave mistake in her extra marital relationship with a 'prohibited' man. Prohibited
relationships between men and women are identified
through lo cal genealogies. Such relationships are viewed
seriously as incest which brings disharmony to the island's cosmology. As described by Forth (1998) , there
are parts of Flores with rituals aimed at 'neutralising

Figure

4 .5 : Cook-

ing 'jagung titi' for
the family

sexual transgression '. P eople involved in incestuous
relationships are required to undergo 'a rite of banishment '. One such rite involves the practice of scattering

rice and other grains as a sign of effecting separation to reclaim the notion
of harmony of lo cal space (Forth 1998: 221). According to local beliefs a
destitute wom an who disturbs the village's harmony, such as Martha, was a
source of bad luck, possibly causing drought in the village. As this scandal
caused an uproar in t he clan of her late husband , Martha was pressured to
leave t he island .
Martha felt so ashamed when going into her third month of pregnancy
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that she left her village. Following several local people on the move , she left
Flores, tracing the inter-island routes, and eventually became stranded in
East Kalimantan. She had previously never contemplate d travelling outside
Lembata because of her domestic responsibilit ies and limited resources. As
a mother of three young children she had been house-bound . Through her
own efforts, she managed to pay for a sea passage and left in a hurry to
escape the unbearable shame.
Even though Martha was a Catholic and thus, according to church rules ,
was able to marry again after her husband died, the local cultural tradition
did not necessarily allow this. After marriage, when a woman's kin receives
her bridewealth, she belongs to the husband's clan group (suku). If she
re-married , it would have meant she would divorce her late husband 's suku
and so would have to pay back the bridewealth, which apparently was a
very complicated matter and hardly ever happened where she lived. The
perception of a wife belonging to the husband 's whole clan because she has
already been paid for through her bridewealth represents a boundary of
propriety that a woman has to remain within.
Paradoxicall y, Martha's langgar laut and banishment from the island, instead of giving punishment ,
brought mobility and new social relations. Following
her inter-island travel , Martha was able to tap even
further into a mobility network as an undocument ed
migrant to East Malaysia. Her children stayed behind
with her mother. Joining a group of her local villagers
who worked in a plantation , she helped with cooking for the workers and was paid a small wage, uang

Figure 4.6: Collect-

sabun or , literally, money to buy soap . Outside Flores ,

ing water

strangely, Martha felt safe staying with others from the same origins who
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protected her from other males.
When Martha later came home from her travels, her late husband's clan
reacted violently toward her and her 'illegitimate ' child. l\!Iartha was physically abused, being beaten by Didi, the younger brother of her late husband ,
who was still single. Didi felt that he was fully justified in 'controlling' her.
Martha had to formally ask for the clan's forgiveness for her transgression
and was then allowed to stay with her baby in the kampung as part of the
husband 's clan. Eventually, the unwanted baby died , aged seven months.
Since then , Martha lived under the protection of Didi , who was single
and who moved in with her because he did not possess his own house. They
lived as husband and wife which resulted in Martha becoming pregnant
again. 8 A month before Martha was due to give birth, Didi disappeared
from the kampung. Reportedly, he sailed to Malaysia as an undocument ed
migrant to escape his responsibilit y to Martha and the child. So l\!Iartha's
struggles continued with her recent baby now aged five months.
Martha found that being away from home for a while was a liberating
experience, because as she said , abisa bebas )) (she could do what she liked)..
When Martha langgar laut, she escaped from the local boundaries of propriety. From Martha's point of view , then , her main reason for travel was
to escape the local villagers ' hostile response to her prohibited relationship.
In the in-between space of her travel these boundaries were less clear and ,
l\!Iartha learned a new way of being and seeing.
In the past, the social and ritual importance of her kinship group was
paramount in creating boundaries that limited her and that led to engagement in burdensome community work , such as providing for adat rituals.
l\!Iart ha realised that , at home, she was inevitably involved in all community,
In the context of the Catholic church's influence in Flores and the government policy,
contraception is avai lable only for married couples under family planning provisions,
hence the unwanted pregnancy resulting from t he unavailability of birt h control devices.
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kinship and traditions . Kin obligation s within her circle of social relations
demande d much of her time, energy and resources. Martha described to me
how she changed. Before travel, her everyday life was based and grounded
in the locality and she remained within the local boundarie s of propriety
without qualms. Unless one's behaviou r was inside these boundarie s, one
would not be accepted as a full mem.ber of the kin groups and communi ty.
After her travels, her life was rather isolated from her kin group, but she
had gained access to a wider circle of social connectio ns. There were tensions within herself and with others as a result of the new insights she had
gained while travelling. These tensions continued as she struggled to make
sense of the social distance she felt and the associate d emotions that had
affected her. Martha's story reflects the ways in which her travel was used
as a negotiatio n of gendered space, where crossing the physical threshold of
home in effect gave space for the emergenc e of different identities .
The stories of Rika, Mita and Martha show that through travels, women
contested the boundarie s of propriety. Their stories provided examples of
travel as the means through which women go beyond the familiar circle to
access a wider network of social relations. Mita's travel created a change
from her day-to-da y life with her husband. Conversely, Rika's journey enabled _h er to transform herself into an independ ent young woman.

The

seemingly ordinary inter-islan d travels of Rika, Mita and Martha encapsulated their desire to negotiate rules and norms in order to enact changes.

Schoo l trips: a class privile ge, orang tua hebat
In Eastern Indonesia , higher education is positively correlated to mobility.
In general, education is relatively expensive because of a problem of accessibility. Few parents from rural backgrou nds can afford secondary and
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tertiary education for their children because these services are normally
available only in cities (Tirtosudarmo 1996: 147). Parents who send children inter-island to towns to go to school are perceived as being of strong
economic, and in turn, high social standing -

in one of my informants

words: orang tua dipandang hebat, meaning the parents are seen as superior, which implies that these· people belong to certain privileged classes.
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Figure 4. 7: Percentage of population 10 years old and over by gender and
educational attainment

Source: Badan Pusat Statistik Propinsi NTT (2001) see also National Socio Economic Survey 2000

Nioreover , stereotypical socialisation patterns differ b etween social roles
for d aughters and sons. In the past , though slowly ch anging to day, d aughters had b een prepared for m ainly domestic activities requiring less formal
education .

1evertheless,

as Oey-Gardiner (1997: 147) argues, in Indonesia

parents are increasingly prep ared to invest in education for bot h boys and
gi rl . As shown in Figure 4. 7, in East
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men (20.4 percent) have secondary and tertiary education than women (16.3
percent) according to the National Socio-Economic Survey, 2000. Only 5.4
percent of women ten years and over in the province had the privilege of
senior high school education , and an even smaller proportio n, 2.8 percent,
have tertiary education . Parents' social and economic status determine s
daughters ' access to education in the cities. To 1naintain the status of the
family, young women related their mobility for education to an increase in
their responsib ility to remain within the boundarie s of propriety.
For girls from rural Flores such as Eva, to travel to study at tertiary
level in Kupang was not regarded as a right; it was a rare chance. With the
consent of her family, Eva, a young woman in her early 20s, went to study
in l{upang, buoyed by the dream of getting a highly paid job. What Eva
still clearly remembe rs of her first trip on a PELNI ship from Larantuk a was
her strong emotions about that voyage:

asaya begitu bangga, pergi untuk

mencapai cita-cita saya n or "I was so proud to be on my way to reach my

goal." Going on her first inter-islan d trip was crossing the threshold of local
relations to begin a personal quest. Langgar laut, or crossing the ocean was

a special experienc e because she believed it was reserved for the privileged
class only. She conveyed her feeling of bangga or pride tempered a little
only by travel sickness on the ship, from which she quickly recovered. Eva
recognised that this privilege mencari ilmu, to acquire knowledge , gave her
a further responsib ility to menjaga nama baik keluarga, or to maintain or
even enhance the family status.
From Eva's parents ' viewpoin t, sending a daughter to gain an education
outside Flores was a highly beneficial investmen t in many ways. Generally,
highly skilled women have a chance of better employm ent and salary. In addition, educated girls may command higher brideweal th. More importap tly,
sending children away to study also demonstr ates the household social sta-
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tus. As Eva said: K alau bis a menyekolahkan anaknya di kota, orang tuanya

dipandang hebat, or "if one can send the children to study in the city, the
parents are considered to be of privilege class."
Eva's responsibility to uphold her parents' status by following the boundaries set at her home village continued in the distant Kupang. There she
performed different roles as a student and a single woman living away from
home. Through these she ad1nitted that she gained intellectual and emotional maturity. She described the ways she related to her kin , peers and
others in the new place of living, all carefully handled so that she would not

csalah langkah ', or overstep proper behaviour. At the beginning of her move ,
Eva viewed her inter-island travel as a challenge to her self identity as canak

des a ', or a village girl. Now residing in a boarding house within a middle
class area in a more urbanised environment t han her village, she reflected
ho-w she negotiated her identities and kept the boundaries of propriety:
Waktu baru datang, saya ini polos
sekali, saya tidak punya banyak teman. Saya mungkin kelihatan begitu
sederhana, baju-baju juga seadanya
dari kampung. Saya lihat t emanteman saya itu ada yang bebas sekali
karena jauh dari rumah. Lalu saya
berkata dalam hati sendiri, saya
tidak mau seperti itu.

When I arrived , I was a very innocent and simple girl who didn't have
many friends. I might have looked .
such a modest girl, as my dresses
were unsophisticated from the village. I looked at my friends , some
of them enjoying the new fr eedom of
being away from home. Then I said
to myself that I didn 't want to be
like some of them.

Eva recognised the possibilities of a new space that langgar laut provides , and her t ravel represent con1plex negotiations between class/social
privilege , gender , and a naive quality of rurality. She chose to remain ·within
her familiar boundaries. She resisted some new life style changes and confidently kept her image of naivete. Eva was careful not to behave cbe bas ' or
free -

often implying sexual freedom. While some of her friends were busy

exploring the new space , she took comfort in the familiar routine of doing
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domestic chores at the boarding house to cut costs.
In the construct ion of her own space of travel and at the transition al
stage to her adulthood , Eva observed how some other young women from
the same place of origin experime nted with different identities . Eva admitted to being puzzled by other women's transform ation following their
travel to Kupang. The absence of family supervisio n while away from home
enabled them to transgres s the proper behaviou r at home and more freely
experime nt with different identities and relations. The wide range of attitudes in maintaini ng 'proper behaviou r' shown by Eva and her friends
highlights the new possibilities of their travel.
Certainly the realisatio n of sexual freedom is well known in the history of
travel. Scholars such as Lawrence (1994) discuss links between "moveme nt
and straying from the path" in the history of travel. A traveller is opposed
to a pilgrim with 'a purposefu l quest', and a female traveller is linked to
promiscu ity (Lawrence 1994: 16). Through mobility women have the opportunity to forge a path to overcome some of the constrain ts of propriety
on their access to power and knowledge (Laws 1997). Travel affords women
a temporal space of experime ntation with significant material and cultural
differences, in the ways of dressing, behaving and thinking. Women's bodily
performan ces and the transition al space of travel are thus mutually constituted (Women and Geograph y Study Group of the IBG 1997: 196).
Travel, in this case, is regarded as an intersecti ng space of independence and becoming, although some of my informan ts perceived it as being
fraught with horrors and hazards. Eva's anxiety and fears of overstepp ing
the boundarie s in this highly contested space resurfaced in a suggestio n to
me that I should write a book warning girls about risks involved in -travelling away from home. Her intention to uphold the 'proper' behaviou r for
herself and for other women was sincere. In response , I explained frankly
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that I could not promise such a book. Rather I promised I would write
about her stories, views and thoughts as well as those of others. On the
last opportunity I had to say farewell , I was greatly touched by her friendly
gesture of giving me her hand woven scarf, tenun ikat, with motifs from her
place of origin. This small token of intimacy heightened a sense of journey in my own research , making me as an extension of the women's voices
in the context of their politics of mobility. Within the similar motive of
gaining education, these young women 's travels reflect a wide spectrum of
experiences in contesting and reproducing the boundaries of propriety in
the in-between space of travel.

Work trips: a maiden's dream, karir dan rumah

tangga
Women from all over East Nusa Tenggara travel to the city of Kupang to
work. The provincial capital, Kupang, is a place of opportunities , not only
for education but also for employment , as reflected in the large number
of formally employed vvomen there (see Table 4.2). In terms of the job
market , the Ku pang urban areas offers more high salary jobs for women than
any other part of East N usa Tenggara. According to the last Intercensal
Population Survey (SUPAS) , there were over 6,800 women employed in
urban areas of Ku pang regency. The women in Ku pang comprise 55 percent
of the total women in the province earning more than Rp 100,000 per month.
The greatest numb er of women employed (832) in the highest salary bracket
of more than Rp 300 ,000 per month were also located in the regency of
I{up ang. 9
9

See Biro Pusat Statistik (1 996) Table 25 .2 , Employees by regency and income per
month. Detailed results of ational Census 2000 for East Jusa Tenggara are not available
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Sumba Barat
Sumba Timur
Ku pang
Timor Tengah Selatan
Timor Tengah Utara
Belu
Alor
Flores Timur
Sikka
Ende
Ngada
· Manggarai

< 99 .9

100-199.9

200-299 .9
(Rp '000)

300+

Total

3 193
1 001
3 120

309
455
2 080
480

206
637
832
160

103
273
832

3 811
2 366
6 864
640

1 008
54
1 015
1 494
1 464
354
436

224
270
580
664
488

336
378
290
498
610
354

122
354

4 301

1 846

162

654

Total

6 204

1 568
864
1 885
2 656
2 684
1 062
1 090
25 490

Table 4.2: Number of employed women by monthly income and regency in
urban East Nusa Tenggara.

Source: Biro Pusat Statistik (1996) Table 25.2 (Series: S2 .16)

Employ ment in E ast Nusa Tenggara has so far been domina ted by the
agricult ural sector with its limited employ ment growth . Some informa nts
who had previou sly been job hunting and then decided to travel had first
_tried to find local jobs wit hout success, because of a lack of experie nce
as well as the limited availability of local employ ment. T hese women are
situated in East Nusa Tengga ran regional labour markets with limited local employ ment opportu nit ies. This necessit ates their inter-isl and travel to
find better jobs. 10 Lina from F lores is an example of an increasing number
of young women who refuse to work on the land. She express ed her discomfort in the hard labour of subsiste nce farming and monoto ny at home:
at the time of writing this study.
10
The problems of finding jobs in East Nusa Tenggara were captured by a survey of
800 high school graduate s in Timor who complete d the high school exam in 1996. This
showed that many young people were unsure about their future careers because of the
increasin g competit ion in the job market and difficulties in continuin g their educatio n or
securing local jobs (Najib 1997: 3).
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In the island of Flores , I could not
see my future after finishing high
school, what sort of job I could get.
I was also feeling uncomfortable at
home , the same thing over-and over
again. I then tried to talk to my father, to make him understand and
ask for a permission to work [away
from home].

Saya tidak bisa melihat masa depan
say a setelah lulus SMA, akan kerja
apa di Flores ini. Saya juga merasa
tidak enak di rumah, itu-itu saja.
Lalu saya coba bicara baik-baik pada
bapa, co ba memberi pengertian dan
minta ijin untuk bekerja {di luar pulau}.

Lina's increasing feeling of discomfort stemmed from the monotony of home
and not having enough authority over her own life. The promised future
income outsi_d e Flores was an incentive to leave home. However other personal reasons have proved to be as important in the decision of other women
leaving home.
Contemporary urban East Nusa Tenggara is characterised by a mixture of modern influences and
traditional ways of life. Simultaneously, these places
of employment and opportunity for women from
Flores vvere regarded suspiciously as a source of
'impurity ', as indicated in many media reports of
'sexual transgressions ' in Kupang. Rural cultural
traditions in the islands impose strict boundaries
of propriety on the movement of women beyond
their local domain without a male protector. This
is illustrated by practices in Flores which prevent
Figure 4.8: Subsistence
gardening is too demanding for some

single women from going out alone in public places
after dusk.
Women travelling inter-island alone represents

both negotiation and reproductions of the boundaries of space. Mina aged
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Figure 4.9: Number of employed women by monthly income and regency

Source: Table 25.2 SUPAS 1995 (Series: S2 .16)

28 years, embraced her opportunity to travel to Kupang for work as a chance
for upward social mobility. She works in a well paid job as a middle manager
in the active retail trade in Kupang. Her earnings (greater than Rp300 ,000
monthly) represent the highest income bracket. As shown in Figure 4.9,
the regency of Kupang also represents a concentratio n of formally employed
women with higher incomes . Wholesale and retail trade has the highest
number of employers in East Nusa Tenggara, compared with other industries , such as agriculture , manufacturi ng, construction , and transport and
communicat ions , and thus provides the main source of career opportunitie s
such as the one pursued by Mina (see SUPAS 1995 , Employmen t and Main
Industry).
As a typical professional single woman travelling alone between Kupang
and Ende, Mina used the same sea route at least twice a year in a routine
journey between home and work. She travelled with great panache , her
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hair neatly tied up in a bun , a look-alike designer handbag on her shoulder,
perfect make-up and red nail polish decorating her neatly manicured fingers.
In the middle of the weary passengers struggling to find space on the ship ,
she elegantly n avigated herself through the clutter on ship. Mina stood out.
Everything seemed to fall into the right place for Niina. Even t he luggage
was just the right an1ount that she could handle by herself if she wished.
Apparently, IVIina was used to travelling alone. This explai ned her calmness
and composure in the crowded ship. In addition , she had a berth in second
class , a four-p erson female only cabin , which at the t ime she shared with
t hree others .
11ina had sufficient means to supp ort herself and thus she made her
own decisions about travelling. Since she was a teenager , she has been used
to t ravelling between t he islands of Timor and Flores, either accompanied
by her family or alone. I suspected t hat her father's military background
facilitated her success in securing a berth in a private cabin.11 Obviously,
the presence of someone in a military uniform accompanying Mina when
boarding the ship had help ed much to smooth the process of emb arkation.
The ship crew seemed fri endly to her. I noticed at the beginning of the
voyage that someone had brought her cabin key to her with a smile while
ot hers had to push into a crovvded jumble of people supposedly queueing in
front of the information booth on the ship. Minas higher social status made
t he physical aspect of

VO}

aging to her destination less demanding t han for

most women . As a financially independent professional equipped with her
tertiary degree and the right social connections , Niin a had the necessary
11

It is not a simple matter for a woman to buy a cabin ticket from a PEL I office.
It is easier to ell a ticket to the ame sex four berth cabins for men than to women.
1S ithout any help. I had difficulties
obtaining a PEL I cabin ticket on a few occasions.
P articularly in school or public holiday seasons. the ship was typically very full. Even in
economy class it was hard to get a space to sit , much less to sleep on. even though one
hold a ticket.
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resources to travel in style and comfort.
Mina, in her role as daughter, conformed to perfect norms of propriety as demonstrated by her regular journeys between Flores and Timar.
She described her trips as necessary for her career as well as her domestic
obligations of visiting her family's home:
Saya rindu rumah dan rindu sekali
keluarga dan juga alam luas bebas
yang tidak ada di tempat saya bekerja. . Sedapat mungkin saya pulang supaya bisa kunjung keluarga.
Tapi saya juga senang dengan pekerjaaan saya dan kehidupan di sana.
Saya harus pergi pulang memang,
selama kondisi keuangan saya menginjinkan.

I miss home and my family terribly
and I also miss the big open space,
which I can't find in the place where
I work. As much as I can, I go home
to see my family. But I also enjoy
my work and life there. So it is necessary that I go back and forth [between home and work) as far as my
finances allow it.

Her successful negotiation of propriety is shown by her family 's acceptance
of her following a management career in Kupang. Her voyages allow her
to maintain a presence in both home and work domains.

And she was

considered as both a 'good' daughter and employee. Mina's resources and
social networks allowed her to travel inter-island with ease. Despite her
career in management, Niina spoke of her future dreams of setting up a
home with a husband , (berumah tangga '. These very words , meaning to
have a family, rehearsing many of the domestic dreams of maiden voyages:
eventually, to be a good mother and wife. The norms of propriety at home
imposed over women , prescribing futures which include (berumah tangga ',
evidently constituted Mina's identities.
The stories of women 's travel for work show how they contain a dichotomy between home and career. When both domains are separated by
a distance , this embodies tensions for the travellers , such as in Niina's case.
Leaving home is often associated with independence , which breaks the nexus
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between the Self and domestic tasks and identities . On the other hand , the
social expectati on of women 's main role, berumah tangga, as being in the
home and having a family, creates a desire for domestic roles among women.
Tensions embedded in this type of travel indicate on one hand the conceptual appeal of travel so that women can achieve a better position in circuits
of relations, and on the other hand, it may be going too far against the
dream of berumah tangga, setting up a home.

Figu re 4 .10: Dynamics of routes -

Source: Fieldwork
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Dynam ics of inter- island routes
In examinin g the link between women , mobility and the boundarie s of propriety, I demonstr ate in this chapter through the inter-islan d travel stories
how travel reflects and reproduce s gendered space in East Nusa Tenggara .
This research problema tises 'feminine' codes of behaviou r prescribe d in the
local gendered propriety. Drawing on the multi-dim ensional purposes and
various narrative s of travel I explore the emerging different identities as
women travel. Much of the travel stories , such as Rika's and Martha's , contain a notion of travel as a space for negotiatin g boundarie s in the sense of
resisting social categories and hierarchies. Rika's marital status did not stop
her availabili ty to other men and Martha's social exclusion brought her an
economic independe nce. In their travel they crossed boundarie s of certain
relations. The analytica l focus has been on how the material and e1notional
distance release the hegemoni c hold of boundarie s of local proprietie s.
The critical attention to women 's everyday activities and their negotiating strategies as they travel provides an insight into their politics of place
that stretch beyond localities. Within the limits and marginali ty of their
-

-

previous positions in social relations , including ·within the household and
the communi ty, they are able to re-positio n themselve s in a better network
of social relations. I examine the productio n of gendered subjectiv ity at
home and away, and how women do align their femininities in reference to
space. In the liminal space of travel , which is expanded in the next chapter ,
certain boundarie s , including norms of behaviou r are negotiate d. I suggest
that this liminal space is viewed with a more nuanced approach , in which
women go with and against boundarie s to play their politics of place. The
women's stories capture different dynamics of travel , either transgress ing
the boundarie s of propriety or going with it in order to be included in the
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category of higher social status. Liminal space of travel is effectively used
in their politics of place. Women use travel as a space to contest the norms
of propriety and also as a strategy to circulate, to enter a wider set and a
better position in networks of relations.
The stories presented here illustrate travel for visiting relatives, education, and for work, and show women's strategic moves in re-evaluating
their positions through travel. I unpack the heterogeneity of their travel using a poststructuralist approach that corresponds to feminist and postcolonial attempts to "resist meta-narratives of otherness to gain self-expression
through the_ assertion of subjectivity", and to reveal the ambivalence of
subject positions the travellers occupy (Blunt 1994b: 25). The women 's
stories reveal complex tensions in negotiating boundaries of propriety in
their inter-island travel. While langgar laut in this instance is a seemingly
trivial short distance journey, it is a highly significant step in which women
undermine the local status quo relations of power by spatially creating a distance between themselves and their kin and community. Despite the risk of
impropriety inherent in women's travel, absence from the family home provides a space of opportunity for new insights and roles in different contexts
of social relations.
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CHAPTER 5
Travel to Urban Centres:

Liminal space for Nurses and Teachers
Mobilising Selves

My association with a female teacher, ibu guru, started when, sailing
to Flores , I literary bumped into Dami, the teacher's nephew. Later,
I was invited to Dami's village to celebrate misa sulung, the First
Mass, of a newly ordained Catholic priest and was asked to stay with
the ibu guru. The teacher's family welcomed me into their house a neat three bedroom brick house equipped with its own bathroom
and kitchen at the back, an above average facility in the area.
The next day, after the great celebration of the First Mass , the
teacher took me around to talk to the local women who had gone
langgar laut, like herself. Before leaving, she changed her western
style dress to a sarung (sarong), and lent me one to wear as well.
Reluctant to offend my kind hostess , I did not ask the reason but
just followed her example. And she smiled approvingly when I reappeared in the living room walking rather awkwardly in the sarung
matched with a plain blouse. "Oh you look proper, (pantas), just
like one of us ," she said as every one including some men in the
room agreed. The teacher saw it as important for us to dress in th~
sarung, to visit local women in their homes , doing things 'their way'
to achieve our aims.
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Perform ing multipl e feminin ities
n the lo cal gendered space of Flores, our bodily appearance the n1aterial space -

and social relations are formed and nego-

tiated as a strategy to achieve a specified aim, as the previous
vignette illustrates. Travel to the city in the local context , as suggested by
the women 's stories in this chapter, involves aligning their body, gender, and
sexual behaviours. Why? In the local context, similar to the early twentieth
century cities in Europe, women 's presence in the cities might be seen as
a problem because it symbolised the promise of sexual adventure, 'a problem of order' (Wilson 1991: 5-6). In Indonesia, sexual adventure, excessive
ambition and assertiveness for women is seen as a deviation (Hatley 1997:
94). Cities represent disorder and ambiguity as far as women 's sexuality
is concerned , but at the same time they also offer wealth and opportunity, promising lib eration (Wilson 1991: 6). The women 's travel stories in
this chapter contain precisely this contrast, reflecting deeper exp eriences of
strategically lo cating themselves in between a polarised opposite between
conforrning and transgressing the local notion of femininity.
During my field research, I noticed how women chose to present t heir
travels to the city with reasons surrounding their function as professional
carers as nurses and teachers. Although many are carers, I exclude Catholic
nuns in my analysis because of the significant difference in freedom of movement for this maller group of t ravellers. To a certain extent , they follow
orders from their superiors, whilst generally teachers and nurses may choose
the place they work. These professions fall well within the appropriate femininity. The women 's ambivalence to urban spaces points to their associating
the e spaces with ambiguity. P articular representatio ns of urban space as
hazardous for women play a crucial role in production ( and contestation )
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of specific discourses about appropriate gender roles and behaviours (Bondi
and Domosh 1998; England 1991; Hubbard 1998; Wilson 1991).
In their travel to urban areas, I found the women seemingly conformed to
the dominant discourse of their gender roles in choosing their feminine jobs.
Analysing their travels further , shows that taking up their feminine professions actually also generates power. Women have more space to practise
different kind of femininities and identities through travel. IVIy informants '
travels to the cities to be professionals demonstrate the process of change in
traveller subject positions and subjectivity. Their stories show how women
partly sustained the local status quo of power, 'doing things in their (local)
way, ' in order to move beyond local relations into a more ambiguous space
of urban areas. This shift leads me to think of their travel as fitting the
notion of liminal space -

a transient, fleeting, and ambiguous space -

which is full of uncertainties . I argue that women exploited the fluidity and
multiplicity of roles and identities in the liminal space of travel, enabling
their shifting subjectivitie s.
The analysis of travel of these professional women -

nurses and teachers

as they work in the city attempts to tease out the e1nerging and changing

constitution of travelling subjects. To do so , I trace the ways they imagine
and take up different identities in the liminal space of travel. First , I examine
the elevation of these feminine professions, which is traced back to the
state's ideology and the local discourse of femininity.

This discourse is

reproduced and used by the women as a justification for their travel to
the city. Then , I present the stories of Detti , Evita and Ima, which not
only provide the observable material condition of the women 's move to the
city, but also sketch their imaginative journeys of identity through exploring
their practices of femininities. Examining the ways women construct and
practise feminine identities while travelling to the city enables me to explore
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women's shifting subjectivitie s in the local contexts. Lastly, I explore how
in the liminal space of travel, women attempt to balance social expectations
with their own strategies to be 'oneself, ' (menjadi diri sendiri) -

to gain

autonomy and independenc e.

Jobs in urban centres
Early in my reconnaissan ce trip, I became aware of many women of East
usa Tenggara travelling to cities such as Makassar and Surabaya. I observed the women's presence in public places such as hospitals, schools and
churches, through recognising their distinctive physical features. Women 's
travel to these cities has been supported by the fast-growing sectors of
education and health services, providing sources of mass employment (OeyGardiner 1997: 135; Manning 1998: 100). For instance, teaching jobs in
cities have grown rapidly with an on-going expansion of national education,
with total annual costs of Rp 21. 7 billion. This expenditure on education
comprises 5 percent of the Gross

ational Product. Recent figures show

that more than 42 million students are enrolled in more than 227 thousand institutions , which employ more than two million teachers, promising
secure employment (Purwadi and Muljoatmojo 2000: 92). Eastern Indonesian women have been part of this migration to take up these feminine jobs.
Iv1y field observations of this group of migrant professionals led me to focus
on teachers and nurses in the traditionally feminine jobs.
By taking up careers such as teaching and nursing, women perform the
femininity which i "socially, historically and geographical ly constituted"
(Laurie et al. 1999: 4). The embedded femininity within the caring professions is an historical social process , as explored in Chapter 3 (the notions
and practices of femininity). My _informants evidently performed the dominant femininity in their travel to loosen the tight grip of the lo cal cultural
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constraints, as revealed in their stories later.

The elevation of teaching

and nursing professions as a 'Divine calling' produces a unique mission that
necessitates travel for women as part of their 'vocation'. This connection
between women's movement to the city and the practice of 'caring' rests
upon the common theme of a romanticised representatio n of femininity in
the professional occupations of caring for others.
The history of romantic travels within the West -

begun in the late

eighteenth century and lasting through to the end of the nineteenth century
- repeats itself within journeys of contemporar y Eastern Indonesian women
travelling for panggilan or 'vocation'. One of the central goals of romantic
travel is to be immersed in cultural difference (Duncan and Gregory 1999a:
8) -

and this resonates with the Eastern Indonesian women 's wish to travel

to urban centres. They too seek an experience of difference from their rural
or semi-rural origin, and this curiosity is framed through a romanticisin g of
their motives as being those of caring for others.
The availability of teaching and nursing jobs in the cities facilitates the flow.
However, woman's agency is as important
as the economic structure in directing a
woman towards these feminised occupations
(Bozzoli 1991: 96-7). As discussed in Chapter 3, the dominant approach to the study

Figure 5.1: A woman's role is

of migration emphasises the economic struc- to nurture
ture of the flow of rural-urban migration. This approach ignores the women
subject because it focuses on the economic factors of unequal distribution
of resources as the main reasons for young people to move to the cities. In
describing the patterns of economic flows , such approach does not reveal
the importance of the subject and subjectivity of women. Indeed , within
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a labour market system , women who move to work in the city are seen as
labour power only, excluding the migrant subjects, subjectivitie s, identities
and desires from the analysis (Lawson 2000: 174; Pile and Thrift 1995a: 2;
Silvey and Lawson 1999). Therefore such an approach precludes attention
to the interplay between the structural factors and young women 's personal
desires and decisions to move to urban areas. I address the question of
subject and subjectivity by analysing the travels of nurses and teachers to
the city and offering a critical ethnography of their experiences of travelling
to take up these feminised jobs.

Virtuou s women and sacred professi ons
A professional path as a teacher or a heal th worker in the context of East
Nusa Tenggara commands high respect from the community. Both professions contain a 'sacred ' connotation, pekerjaan mulia, meaning honourable
job.

!bu guru is a reverent title for a female teacher, meaning madam

teacher.

In the villages I visited in Flores , a headmaster is one among

the highest in social status. Thi~ is followed , among others, by a mantri
or a health worker. The status of these professions reflects possession of
both knowledge and power in the local community. The elevation of these
feminised professions relates to the dominant discourses of femininity, as
previously discussed in Chapter 3. The naturalised gender roles provide a
strong basis for local women 's decision to engage in the socially acceptable
professions as t he carer and nurturer. Moreover , both nurses and teachers
are in a position of knowing and acting as a source of information , which
thus translates into power. 1
1

One particular retired bapa guru , a headmaster that I know in a village in kabupaten Ende commands high respect in the community because of his social and economic
achievements. In addit ion to being a leader of the community as a teacher , the occupation
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It is a source of pride for a local family to have a daughter become a
teacher or a health worker. As a teacher or a nurse j a woman maintains
the gender role of caring but transfers this to the public sphere, in schools
or hospitals. Given this communi ty pressure to conform to the dominant
discourse of femininity, these professions raise an issue of the extent of
freedom of choice for women entering these feminised occupatio ns. I support
Bozzoli (1991) ~rho argues that the reason for entering these occupatio ns
coincides with the women's initiative in creating the most of the available
opportun ities by travelling away from home. A woman 's following of such
a profession highlights her travel as a strategy, not as merely a result of
labour 1narket opportuni ty. The advantage s of choosing such occupatio ns
include women's internalis ed training in domestic responsib ilities as a part
of their upbringin g , better pay than working on the farm , and an increased
prospect of marriage (Bozzoli 1991: 96).
Women's choice of a 'safe' (implying socially acceptabl e) occupatio n of
carers in contempo rary Indonesia under State ibu-ism becomes a perfect
frame for their travel to achieve other personal goals. My field research
shows that in their kampung (hamlets) , not only do people respect women
in these sacred professions, but they also perceive them as virtuous women,
despite their travel. Thus women who were teachers or nurses could remain
within the boundarie s of the gendered space and at the same time they can
travel to the city for their own personal reasons.
also opened up opportunit ies for other financial ventures. Teachers are associated with
knowledge_and information because they are the first to know about the state's sponsored projects such as cattle and cash crop projects. As a comparison , when I visited the
head of the village's house across the road - much simpler in size and in constructio n
material than the teacher 's - the kepala des a (head of the village) commented that the
teacher was only among t he few in the village who could afford t o finance his children
to study at the tertiary level. Teachers occupy highest social and economic status in the
local community .
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Vocation , panggilan : a represent ation of caring jobs
Language used for professions shows the significance of the jobs professions , pekerjaan mulia.

sacred

Some women felt strongly that they were

being 'called', t erpanggil -

the way the Catholic religious (priests or nuns)

were called to serve God -

to 't ake on the responsibilit ies of caring. When

asked to tell their stories, my informants echoed similar concerns and mostly
chose a virtuous representatio n of rescuing the young, sick or poor. This
representatio n fits with Wilkes ' description of the romantic construction of
a canng career:
The world was a place in which wrongs could be righted, tears
mended, and the proper order restored. These were the points in
the narratives when speakers' accounts became quite vivid, and the
women spoke with forthright passion and conviction (Wilkes 1995:
242).

As women 'restoring order ' how could they be 'out of order ' themselves?
The nurses and teachers whom I interviewed were similarly passionate in
describing their panggilan or vocation rather than referring to it merely as
a profession. And this panggilan necessitated and justified travel. Romant ic narratives of the caring profession often begin with solitary dreams or
ambitions in early life (Wilkes 1995: 239). The romantic form of my informants' description of their panggilan was, however , contingent upon t he
context and sequence of the stories. Behind each travel story there is a
shared theme of how the individual is strategically distancing herself from
home and the family to create a liminal space for mobilising self.
I interviewed 15 informants from East Nusa Tenggara, seven teachers
and eight nurses, who work in Surabaya and Makassar (see Table 5.1). Most
nominated an altruistic motive of ((menolong sesama 11 or "being able to help
people" as they moved to take up teaching and nursing. They presented
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Name

Origin

Evita
Roswita
Henrica
Anastasia
Detti
Tin
Fatima
Livi
Em i
Maria
Bibiana
Ima
Greta
Eliana
Wati

Marital
Status
Sikka
Married
Sikka
Married
Lembata Married
Sikka
Married
Timor
Single
Ende
Single
Ende
Single
Sikka
Single
Ende
Single
Sikka
Single
Sumba Single
Sikka
Single
Ende
Single
Ngada Single
Timor Single

Job

Religion

Age

Edu

Nurse
Nurse
Nurse
Nurse
Nurse
Nurse
Nurse
Nurse
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher

Catholic
Catholic
Catholic
Cat holic
Catholic
Catholic
Muslim
Cathol ic
Catholic
Catholic
Protestan t
Catholic
Catholic
Catholic
Catholic

29
29
27
30
32
25
32
24
22
35
27
35
29
26
25

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
3
3
2
2
2

Work
Place
Surabaya
Surabaya
Makassar
Surabaya
Surabaya
Makassar
Makassa r
Surabaya
Surabaya
Makassar
East Java
Makassar
Makassa r
Makassa r
Surabaya

Table 5 .1: Nurses and teachers working in urban centres

Not e:

Edu (Education ) 1

=

Primary; 2

=

Secondary ; 3

=

Tertiary

Source.' Fieldwork

themselve s in a predictab le way in their reliance on the idealised image of
femininity, which also bears the footprints of the state's dominant gender
ideology. This view drew heavily on the expected behaviou r of tahu me-

nempatka n diri, or knowing one's place -

a woman 's place is to nurture.

Even though this woman 's place is an increasing ly unstable and contested
space in national debates .
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Nursing, caring in public and in private : D etti
Detti was a single, soft-spoken nurse in her early 30s, who I met in a hospital
in Surabaya. As the youngest in a family of seven children of whom all,
except her , had married and left home, Detti was the last in the family 's
hierarchy. As an unmarried daughter and a youngest sister, she was under
the protection and authority of her family. This relationship reflected the
hierarchical gender and kinship structure of the local community in Timor
Barat. Detti turned her life around starting with her travel to the city. Her
justification for leaving the village was that she was terpanggil or 'called ' to
care for othets. This line of reasoning was too noble for the family to dismiss.
Her decision to independent ly pursue this profession evidently challenged
her typically subordinate relationship within her family.
Detti arrived in Surabaya to study to become a nurse t en years ago. Her
most recent trip back to her home in a district of Kefamenanu in Timor
Barat was the first in the past three years. Vaguely, she mentioned some
pressures and resentment from the family regarding her rare visits home.
The few travels back home were the product of her rational decision, where
the cost of transport and other problems associated with going horrie, including oleh-oleh, meaning gifts from travel, was expensive in relation to
her incon1e. However, she herself did not mind being away from her family
for a prolonged time. Detti displays a sense of autonomy in her relations
with the family in her home village.
One weekend I unexpectedl y stayed with Detti overnight in her tiny
one-bedroom rented house in a small alley in Surabaya. It was six o'clock
in the evening and beginning to get dark and torrential rain poured down.
The area was severely flooded , so I was stranded there. I offered to buy
our dinner in a near by flooded warung (small food stall), and went there by

beca (tri-shaw). I{indly, Detti later invited me to share her single bed in a
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cramped two by two metre room , which I gratefully accepted. While busy
helping her empty the constantly filling buckets of water whooshing from
the roof cracks , I shared a piece of Detti's everyday life routine, typical of
living in the city by herself.
I had met Detti several times before and she impressed me as being independent and n1obile. Detti knew the city well and was comfortable taking
public transport (bis) bemo) beca) alone in Surabaya at any time. When she
was off-shift fro1n nursing, she was busy attending social functions, such
as church choir practices. She actively built social networks around her in
Surabaya. Meanwhile, she stressed that although her family was important
to her, she did not see any point in maintaining physical proximity in the
village just for the sake of family. Her father had wanted her to follow in
his foo tsteps as a local government officer , but she was not interested in
staying in the region. She also expressed a strong intention to break vvith
her mother 's life path as a local housewife, as she imagined and preferred
different identities. Her wish was to be an independent and professional
woman. She achieved this through her movement to the city because there
was no nursing school in her village.
Ironically, Detti having renegotiated her identities and turned her back
on t he subject position of 'housewife', seemed to have located herself vvithin
the domestic role as a carer -

as a motherly figure. She indicated t h at

it was her vocation to be 't here' in Surabaya and to care not only for the
physically sick but also 'to help anyone in need '. Detti believed that it was
her role to provide a meeting place for others from her region of origin. She
not only provided food , sharing a traditional favourite corn dish , jagung

bose but also gave an emergency accommodat ion in her modest rented
dwelling. Other references and remarks that she made showed her concern
to present herself as being open to people who needed her.
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I witnessed her strong bond with some others from the region who often
visited her rented house.

Her identities as a single woman, a motherly

figure for a small group of young students from East N usa Tenggara and a
professional nurse were grounded in the local context of living in a kampung
within Javanese neighbourho ods and working in a city's hospital.
In the city, ·where Detti performed the role as a caring motherly figure
in the neighbourho od , she was accepted and respected. As the youngest
daughter in the family she had always been obliged to follow the family 's
wish. However, unlike others who were compelled to travel home often, her
strong sense of agency found a way to create a sense of home and familiarity
there in Surabaya. There were rituals which she maintained to materially
produce a home away from home. For example, food was an important
part of creating a sense of home among the East N usa Tenggaran people,
often bringing them together. As a migrant subject living away from home,
she had the choice of maintaining her Timorese identity through her choice
of food. Being pragmatic , the occasional serving of her traditional food to
acquaintance s was a part of Detti's performance to reproduce a familiar
space:
K alau rindu rumah, kami makan
makanan yang biasa kami makan
di kampung ... Tapi hari-hari biasa,
biasanya orang repot, tidak sempat masak macam-maca m, jadi yang
gampang-gam pang saja. Saya juga
begitu, apalagi kalau sendiri, tidak
mau repot, makan seadanya. Sering
'supermi ', murah meriah. J adi kalau
saya masak misalnya jagung 'base ',
makanan khas kami, saya panggil
teman-teman untuk makan bersama.

If rmss1ng home, we would eat
food that we normally prepare back
home .. .In everyday routine however,
people are busy and don 't have time
to cook anything too elaborate, so
just something very simple. I am
like that and being single, I don't
bother cooking very much , just eat
simply. Often only instant noodles,
it's cheap and nice. So if I cook jagung base, our local specialty corn
dish, I would call some friends and
we would eat together .

Besides her cookingi Detti attracted the affection of the people for other
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good reasons. She was capable of competently solving problems by drawing
on her wide social network. This was an asset for the community. While
with her , I observed her reaction to an incident which unfolded before our
eyes as she helped an elderly couple from her village of origin. They were
on a mission from Timor to find their daughter 's boyfriend in Surabaya.
The young couple ·were students there, but the boy had disappeared after
the girl confided that she was carrying his baby.
Competently , Detti made arrangement s involving the confused family.
As the· youngest child, she would not usually command such authority in
her own family. She took the elderly couple to her rented house , providing
them with a place to stay, however crowded , and served them food. The
couple were in obvious distress over the state of their daughter 's affairs.
Their daughter was perceived as 'living in a state of sin ' according to their
Catholic faith. By extension the parents were 'impure' and vvere denied
holy communion by their local parish priest. Calmly, Detti managed to
solve the problem. She arranged a party to search for the frighten ed boy.
He was given a 'lesson ' and thus suffered bruises , but he agreed to marry the
girl. By contacting the right people Detti_ helped to arrange for a private
church marriage for the young couple. According to their local tradition
there would be adat (customary law) to be taken care of and the young
man 's family would have to pay a fine in addition to the girl 's bridev.realth.
The stor - of t he young couple ended amicably, through Detti's intervention.
This incident displays the mutual constitution and performativi ty of
both spaces and identities (Blunt 1999b: 423; Women and Geography Study
Group of the IBG 1997: 196) . In the liminal space that she created through
her travel , Detti emerged not only a an autonomous capable woman but
also as an authoritative figure with the right connections in the community
and the local church. Her relocation enabled shifting subjectivit ies as she
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moved between various identities. She used a simplistic altruistic line to
explain her romanticised move:
Itu sudah menjadi kewajiban saya
menolong orang lain. Saya datang
dari jauh ke sini 7 pasti ada tujuannya. Ada yang memang harus saya
kerjakan yang merupakan panggilan
saya.

It was my duty to help others. I travelled all the way here, there must be
a purpose for this. There is some
thing that I have to do, which is actually my 'calling'.

Void of an immediate responsibilit y for her own nuclear family, Detti 's
tiny rented house located in a narrow alley of a crowded neighbourho od was
popularly fr_e quented by young people from Flores and Timor , whom she
referred to as adik-adik (the 'younger siblings'). She had accommodat ed
them and prepared to exchange her care with their acceptance. Intermittently, they came from all over the city and nearby towns seeking a motherly
figure. In between times of studying, these young people visited her and
took care of one another. Gracefully, Detti accepted their help as there
were never ending maintenance jobs to be done, such as repairing leaking
roofs, getting water from a neighbour ( as there was no piped water in the
h_ouse) and other jobs around the place. In return, sh~ provided a place
to 1neet and food, creating a strong attraction for the ever-hungry young
students. Beneath the altruistic reason Detti gave, there were many practical reasons for a single woman looking for a network of social support to
perform socially accepted feminine roles.
Detti 's feminine caring identity seemed to be an integral part of achieving her autonomy, which she contextualis ed in materially specific ways to
suit the space. First , by her voyage leaving Timor island and then setting
up a home by herself in Surabaya. Before travel , and being the youngest
in the family hierarchy, she had very few chances to exercise her authority.
Detti strategically planned and executed the idealised feminine identity of
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'nurse' so that she could achieve her mobility and gain social recognition
of her own agency. Practically, as a single woman in t he city, she was required to m aintain social networks which provided mutual supp ort as well
as involving obligations, thus her generosity in providing food and accommodation. The multiple identities Detti occupies within the main discourse
of femininity nevertheless situate her on a firm fo oting as an autonomous
subject within her circle in the city.
Detti 's feminine caring identity in the liminal sp ace of travel, both in
t he informal social group as well as a nurse in the hospital space, moved
her through wider social networks to her advantage. As the story indicates ,
t he private and public spheres of Detti 's everyday life created norms and
practices that produce and reproduce gendered activities and social relations
within them ( 1artin 1992: 208 ). Her decision to pursue her profession in the
city proves t hat her travel vvas a strategic move. The practice of reproducing
and reinforcing the idealised femininity in Detti's story however contingent ,
is also shared by the following travel story.

Mobility and purity: Evita
Evita s profile fits t he image of a successful contemporar y Flores woman
pursuing a professional nursing career in a city. A 29 year old , attractive
and outgoing married nurse Evita gained a reputation among her peers as
an exemplary nurse cperawat teladan ;. Originally fron1 Lela , near l faumere
she wa t he first child of seven children of a t ightly knit family of a suku or
clan of Sikka. Evita's langgar laut, sea travel started when she was 18 years
old: as she o aged to enter the nursing chool in Surabaya. However her
imaginary mobilit started with a fantasy v. hen she was barely seven years
old and had wanted to go and study in J ava:
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Saya sudah ingin jadi perawat sejak say a kecil. Mama masuk rumah
sakit waktu saya sekitar umur tujuh tahun dan saya kenal dan
tahu perawat-perawat yang merawat
mama itu. 1\11ereka itu baik sekali
dan dengan seragamnya itu, saya
ini jadi sangat terpesona.
Padahal waktu itu saya tidak tahu banyak
tentang tugas perawat. P engalaman
ini membekas mendalam dalam hati
saya dan sejak itu saya bercita-cita
untuk m enjadi perawat. Pokoknya
sejak itu saya ingin seperti mereka,
berseragam putih-putih dan menolong orang sakit ...
Saya punya tante yang jadi perawat. Dia itu kesayangan dan idola
saya.
Baik, pintar dan lebihlebih lagi, seragamnya yang putihputih itu. Saya ingat dia bilang
bahwa perawat itu secara langsung
merawat orang sakit sehari-hariny a
membantu kesembuhann ya, sedangkan dokt er 'kan hanya sebentarsebentar saja ket emu pasienn ya.

I had been wanting to b e a nurse
since I was a little girl. My mum was
hospitalised once, when I was about
seven years old and I had a direct experience of knowing the nurses who
looked after her. They were lovely
persons in white uniforms so I was
very impressed. Although I didn't
know much about a nurse's duties at
the time. This left a lasting impression deep in my mind , that I would
like to b e like those nurses when I
grew up. Ever since I could remember I had always wanted to b e like
them in white uniform and helping
sick people ...
I also have an auntie who is a nurse.
She meant the world to me and I
wanted to be like her. She is nice ,
clever and moreover she is a nurse in
a white uniform. I always remember
what she said about a nurse, that
you are directly involved with your
patient in the day-to-day business of
recovering, whilst a doctor only int eracts with the patient from time
to time.

Later, after completing her education , she secured a permanent job as
a nurse in a reputable hospital in Surabaya. Ever since, she has travelled
regularly b etween Surabaya and Flores. Evita's residence was in a twofloor brick house on the side of a busy road in a central area in Surabaya.
Her husband worked in a private company, earning a very good income.
The couple lived comfortably, as shown by their house and the modern
household appliances in their home, including a big television and stereo
sets. The lounge room was spacious, painted in off-whit e colour, t hreeby-four metres in size. On t he wall there were two of her 1998 enlarged
wedding photos in fancy frames. The lounge chairs were comfort able, made
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of carved mahogany wood with crimson velvet upholstery, an interior style
commonly found in middle class Javanese houses in urban areas. As we sat
comfortably sipping a glass of iced tea which a maid had served us, she told
me her story.
Her life, in her ovvn words, was (penuh badai )) (full of storm) and had
its share of torments and troubles. An advantage of being away since such
a young age was in her words, ((bisa menjadi diri sendiri )\ to be herself.
She was able to resist indirect kin and community pressure to remain at
her home village until marriage. She was aware that her mobility to the
city defied certain local norms of gendered propriety. Her frequent travels
aroused gossip about the possibility of improper relations with men in other
places.
Evita's solo travels to and within urban areas created a perception at
home that she was 'loose'. This had negatively affected a relationship with
a previous potential spouse.

The time of her courtship with her (now)

husband was plagued with arguments and his jealousy. He accused her of
playing around, on the basis of her mobility. In this sense her mobility was
equated with freedom of the road, including sexual freedom . The polarity of
purity / impurity of her body in connection with her travel appeared several
times throughout her stories.
Despite her personal and financial independenc e Evita still recognised
the significance of her fan1ily and community's influence over her. Her subject position as a daughter and a member of the clan simultaneou sly created
a dilemma between on one hand , her obedience to the family, who were concerned with the purity of her body and on the other hand her choice of a
different feminine identity as an autonomous and attractive woman , The
resulting 'daughters obedience from a distance approach taken by Evita
was an indication of the strong family connections which are grounded in
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the local historic al context .
Evita shared with me her internal tensions dealing with the externa l
percept ion of her feminin ity, which is somewh at beyond her control. Her
efforts in realigni ng her identitie s to suit a particul ar space and time indicate
a strong sense of agency. Evita's frequen t travels as a single girl had created
her family 's anxiety because she was rumour ed to have had some male
suitors in different places.

However she was resolute in her decision to

continu e travelling. From her commen ts about her commu nity I found that
she was aware of the society' s double standar d applied to women' s purity in
relation to t_ravel. This purity of the body is never an issue in men 's travel.
In Evita's case, her resistan ce to the double standar d on purity of the
body related to her mobility manifes ted itself in a stance against the fiance ,
which resulted in a tense relation ship with him. He (now married to her)
accused her of having an affair. There have recently been repeate d cases
of single Florene se girls who fell pregnan t , known as 'losing their virtues '
after intimat e relation ships in the city. Evita was particul arly hurt at being
accused of hilang kesucia nnya , or losing her virginit y /virtue:
Saya tidak membela diri atau
apa, cuma saya katakan padanya,
kalau begitu, cari saja gadis lain
yang masih perawan...
Tapi dia
tidak mau putus dan akhirnya kita
m enikah. Pada malam pengant in,
dia m enangis dan minta ampun
karena dia pernah meraguk an keperawanan saya, karena saat itu dia
buktikan sendir'i kebenara nnya.

I did not defend myself or any effort to that effect , just challeng ed
him [the fiance] to find another girl
w horn he was certain that she was
a virgin... However he did not want
to end the relations hip and eventually we got married. At our wedding
night he sobbed and asked for forgiveness for once doubtin g my virginity, as he then knew the truth.

Evita's frank story and reflections on her travels highligh ts direct confrontati ons in perform ing multipl e femininities. The domina nt feminin ity
relates impurit y of body and women 's mobility. Within the lo cal cultural
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historical context, Evita h ad little control over the way her mobility was perceived by others. P eople's p erceptions of women 's travel reflects the deeper
intolerance of freedom of moven1ent for 'Aromen in urban areas, demonstrating dominant power relations to control women. Evita's past travels meant
that she had to endure ru1nours of having a tainted reputation. People 's
p erception of Evita's mobility, however , changed after her marriage because
they were no longer preoccupied about her virginal and social purity.
As Evita's travel shows, 'Aromen are able to perform 1nultiple femininit ies through t ravel. They imagine and perform diverse identities which are
mutually constituted through and with spaces. Travel to take up a caring
occupation becomes an entry point for exercising one's own agency. To
understand Evita's moving subject positions and shifting subj ectivities, as
a dep endent , obedient daughter , to a mature, independent and attractive
nurse, requires moving with t he travelling subject in her multiple identities
through different lo cations and changing contexts during her travel.

Teaching and becoming : Ima
Niany contemporar y E astern Indonesian women choose to work as teachers

-

one among a range of social roles in urban cent res in which women

perform their feminine ident ity. Teaching jobs 'Arith security of tenure not
only bring a reliable source of income but also local prestige. vVomen of the
region have taken the opportunity of getting a teaching job in the city as a
way to access knowledge and different scales of power as the following story
indicates.
Im a

'Aras

a single friendly teacher in her mid-30s originally from P alue

island in Flores.

She travelled to take up her teaching appointment in

Makassar in 1991 and has since voyaged between_ fakassar and Flores. She
goes home at lea t once a year during the Christmas and
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Her simple yet autonomo us, independ ent life style, (mandiri) as a single
professional was one aspect of her life she valued most. This din1ension of
power was possible from a distance -

in a liminal space -

she created

between herself and the family. She was very passionat e about her teaching
role and viewed it as her life's mission, and I observed how she thrived and
excelled in that feminine role.
Ima's gentle behaviou r fitted the social expectati on of femininity of the
teaching profession. One word - 'compass ionate'-

first came to my mind

in an attempt to describe her character . Her very pleasant personali ty was
obviously an asset in her teaching career and in her relations with others.
Most of the time she enjoyed teaching in a Catholic high school in Makassar, which was managed by a Catholic congregat ion. Ima's sensitive style of
teaching, however, sometime s led to clashes with the headmast er, a Catholic
brother originally of Flores, who preferred the use of corporal punishme nt
to discipline the teenage students. Apparent ly Ima was popular among her
students and became their confidant e, and the following story reflected her
bond with her students. I was outside Ima's front veranda when she listened to one girl's anguish and anger of a broken heart and a .pregnancy.
Unfortun ately, the headmast er had taken a hard line, scolding the girl and
calling her "gadis murahan \ a term often associated with a prostitute , literally meaning 'a cheap girl' . The distraugh t girl disappear ed from the school
the next day. I saw later, how devastate d Ima was, reflecting her concern
over her students. She was a committe d teacher, deeply engrossed in her
t eaching responsibilities. In her words: ('panggilan saya adalah mengajar \
meaning "my calling is to teach. " Such was her dedicatio n to her students,
she implied that she did not have time for a romantic relationsh ip.
In the liminal space of her travel , Ima displayed a personal autonomy in
making the decision about her future and remaining single. Distance from
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family, she comment ed , was essent ial t o being mandiri, or independ ent .
T here was less family interferen ce wit h her private life, or ((ke luarga tidak
banyak campur tangann. Being in t his liminal space provided her wit h a

necessary environm ent to move betvveen a range of identit ies and roles in
relation to space. She was able to m ake a unilateral decision of refusing an
arranged marriage and stick by it. 2 Gent le as Ima might h ave app eared ;
she h ad defied her extended family's wish for her as t heir daughter ; to get
a husband of some social status.
In t he local context ; a single status for a woman was t hought of as
tidak laku or nobody wants yo u -

making a wom an 's life 'incomple te' t hus

showing her to be of a lovver status. The state's ideology of t he dominant
femininit y projected an irnage of a fulfilled v.roman as :
a supp ort ive wife, a goo d mother and an impeccabl e h ousewife , and
a wort hy p ar ent who raises goo d cit izens for t he benefit of t h e state
(W olf 1992: 68) .

This ideology produces and reproduces a stigm atised ident ity for a single
mature woman which is known as (perawan tua \ meaning an old maid , as
observed in many parts of Indonesia. In J ava, Berningh ausen and Kerst an
(1992) notes a social pressure for single eligible woman to marr}:
Once a woman has been accep ted into t h e adult communit y her
sphere of activities broadens consider ably, even if t h e marriage does
not last . Comp ared with t h e societal devalu ation of women who
remain single, divorced or widowed women are stigmatize d to a much
lesser degree. However , women who live alone for whatever reason
are especially subject to suspicion and destructive gossip on t he part
of others (Berningh ausen and K erstan 1992 : 11 6) .
2

In he past and although increasingly less popular among the young nowadays par-

ents used to arrange for a daughter 's marriage. Berninghau sen and Kerstan (1992: 116)
point out t hat choosing a potent ial spouse is one of t he most important issues in Indonesian women s lives. At t he same t ime it also potentially creates one of t he most serious
conflicts within a famil -.
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Unavoidably, Ima must have attracted a fair portion of the village's gossip. P articularly because of Ima's attractive physical and feminine qualities,
it was expected that she would not have any problem finding a potential
husband. She was an average height , slim, sweet, dark skinned lady with
bright eyes, a dainty nose and pleasant smile. Her rather curly black hair
which was grown to shoulder length graced her friendly face. With such
physical assets and a good family background , in the local context she was
expected to marry instead of remaining single. 3
In her village of origin , Ima had transgressed the boundaries of 'proper'
femininity QY remaining single well into her thirties. As far as Ima's family
was concerned, her case was a lost opportunity for an alliance with a high
status family. The extended family was upset , and for a period of time they
refused to talk to her. When she visited her grandmothe r who lived with
her uncle, the family avoided and ignored her by going out to the garden to
work. By distancing herself from the family and making her own decision,
she was being excluded from the kin and family relations, or adikucilkan
keluarga. )) Whatever her private reason for remaining single, Ima seemed

pleased to live by her decision. Despite enduring negative treatment from
her extended family for some time , she firmly believed that her vocation
was to nurture as a teacher rather t han as a mother.
Time and distance gradually healed the family tension and Ima's decision regarding her single status prevailed. At least her nuclear family has
since respected her decision . For Ima, her teaching was, on one hand conforming to the dominant femininity in caring for the young, on t he other
hand being single went against that same femininity. Watching Ima interacting compassiona tely with some of her students as I spent time with her,
3

Da ughters are valued among others for their potential of bringing a bridewealth to
increase t he family's social status as d-iscussed in Chapter 3.
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I appreciat ed the extent of her commitm ent to teaching and the long hours
she devoted to the profession. The question remains, how does teaching in
the city provide her with power to decide her life path?
Througho ut her adult life, in the various gendered spaces of home and
work, Ima performe d the dominant femininity. However, the physical and
emotiona l distance of travel, and its creation of the liminal space, allowed
her to go against that very same femininity. By becoming a single professional, she defied her family authority. Being separated from the family
provided her with a liminal space to constitute a shifting subjectivi ty, to
create an identity of a single professional woman, because her personal desires were importan t for her. Here, the liminal space of her travel allows a
process of becoming.
In presentin g and analysing women's travel stories I find, like Lawrence
( 1994) that the trope of travel "provides a particular ly fertile imaginative field for narrative represent ations of women's historical and personal
agency" (Lawrence 1994: 20). Travel provides a liminal space to manoeuvre around. Another informan t, similar to Ima, demonstr ated her agency
_ in a desire to travel and be independ ent so as to change trajectori es of her
everyday life:
Saya jenuh di rumah itu-itu terus.
Biasanya wanita tunggu waktu
menikah. Tapi saya ingin memperluas cakrawal a dan ingin
menjadi diri sendiri,
tidak
tergantung pada orang lain.

I had enough of the monotony of
home. Usually women wait at home
to be married. But I want to extend my horizon and to be myself and not depend on anyone else.

Ima's story is similar to the previous stories of Detti and Evita, which
highlight the women's agency in accessing the liminal space for thems_elves.
This space mutually constitute s a wider range of identities and shifting roles.
In creating the physical and emotiona l distance, women are .able to make
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their own decisions , instead of relying on kin , parents or a husband.
Travel as a point of entry to a liminal space, opens up a new space of
possibilities and uncertainties , enabling women's shifting subj ectivity. The
micro politics of women 's strategic moves to the city, as Ima's story shows,
underlies the economic reason of finding a teaching job in the urban areas.
Other women found travelling provided a transient space of exploration
of multiple feminine identities. The ship, in particular , b ecame a contested
liminal space of gender relations, as the following travel story demonstrates.

Contesting liminal space: Bibi
The physical process of travel itself occurs in a liminal, in-between space
with blurred norms, opening to contestation of relations between space and
identities . The physical travel on a ship provides both distance and the
space in-between , and is a moving and fleeting space mutually reconstituting
changing identities.
Bibiana, or Bibi for short , was a cheerful 27 year old t eacher from Sumba,
voyaging on a P ELNI ship from Surabaya to Waingapu in Sumba. Her
travel actually originated from Gresik in East J ava, where she worked as a
primary school teacher. Bibi had a mischievous smile with a pair of dimples
on her face that created a youthful look. Her choice of trendy fashion pair of jeans and a sporty light blue polo top -

a

completed the look. In the

lower deck (economy class) of t he ship , she joined a group of three young
people boarding from the port of P erak (Surabaya) to their destinations in
the Eastern islands.
The three-day journey offered many opportunities for interactions and
making new acquaintances . As the voyage progressed, Bibi and her companions were quite jolly, treating the ship as a meeting place. I was on the
periphery of this newly formed group of young people, not quite an out172
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sider who watched from the sidelines , but I floated away at times too. We
ate our rationed dinners , shared food and did a few other things together.
The group sat close together, filled in crossword puzzles and told each other
jokes. Bibi was definitely the star and centre of interactio n as her bubbly
personali ty outshone the others. In particula r , she won the admiratio n of
a good looking, tall young man in the group. When Bibi complain ed of a
headache , he instantly fussed over her.
Getting intimate on a ship seemed natural. Being confined in the same
space for a lengthy period encourag ed people to pass the time by communicating with each other. Dependin g on the time of the day, the group
would split and then came back together, such as at meal times and entertainment / movie time. On the first night , I noticed that Bibiana and the
man walked hand-in-h and on the outside deck where the light was dim and
there were fewer people. In the confines of the crowded ship , their physical
closeness in the liminal space was almost unavoidab le.
In this transient and fleeting space of her travel, Bibi initiated moves
to closeness and the man responde d positively. In the next afternoon , as
we sat around in the lower deck getting rather bored , Bibiana cheerfully
announce d that she needed a hair trim. In no time she produced a pair of _
scissors from her luggage, and asked the man whom she had been with, to
trim her hair. Rather hesitantly he obliged and trimmed her hair. Stroking
Bibi 's black hair with a comb he took his time brushing and tidying up her
hair while we were watching them amusedly. The physical contact of the
hair cut gave a further excuse for intimacy and seemed to legitimate the
couple to get physically closer in front of other passengers.
The fleeting quality of this liminal space of the voyage might have .given
the couple a sense of equality in the relationsh ip. They might have been
aware that theirs was a transient intimacy, limited by the point of depar173
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ture and the next place of destinatio n. For reasons which I did not fully
comprehe nd, they separatel y chose to confide in me, thus I was caught up
in their relationsh ip.
Bibi and this young man 's encounte r was apparentl y a one-off chance
for flirting , or in Bibi 's word selingan, meaning a change. Bibi privately
admitted that she already had a boyfriend . She hastily added that she did
not have a strong feeling towards her fiance in the village, whom her parents
approved of because of his financial security. She was undeniab ly flattered
by the man 's attention and I suspected that their attraction was mutual. It
seems that the voyage offered the couple a chance to create a liminal space
with blurred norms and relations and to capture some of the inward delight
of being admired and pursued.
In the middle of other passenger s and in their own liminal space of
temporar y intimacy, the young couple gradually withdrew from the rest of
the group. The young man was smitten and the relationsh ip became more
intense as time passed, with a great deal of physical intimacy -

embracin g

and touching each other in the quiet of the outside deck. Out of the corner
of my eye I saw him le_a ning over Bibi 's shoulder to whisper somethin g, and
Bibi responde d by putting her right hand around his waist.
The young man discreetly admitted to me later that he really liked Bibi,
who was also a Christian like himself. He told me afterward s that his heart
went fluttering , (berdebar-debar) when he spent time with Bibi , indicating
his deep emotiona l involveme nt. The admission that he had a Muslim girl
friend in East J ava explained the interest in Bibi 's religion. He shared his
dilemma with me one quiet evening while we stood on the outside deck when Bibi was queueing for a shower -

expecting sympathe tic advice in

relation to his problern .
The disclosure of these intirnate feelings came very unexpecte dly as I sat
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on the ship 's stern chatting to each on separate occasions. They obviously
knew where to find me because I spent some time there alone , writing my
ethnograp hic notes . I did not previousl y anticipate that we would engage
in topics at such a personal level at such an early stage of meeting. In
a way, it was quite disturbin g to be involved as a middle person in their
temporar y encounte r on the ship. Perhaps , as I appeared t o be a mature
person in the group, they wanted to tell it all to someone willing to listen
to their confusion in this contested space. On this ship it seemed that most
norms were blurred and new practices were produced. I was unsure how
much Bibi knew about the young man 's situation and reciprocally how much
Bibi told him of her real situation, thus I had to walk on egg shells v.rhen
talking to them. For that moment on the ship I recall mixed of feelings I felt anxiously uncertain about what might happen next , confound ed by
the physical exhaustio n , yet I also felt a sense of power that people trusted
me. Like Bibi and others on the ship, I also performed my own multiple
identities in this liminal space.
The ship becomes a contested space of relations , reflecting the mutual
performa tivity of t he space and our range of identities . Away from the
social pressure as a teacher , Bibi did not h ave to carry out her externally
ascrib ed role of t he dominant femininity. Bibi seemed to be free in exploring
her multiple identit ies , here , as a temptress and a single woman travelling
alone.

Limin al space: being away and a becom ing
When I analyse these women s travel stories, they reveal t he changes jn the
womens identities, subjectiv ities and the womens desires. Their travel embedded changes from the status quo of local relations to wider connectio ns
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and it reflected the women 's desire to gain more power through personal
autonomy and independ ence. Gaining control of their own lives might have
been the women 's primary, if concealed , goal in the first place. As I unpack
their travel to the cities and look beyond the romance of the caring representatio ns in relation to women 's mobility, the notion of langgar laut for
these women emerges as creating a liminal space to enact other identities .
Women may imaginati vely conform to the dominant discourses of femininity to care for others , however , simultane ously, they travel to perform other
identities and access other networks of relations.
The travel stories in this chapter have demonstr ated how women exploit
both the state's construct ion of the dominant femininity and the local discourse on virtuous woman. At a theoretica l level, this is how my concerns
with the liminal space of travel and women 's agency intersects with discourses of femininity. Women manoeuv red within the accepted femininiti es
to launch themselve s to the city in order to mobilise selves with wider possibilities to access knowledge and power. Their stories present the imaginative nature of women's travel as real, "both materially and performa tively"
(Duncan and Gregory 1999a: 9).
The ways these teachers and nurses described their reasons for choosing
t he caring occupatio ns are not a new insight.

Continge nt, micro, every

day interactio ns strongly shape a woman's choice of sets of social roles. At
the individua l level of choosing a caring occupation, a woman is , to some
extent constrain ed by t he dominant femininity. Their agency is crucial in
the decision to pursue caring jobs in the cities, providing a justificati on for
travel. Some informan ts were acutely aware of the reality of meagre salaries
as nurses and teachers, whether working in the governme nt or in private
institutio ns. The travel stories of Ima and Evita show how they used the
liminal space of their travel to fulfil their personal desires and to recreate
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identities for themselves (bisa menjadi diri sendiri).
Once gaining mobility, t he women are on the path of new possibility. The
women similarly travel to be able to explore a sense of self, to be autonomo us
and independ ent (mandiri) . This interpreta tion resonates with the experiences of other women travellers in different spaces and time. Biographies
and interpreta tion of works of individua l women travellers of the West in
the nineteent h century confirm t hat, despite being confined to a woman's
place "which was first and foremost at home", when a woman voyaged, her
construct ion of femininit y in its relation to the domestic sphere was altered
(Lawrenc e 1994: x).
\Voman's romantic pursuits during a voyage illustrates the perfonnativity of femininity in various spaces.

Local inhibition s usually restrain

a respectab le fen1ale subject from expressin g physical intimacy in public.
However, while on the ship, a woman may perform a role of playful feminine identity, where she contests the local norms and creates new practices.
On the liminal space of the ship, Bibi for instance, exercised her sense of
self as an autonomo us individua l -

as an equal with man -

allo-v.ring dis-

plays of physical intimacy. A secret liaison conducte d on the ship on the
windy outside deck is likely to be more exciting because it metaphor ically
transgress es the boundarie s of propriety.
As women 's travel to the cities shows, individua ls manoeuv re ·within
notions of femininity in whichever way provides advantage s in a set of social
relations. Caring jobs are one of the ways in which women both spatially
and socially reposition themselves. Women 's travel provides a liminal space
opening up new possibilities for renegotia tion of their roles and realigning
their identities .
Througho ut the various travel stories , there emerged a theme of women 's
shifting subjectiv ity in their localised relations. The plurality of the nar177
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ratives of their mobility in relation to their feminised professions similarly
indicates tensions between their ideal of the chosen professions with the reality of low salary. This reality points to their significant reason for their
mobility, containing desires to gain personal autonomy. Through women 's
travel stories I have shown tensions resulting from the process of movement ,
the conflicting perceptions, thoughts and feelings , so as to draw connections
between the liminal space of travel, travelling subject, and identities. In the
liminal space of travel, professional women in teaching and nursing jobs in
urban centres perform multiple femininities to suit the space and their personal goals. _
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CHAPTER 6

Travel Abroad:
Recollections of Domestic Workers

In April 1999 I met Leli , a girl from Bajawa, kabupaten Ngada, who
had just completed a two year contract working as a maid overseas.
She had a stop over to visit her brother, a Catholic priest in Makassar,
before catching the next ship to travel back to Flores. During Leli's
two-week stay, she frequently visited my boarding house which I
shared with her acquaintance s (teachers from Flores). I made her
a cup of tea, putar teh, and we chatted for hours on end. Leli was a
shy, petite 20 year-old wom~n, the youngest of a farming family of
seven children. It was obvious how her brother adored Leli , saying
how special and good she was to work abroad for the sake of raising
the family 's income. The term he used , 'rela berkorban' or ready to
self sacrifice, which is commonly used for an Indonesian war hero , is
considered appropriate because she is known for remitting most of her
monthly earnings. But , from Leli 's perspective, her travel symbolised
the beginning of widening roles through personal autonomy. "I know
now I can go and do things by myself," she said proudly, summing
up her experience of travel abroad. The three of us - Leli , her
brother , and I - parted at Port Makassar when we took her aboard
the PELNI ship sailing for home in Flores.
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Differen t spaces and subject position s
nlike this vignette which indicates the importance of subj ectivity in the young ·woman 's travel abroad , much research on domestic workers has documented problematic relations between
employees and employers in the place of employment (Meldrum 2000: 3).
Other recent research has highlighted how migrant domestic workers have
been subordinate d not only by their employers but also by their urban host
society (Momsen 1999: 1).

Among others, Robinson (2000a) has stud-

ied Indonesian women working as domestics in the Iv:Iiddle East, pointing
out the inadequacy of binary frameworks in understandi ng the complexities of this transnationa l movement. Recent research on domestic worker
migration comprises a range of variations in country of origin, ethnicity,
and social background of domestic workers , including Irish , Itali ans and
lately, Filipinas working in Britain and France (Cox 1999; Narula 1999);
Slovenians working in Italy (Barbie and Miklavcic-B rezigar 1999); Filipinas, Indonesians and Sri Lankans working in Hong Kong, Singapore,an d
Malaysia (Constable 1997; Tam 1999; Yeoh and Huang 1999a; Gamburd
2000) and also Filipinas, Latina and Chicanas working in the United States

and Canada (Romero 1992; Hondagneu-Sotelo 2001 ; P arrenas 2001).
Travelling abroad to be a domestic worker allows women to experience
different spaces, experiment with a variety of subj ect positions and thus
imagine a different 'subj ect's becoming' (Gibson 2001: 641). I follow the
recent feminist fr amework which explores the ways in which these women
travellers negotiate and inhabit multiple subj ect positions (Silvey and Lawson 1999: 127, see also I{ofman and England 1997). Women's travel abroad
represents traversing home and the state's boundaries and activating different dynamics of relations. This travel allows a young won1an to spread her
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wings farther and at the same time to be viewed as 'a heroine ' in exile for
the benefit of the whole family, as the previous vignette shows . Resisting
the romantic view of this type of travel, as detailed by Goves and Chang
(1999) , this chapter examines the women 's experience of spaces including
the material conditions at different stages of their journey as they proceed
to work overseas.
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Figure 6.1: Female domestic workers to the Asia Pacific Region, 1994-1999

Source: Direktorat Jendral Binapenta (2000).

Do1nestic service in Indonesia has a long history since the colonial period
(Elmhirst 1999: 245 ; Robinson 2000a: 257). It has provided jobs for m any
unskilled young women. More recent ly, Eastern Indonesian women h ave
travelled from rural areas to engage in domestic work in global cities, such
as Hong Kong, Singapore and Kuala Lumpur. Since the early 1990s , the
number of Indonesian women vvorking abroad h as inGreased to meet the
rising demand for domestic helpers in Asia P acific countries (Hugo 2000:
96). · In t he mid 1990s, nearly 42 ,000 Indonesian women went abroad as
domestic workers in Asia P acific countries.

Five years later , the annual

number departed had more t han tripled , reaching 155 ,879 (see Figure 6.1).
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Between 1992 and 1998 total remittan ces increase d from US$ 264 million
to US$ 1,252 million, equival ent to an increase from slightly less than 1
percent to 2.6 percent of total exports (Hugo 2000: 122- 3). By 1999 the
total of the previou s five years foreign exchang e earning s from the official
channel of remittan ces by overseas migrant workers reached US$ 4 billion
(Bisnis Indones ia 1999).
Remitta nces from workers have increasi ng significance to both the governmen t and the families of individu al workers (Heyzer and Wee 1994: 44;
Momsen 1999: 8). The state, using its regional apparat us of adminis tration,
has actively support ed the recruitm ent drive for overseas domesti c workers
because of its interest in increasi ng its foreign exchang e earning s. Following
the Indones ian financial crisis, more than one million Indones ian contrac t
workers migrate d overseas. Three quarter s of them were women working as
maids abroad (Interna tional Labor Organis ation 1999). Hugo (2000: 109)
points out that during the Crisis, overseas migrati on of women was used as
a strategy to cope with the reductio n in househo ld purchas ing power.
Domest ic work in the urban househo lds of global cities is a lure. In Asia
Pacific countrie s, more affluent urban househo lds in Singapo re, Malaysi a
and Hong Kong employ domesti c workers from countrie s such as the Philippines, Indones ia, Sri Lanka, Banglad esh and Thailan d. Interna tional Labor
Organiz ation (ILO) 's findings on women' s overseas migrati on represe nt the
generall y accepte d reason that "Asian wo1nen migrant s opt to work abroad
under trying conditio ns for the good of the family ... " (Interna tional Labor
Organis ation 1998). Domest ic work is attracti ve for young women because
it is low skilled with low barriers to entry, pays more and often the provision of housing as a live-in worker encourages even more women to do
this job (Cox 1989: 135 ; Tam 1999: 264). The work also allows "migran t
women to accultu rate to the city and learn new ways of living" (Honda gneu182
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Sotelo 2001: 48) and it pays significantly more than similar work inside the
country. The increasing demand for domestic jobs in the Asia Pacific region encourages a rising number of Indonesian women to undertake overseas
migration.
Here, I am less interested in the economics of domestic service or in the
cultural opposites of "the dynamic social relations of dominance and difference" between employers and foreign employees (Momsen 1999: 1), which
carry the risk of homogenisin g migrants' experience and erasing parts of
their identities (Silvey and Lawson 1999: 127). Instead, I focus on the subject and her interpretatio ns of place, particularly the spaces and conditions
under which domestic workers experience overseas travel. More specifically,
I explore the migrants' shifting subjectivity as a result of their overseas
travel (McDonald 1999), because "migrant identities are also constructed
through process of mobility itself in ways that incorporate and blend experiences of multiple places simultaneous ly" (Silvey and Lawson 1999: 125).
I situate my work within a broader set of travel frameworks to unpack domestic workers' migration , drawing on an increasing number of studies such
as those by Constable (1997) and Romero (1992), whose approach argues
against an essentialist view of domestic worker- employer relations:
Studies that centrally or exclusively focus on oppression, however,
tend to overemphasiz e the passivity and powerlessness of the worker ,
as well as the dominating power of the employer. Power is viewed
too unidimension ally. It is understood as emanating from the employer 's superior class position, sometimes reinforced by issues of race
or ethnicity, gender, or other factors. The worker is simply cast as
victim ... (Constable 1997: 9).

In this context , I am concerned with the issue of how domestic ·workers,
through their travel , experience multiple spaces which enable them to occupy a variety of subject positions.
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For some Eastern Indonesian women I interviewed , the appeal of travelling and working abroad -

apart from the money - was the opportunity to

escape from family constraints and live in a different community overseas for
an extended period. Some simply wished to experience different spaces and
places, which in their words was ((me mperluas cakrawala\ which literally
means to expand their horizons. Others found it difficult to find suitable
employment in the local labour market of East N usa Tenggara that would
guarantee a reasonable income. Still others travelled abroad as domestic
workers in a search for person al autonomy, echoing the nurses and teachers
going to ur_b an centres. 1
The style of this chapter differs from the previous ones. I take my cue
from Netti's personal map -

an exceptionally vivid drawing -

which tells

stories of her personal struggles and triumphs of her journey (see Figure
6.2). On one typical occasion, listening to my informant 's story, I asked
Netti to remember her travel experience and jot down her memories.

etti

sketched quite an interesting drawing of her migration, while she was narrating her journey. Following this I also asked the others to sketch their
experiences. However, none produced as lucid a picture. I decided to use
the unusual cartography of

etti 's drawing to structure my representations

of the women 's travel abroad. The typical journey of a domestic worker
going abroad follows several distinctive phases, each representing a different space -

leaving home , in-transit, working abroad, and returning home.

But first I present the profile of the domestic workers interviewed.
1

The employment status of women in the province is shown in Table A. 7 in the appendix on page 273, with the majority as a family worker or as self employed . According
t o figures from Labour Force Surveys 1990-1996 (Indonesian Central Bureau of Statistics), the growth of the urban sector on average was 7 percent annually until the recent
1997-9 crisis. Urban informal sectors both in the country and abroad absorb much of
the female labour force (Aswicahyono et al. 1999).
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Figure 6.2: A map of Netti's travel abroad

The pursuit, looking for experiences (mencari

pengalaman)
The increasing popularity of travel for an overseas contract job among Eastern Indonesian women begs further questions of what this travel entails and
what it means for them. Travel abroad to be domestics is then examined
by analysing each stage of the journey by drawing upon the experiences
of 15 returned domestic workers (Table 6.1). They were interviewed informally mainly in their homes , at my boarding house or in public parks
during fieldwork in Makassar and Flores between 1999 and 2000. As 13 of
the 15 women went to Hong Kong , most stories relate to the group going to
Hong Kong. As with previous groups of informants , I entered their network
through 'snowballing' connections. Through my association with the Soci185
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ety of t he Divine Word (a Cathol ic Religio us Order , SVD) I was introd uced
to a woman known as a 'ringle ader ' (kepala gerombolan)-

an ex-dom estic

worker who had becom e a recruit er. I becam e acqu ainted with her group
of friends. They accept ed me in their circle as a fellow travell er, perantau.
As we exchan ged our life stories, they knew I was originally from J ava and
had travell ed from Austra lia for the purpose of collecting t heir travel stories for my research. As we exchan ged our stories and autobiograph ies, we
sh ared our experiences of living overseas. We could relate to each other to
some extent as t ravellers on a journey. Our commo n experience as women
t ravellers, someti mes strugg ling alone to make sense of our new circle of
relatio ns, becam e our mutua l bond.
Name

Origin

Miriam
Vero

Family
Background

Religion

Age

Edu

(years)

Level

Catholi c

23

2

Catholi c

20

2

Muslim

22

1

Catholi c

20

2

Catholi c
Catholi c

23
21

2
2

Catholi c

25

2

Catholi c

24

3

25
27

2

Betsi

Ende
Ende
Ende
Bajawa
Bajawa

Linda

Bajawa

Lena

Ende

Susana

Ende

Farming
Fishing
M icro-enterp
Farming
Farming
Trading
Farming
Farming

Rita

Ende

Labour ing

Catholi c

Netti

Ende

Farmin g

Catholi c

Krista

Ende

Farmin g

Agnes

Ende

Fishing

Catholi c
Catholi c

26

Liana

Labour ing

Catholi c

23

Karina

Ende
Ende

Farmin g

Catholi c

Marian a

Ende

Farmin g

Catholi c

Siti
Leli

29

2
3
2

Work
Place

Service

HK
HK

2

SNG
SNG

Edu (Educa tion) 1

=

Primary ; 2

=

Source : Fieldwo rk
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2

1
2

HK
HK
HK
HK
HK
HK

4

HK

4

HK

2

2
2
2
2
2

HK

2

25

2
2

HK

2

24

2

HK

2

Table 6.1: Profile of domes tic workers

Note:

(years)

Second ary; 3

=

Tertiary
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The returned migrants seemed pleased to share their stories and had
the time to talk -

similar to my encounter with Leli in the vignette -

probably because they were on holiday after their contract abroad. 1\1:ore
importantly, the trust generated through the network of the SVD Order as
my point of entry to the field should not be underestimated. My curiosity
about their travel experiences was met with an enthusiastic willingness to
tell their travel experiences and talk about themselves.
This group of informants were all single and aged 1n their twenties,
and previously had no particular skills or job experiences. As reflected in
Table 6 .1 they have similar social and economic backgrounds of middleto-low income families with a predominantly farming back ground. Before
their migration all had been unemployed, therefore financially dependent
on their families. All, except one, had attended secondary school and two
of them had studied at the tertiary level. The secondary level of education
of my informants is higher than those of women studied by Heyzer and Wee
( 1994), in which only 30 percent of the Indonesian domestic workers finished
high schooling while the majority had only primary schooling. Nevertheless
Heyzer and Wee (1994) confirm that among those who had completed high
school to be overseas domestic migrants , many ·were rural women , reflecting
the scarcity of rural employment (Heyzer and Wee 1994: 46). My informants
started their overseas travel between 17 and 23 years old, which is inside the
15 - 25 age group bracket of rural women in Heyzer and Wee (1994)'s study.
Except for one Muslim woman from Ende who worked for only one year and
thus did not complete her contract, all had at least two years experience as
domestic workers abroad. Two women had four-year service and two others
were on holiday and would be returning for a second term of their contracts.
Travelling abroad to be a domestic worker reveals a personal, metaphorical journey of struggle for subjectivity in changing spaces and relations.
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This is illustrate d in Netti's sketch. Netti's map can be viewed as one mode
of cartograp hic vision which resists the mainstrea m cartograp hy of objectivity and strives to make women 's space visible with a variety of graphic
grids and geometrie s of experiences and feelings (Huffman 1997). However ,
as Domosh (1997) and others remind us, vve need to go beyond understan ding the individua l experiences, and it is necessary to examine the condition s
under which these processes are produced .
When I analyse Netti's map within the local historical context it reveals
the terms in which this type of travel is being construct ed and performed .
In this way the analysis of the informan ts ' experienc e at different stages
of the journey provides a link which enables me to see broader phenome na
within travel abroad for the local women. Netti's n1ap contains four clear
stages of a journey, which form a circuit:
• Leaving home
• In-transit
• Working abroad
• Returning home
Theorisin g domestic contract migration in terms of a broader set of processes of travel allows me to examine how this type of travel provides an
opportun ity for women to occupy various subject positions. The following
discussion of t his type of travel traces these typical stages to highlight conditions and experiences of space at each phase of the journey, and it begins
by considerin g the departure from the fa1nily home.
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Leaving home
Commonly, the departure stage was the first hurdle. It involved one of the
most difficult decisions about travelling overseas as it was often the young
women 's first journey away from home. Their attachment to home was
related to a particular phase in their life cycle and, to some extent, a specific subject position as lo-wer status in the family and kinship hierarchy as
an unmarried daughter. Often women who worked as maids abroad were
characterise d by very limited resources , in terms of both their economic
and social capital. Although there were a range of experiences during the
departure stage among those who had cornpleted their journey abroad, a
common thread ran through the beginning of travel experiences -

an un-

easiness regarding their departure, as evidenced in discussing the stories of
individual ,:vomen.
Netti , Susana and others decided independently to work abroad to earn a reasonable inco111e. When asked for the reason , superficially they used similar narra-

tives of 'helping their families financially '.
However there were other deeper and perhaps 111ore significant personal reasons re-

Figure 6.3: Leaving home

vealed, which are discussed in the next sub-section (motivation) but they
also emerge throughout t he stages of their travel. They also understood
that V\rithout any experience, they had little chance lo cally to secure a suitable job which would guarantee good pay. "\i\Th at t houghts had gone t hrough
their minds before fin ally deciding to go abroad?
Netti 's reflection after returning from her contract abroad was shared
with me -

particularly her thoughts at the start of the journey -
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Figure 6.4: Home -

Subsection from Netti's map

we looked at the sketch she did of her journey (Figure 6.2) . Netti 's map
illustrat es a process of changin g spaces and relation s associat ed with her
overseas travel. This cartogr aphy of travel defies convent ional mappin g in
t he way t h at it contain s grids of social relations in each phase of travel , and
it is linked by personal memories, sentiments and feelings . In essence, the
drawing established a view from t he inside - which also depicte d confli cting
thoughts, mapped significa nt events, and attached a sense of place.
As shown by _ etti's map , the stage of leaving home was characte rised
by a strong feeling of attachm ent to her family's house (rumahk u ; (my
home) forming the place where her 1nemories are stored. A confused girl
is enchant ingly shown in front of the pier. She is about to make a new
tep to cross the dermag a (bounda ry of the port) -

a significant place

eparatin g land and ocean (see Figure 6.4). The image of a crucial first
tep toward an unfamil iar territor y is confirmed in a study by Graham
(1999) on Flores which pinpoin ts the importa nce of sea as a threshol d.

Sea is a source of reference in relation to others , and it forges connect ions
with out ider (Graham 1999: 72).

etti s importa nt move creating new
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spaces and forging new , uncertain relations is captured by her drawing of the
threshold between home and away. This illustrates her mixed emotions of
leaving the family home to enter new sets of relations. There was a concern
about community attitudes questioning the bona fides of her occupation,
an excitement about a new space, and an anxiety about uncertainties of
securing a better economic future.

Motivation
Generally, the opportunity to earn a good income to help the family was the
main motivation given by most informants -

a finding that has parallels

with many similar studies on overseas domestic workers (Momsen 1999;
International Labor Organisation 1998). Within this broad generalisation
of motivation nestled a rich variety of individual reasons. Netti, for example,
was part of the first groups of women from her hamlet in the Ende regency
in Flores to work overseas. Single, aged 27, and as the second child of a
large family of eight , she lived at home with her parents. Her father owned a
piece of land - less than half a hectare - for subsistence gardening and her
- mother was a housewife, helping out in the garden. Netti's eldest brother ,
who was married with two children , worked as a labourer in the construction
industry in Malaysia. He remitted part of his earnings back to the family
and thus h ad helped to keep Netti's family solvent. Netti , like many high
school graduates ( lulusan SMA) had been attracted to the public service,
which offered the prospect of a secure job within local government. However,
she did not succeed in securing any job after leaving school. Despite her
initial reluctance and uneasiness about leaving home, Netti 's motivation
to work as a domestic worker in Hong Kong was presented as primarily
economic -

to earn a good income so that she could assist in rebuilding

her fa1nily hoIT).e, which was ruined because of an earthquake. Her narrative
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also contains a desire for social mobility to escape the impoveris hed family
way of life as farmers:
K einginan saya untuk pergi itu mulai
karena gempa ditahun 1992 [Ende},
dan rumah kami runtuh. Saya mau
pergi m encari uang.
Habis kami
mau bangun rumah lagi tapi tidak
ada uang.
Lagipula itu-itu terus
ting gal dengan orang tua. Malahan
susah kalau mau minta uang. Orang
tua selalu ngomel kalau saya perlu
uang. VVaktu selesai sekolah saya
tidak dapat kerja, cuma mengangg ur
di rum ah. K alau harus ban tu kerja
kebun, wah terlalu berat.
W aktu
kami sekolah kan tidak pernah kerja
kebun lagi. Rasanya panas sekali,
saya tidak tahan kerja di sana.

My intention to travel started when
there was an earthquak e in 1992 [in
Ende], and our house was destroyed.
I wanted to go and earn money.
We would have liked to start building the house straight away, but we
didn't have the money. Also, it was
always the same thing when we lived
with my parents. It was even harder
to ask for some money. My parents
grumbled when ever I needed money.
When I finished high school I was
unemploy ed for a while and stayed
home. If I wanted to help and do
some work in the [subsistence] garden , it felt physically too demanding. In the years when we were at
school, we didn't have to work in the
garden. The sun was too hot , I could
hardly stand it to work there ...

When I met Netti in 1999 she had achieved her economic goal. Her
home had been completel y renovated and become one of the most imposing
dwellings in the area. It was reconstru cted using bricks and it had proper
roof tiles rather than the common thatched roof and also shiny floor tiles
-

an unmistak able sign of wealth and prosperity.
Susana, on the other hand , was a 24 year old and the fourth daughter of a

family with five girls. Similarly, she was determin ed to improve the family's
finances. Her parents were subsisten ce farmers. Unmarrie d, she was the
only one in the fa1nily who managed to complete a vocationa l high school
education to become a kindergar ten teacher , while her siblings did not go
beyond primary school. Her reason for wanting to be a domestic worker in
Hong I{ong seemed simple -

the absence of local job opportun ities -
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yet it also revealed a hidden a desire to decide her own life path, beneath
her conviction of 'the divine provision':
Pengalaman saya, kan waktu tamat
sekolah sulit dapat kerja. Saya lulusan SPG dan cari kerja ke TimTim, ke K upang, dan Flores, tidak
bisa dapat pekerjaan. Pulang lagi ke
rumah, mau ikut kuliah diploma untuk mengajar agama. Tapi saya lihat, apapun pendidikan saya karena
saya adalah guru TK, tidak gampang
cari kerja.
K alau saya kuliah lagi untuk mengajar orang dewasa ... saya tidak yakin
diri. Lalu saya pikir-pikir uang tidak
cukup karena orang tua petani. Lalu
hampir setiap malam dengar berita
radio katanya butuh tenaga kerja
wanita itu. Saya ingin cari pengalaman kerja di luar negeri. Ya tidak
tahu, rupanya sudah jalan Tuhan.
Saya sudah kemana-mana, mendaftar macam-macam, tidak ada hasilnya. Tiba-tiba saya ketemu 'kakak'
yang pernah kerja TKW, yang sudah lama tidak jumpa. Itulah mulanya lalu saya putuskan untuk pergi
merantau.

Niy experience was that it was hard
to find a job after finishing high
school. I finished a teacher training [vocational high school level] and
I searched for a job in East Timor
[which at the time was a province
of Indonesia], to Kupang and other
places in Flores but I could not find
any teaching jobs. I came back home
and intended to study for a diploma
so that I could teach religion. But I
felt that no matter how much more
I studied, because I was supposed to
be a kindergarten teacher, it would
still be hard to find a job.
However if I went back to study in
order to teach adults, I was a bit unsure of myself... And then I thought
more about it. Financially, we could
not afford my further studies, as my
parents were farmers. Then almost
every night we heard on the radio
that they needed domestic workers.
I wanted to have the experience of
working abroad. Well, I was not so
sure , but it must have been a divine prov1s1on. I had gone everywhere, applied for a lot of things
but nothing came out of them. Out
of the blue , I met a [distant] cousin
who had been a domestic worker , yet
whom I had not met for a while.
That was how it started and then I
made up my mind to travel overseas.

By working her two-year contract in Hong-Kong, Susana achieved her
goal of increasing the family income. Nevertheless , when questioned further ,
both Netti and Susana and the rest of informants indicated varied and
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deeper person al reason s for their travel. There was desire to expene nce
different places -

to go beyon d their homes and family , to learn new skills

and to meet new people (menca ri pengal aman di luar negeri). These were
Liana' s words. Liana is a happy- go-luc ky girl who decide d to apply to go
to Hong Kong with her best friend 11aria na. They were bored with being
unemp loyed and broke so they travell ed togeth er to spread their wings and
to widen their perspe ctives (memp erluas cakrawala).
Travel ling abroad to be a domes tic worker provid es a person al space
by, at least tempo rarily, creatin g a distan ce from the family (Barbi e and
fiklavci c-l?rez igar 1999: 175). Agnes , for instan ce, was disillu sioned with
her boyfrie nd and sought solace abroad , away from family and friends. Once
her relatio nship with her boyfri end was severe d, she avoide d meetin g people
in the lo cal comm unity in case they questio ned her about her failed marria ge
plans. vVhen told by a friend about an opport unity to becom e a domes tic
worker, she needed no furthe r encour ageme nt. For Agnes , workin g overseas
was one way of obtain ing space and privacy.

'A omen were also motiva ted to move from their rural households to urban househ olds abroad becaus e it gave them the opport unity to becom e
moder n ' or 'to learn a new way of living' among others by gainin g familiarity with the w~ban life style and the latest applia nces (Moms en 1999: 5;
Elmhi rst 1999: Honda gneu-S otelo 2001: 48). Many women , most notabl y
Liana and . . 1Iarian a were please d to be associ ated with 'moder nity. They
were proud that they had acquir ed jeans and a pair of sneake rs as materi al
ign of urban sophis ticatio n. Joking ly, Liana said she could not care less
what lo cal people in her kampu ng mu t have though t when she adopte d
sneaker in kampu ng instead of bare feet . Becom ing moder n in their local
comm unity had its proble ms , becau e the return ed domes tic workers stood
out as being ery different or trange , aneh .
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Among some obvious economic reasons expressed by the informants , a
strong motivating factor, evident from the experiences of Liana and Mariana, was the desire to travel to experience different spaces. This impression
differs from that reported by Heyzer and Wee (1994) , in which East Javanese domestic workers (mainly in the Niiddle East) considered providing
for the family, and making a pilgrimage to Mecca as the primary motives:
They were motivated by concerns for family survival and not by their
need to enjoy an independent life or to fulfil their own aspirations.
Their decision to migrate as domestic workers was based on their
chief concern about the survival of their children and the ability to
provide their children with a good life, good education and continuous financial support. Among the rural and urban women who were
recruited, the renovation of the existing family home or the building of a house was considered an important factor in their decision
to migrate as domestic workers. Equally important is the accumulation of money to buy land and cattle to use for the household's
consumption, or to pay off family debt. (Heyzer and Wee 1994: 49)

In contrast to the East Javanese women's case, the Eastern Indonesian
women 's travel for contract domestic work shows a combination of reasons
as equally in1portant. While the expression used often pointed to economic
factors such as renovating the family home , or financing sibling education
as a primary motivation, when unpacking their stories further I found that
it was rare that one factor predominate d. There were a set of factors closely
interconnect ed , as their stories indicate , triggering their journey which was
seen as "as a secular pilgrimage or even a rite of passage" to gain training
and savings (Momsen 1999: 301). Different stages in the life cycle and the
cultural context of areas of origin as well as different ways of engaging with
the women in the research process may explain the different representatio ns
of motivation between East Javanese and Eastern Indonesian women. ·
The next stages of the discussion on leaving home cover the recruitment
process where women formally register their interest. This registration re-
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quires the family 's consent to sail to Java for transit before flying abroad.

Recrui tment
fost young women in my study learned about opportun ities to work abroad
from official radio announce ments or fron1 the kepala desa , (head of the village). The village headmen urging women of the region to apply as part of a
local governme nt initiative , represent s one formal recruitme nt process. The
vvomen from East

usa Tenggara in my study went through different recruit-

ment processes. Elsewhere in Southeas t Asia, notably Thailand , three basic
types of recruitme nt have been identified: (1) formal recruitme nt through
authorise d agents; (2) informal recruitme nt through unlicense d agents in
v.rhich a migrant pays the nligration fees directly at the time of migration ;
and (3) 'debt bondage' or informal recruitme nt in which migrants work off
the migration fees after arriving at a destinatio n country (Sobieszczy 2000:
397). The recruitme nt experienc es of the returned migrant workers who I
interview ed do not neatly fall within one category of this framewor k because
the process of recruitme nt was often a nlixture of both formal and inform.al
networks.
Recruitm ent in Indonesia has been a source of disputes among vested interests -

in particular , between the -!linistry of Manpowe r and the licensed

employm ent agencies known as PJTKI (P enyalur Jasa Tenaga Kerja), each
of which ov.rn their recruitme nt networks. Recruitm ent has also become a
ource of heartache and uncertain ty for the domestic workers themselves.
The ~,Iinistry and employm ent agencies have divergent ideas about the proce

of recruitme nt. Although they all offer plausible argument s to protect

migrant workers , they seek to advance their own interests by accusing each
other of wrongdoing. Thi wa evident in an article on the disputed role of
he ~Iini tr of rvfanpower published in the daily Business
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The association of authorised labour export companies and licenced
employment placements (Gabungan Perusahaan dan Pengusaha Jasa
Tenaga Kerja Indo nesia) argues that the State Ministry of IVIanpower 's intervention in handling the recruitment of overseas domestic
workers overstepped the boundary of its own authority ...
For example in the process of recruitment , the department is not
only playing a role as the policy maker, but at the same time as
the executor of recruitment processes. Some of the ministerial decisions on the recruitment are viewed as biased against the licensed
employment agents ... (Business News 2000) [my translation].

In response, Presidential Decisions, Keppres No.29/1999 and Keppres No49/
2000 were passed to create a new Institution , Badan Koordinasi Penempatan TKI, a coordinating body for overseas migrant placement. The new
body is aimed at integrating the efforts of nine separate institutions Manpower, Internal Affairs, Foreign Affairs, Health , Education, Religion,
Defence, Police, and the Central Bank. The new institution's task is to assist with the recruitment and work placement of overseas migrant workers
and provide services which cut costs and protect the workers (Bisnis Indonesia 1999; Direktorat Jendral Binapenta 2000). The Institution's rationale
is reflected in a newspaper article:
There is of course nothing wrong in principle with sending workers
abroad. Indeed during the Crisis , doing so would not only make
it possible for Indonesians to earn a decent living abroad but also
by sending home their pay, they could help make life easier for the
family at home while making positive contribution to the country's
balance of trade.
Also, it must be remembered that there are good employment agents
as well as bad ones and one bad case should not be allowed to tarnish
the reputation of the employment agency business as a whole .. .
For sure , if we are resolved to continue to regard this particular trade
[of labour] as sound principle - which it appears we are - it is time
we did some serious cleaning up to make sure that it benefits all ·
on both the job providing and the job receiving ends of the deal.
(Jakarta Post 1999b)
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The formal recruitme nt process is accelerate d by the state's efforts to
increase the export of domestic services. Once the internatio nal migration
flows started, private recruitme nt agencies used the opportun ity to recruit
suitable workers and to capitalise on their links with their counterpa rts
overseas (Niassey et al. 1993: 450; Sobieszczy 2000: 397).

Heyzer and

Wee (1994) explain how the recruitme nt network spans from the importing
countries to Indonesia , permeatin g down to the villages and, simultaneously,
linking them to global cities. The field workers employed by agencies in
turn employ assistants to work as brokers, which include returned migrants ,
market traders or well-known figures in town (Heyzer and Wee 1994: 4 7-8).
In parts of Flores , many local women were likely to have known a friend
or a relative who had worked as a maid overseas. These returned migrants
in turn recruit relatives, friends, acquainta nces, and neighbour s. Susana,
for instance, had a cousin who had worked as a domestic worker in Hong
Kong. Once Susana's social network included one of the migrant women, it
was easier for another family member to follow. Social capital in a form of
networks of other migrants comprisin g friends and relatives was significant
in securing an overseas job , and, in turn in assisting the migrant worker
settling in the job at the destinatio n (Hugo 1999: 28; Hugo 2000: 108).
Undertak ing contract migrant work through formal recruitme nt under
the state's instrumen tality is notorious ly bureaucra tic, lengthy and costly
(Hugo 2000: 123). The informal process, however, is more effective as many
migrants decide to move because they have relatives or friends who are involved in migration (Hugo 1999: 28). By the same token , although Susana
had heard of job opportun ities on the radio many times nel -

the formal chan-

she did not pursue them until she had a personal recomme ndation

from a trusted relative. Most domestic workers interview ed used informal
networks , which included friends , relatives and an occasional acquainta nce
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1n a recruiting agency. Most believed that a personal reference from an
ex-employee would ease the complex process of applying for an overseas
job.
The social and economic networks of the individual women to some
extent determined the outcome of the job hunting. Susana, despite the
initial disapproval of her parents , insisted on pursuing an application once
she had been convinced by a cousin of the good pay. This cousin later
became a local representative of a maid recruitment agency in Surabaya and
sent many more of her relatives and friends abroad. By using this personal
connection, the employment agency was able to recruit workers committed
to the job. This embeddedness of individuals in social networks generates
trust and in turn creates an efficient economic transaction (Granovetter
1985: 490). One of Susana's friends also learnt about the information on
job availability through a formal channel, but did not proceed until a relative
facilitated her application to work abroad:
W aktu itu pemerintah minta kepala
desa tanya-tanya apabila ada TKI
mau kerja di Hong Kong. _Say a Zangsung tertarik lalu minta ijin bapamama ... tapi orang lain among saya
mau begini-begitu. K emudian saya
bertemu saudara yang pernah jadi
TKI lalu saya tetapkan.

One day, the government through
the head of the village asked whether
there were women interested in
working [as domestic workers] in
Hong Kong. I was immediately interested and had asked for permission from my parents. .. but other
people talked about me, that I was
going to do this and that [bad].
Later however I met my relative who
had worked abroad and I was determined then.

The lack of accessible accurate information at the grass roots level regarding the recruitment process often encouraged the women to resort to
the trusted informal network to minimise the risk of being exploited. Thus
they dealt only with people they knew, ranging from neighbours , friends
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and relative s to , most importa ntly, returne d migrant s with success stories
(Heyzer and Wee 1994: 48- 52). An unautho rised recruite r asking women to
pay recruitm ent fees upfront is often found scourin g rural areas. This unlicensed calo (middle man) may persuad e families to part with their money
to obtain a quicker service than that of the long bureauc ratic channel (Direktora t Jendral Binape nta 2000; Hugo 2000: 122- 3). Where women are
not able to pay in advance , the calo is also known to dock the first few
months salary of domesti c workers (Haris and Adika 2002: 30). Invariably, the group of women I intervie wed were careful to avoid unknow n calos
and chose to pass through an informa l network which, in turn , converged
into the authoris ed system. Learnin g to use the limited informa tion and
choosing the most practica l and safest way to register their interest s in the
overseas contrac t job represen ts a new space of uncerta inty for the women.
The women used both informa l and formal channel s to apply for jobs.
Indeed , it is difficult to separat e the economic and social factors determi ning
the employ ment of Susana and other women. Networks of persona l contact s
do not fit the neat theoreti cal divisions between economic and social factors
and yet it was through this network that individu als often heard about
and obtaine d jobs (Hanson and Pratt 1995: 7). The separat ion between
fonnal and informa l recruitm ent were blurred , as evident from the women' s
experience of the recruitm ent process .

Famil y/ clan's conse nt
When a woman is ready to formally apply for a domesti c job abroad, she
has to provide a formal letter of consent from her family. This consent precedes further process ing of the necessa ry legal docume nts, such as health
and security clearances , passpor t and visa. Contrar y to the previous cases
of daughte rs ' migrati on to be nurses and teachers , most parents (in prac-
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tice fathers) in parts of Flores from my experience were reluctant to give
permission for their daughters to work abroad. This particular overseas
travel is legitimised differently mainly on economic reasons because of the
different status of the job and a transnational scale of migration. Despite
the difference in legitimisation of travel, similarly an important aspect of a
father's role is guardianship of his daughter's virtue. A farther has to accept
responsibility for the consequences of a daughter's job as a domestic worker
in a foreign country. 2 Women have to legitimise travels for work differently,
depending on the professions and scale of migration (to urban centres or
overseas).
Locally, the profession suffered with the unfortunate association of the
acronym (TKW.' TKW is an Indonesian acronym for Tenaga Kerja Wanita
referring to overseas female migrant workers, and particularly those working
in domestic service. In some local dialects of Flores (N age, Keo and Lio) teka
(c.f., the pronunciation of TK) means to sell, so the community tended to
associate TKW with prostitution. A community leader in Ende commented
that as a father he would never give his daughter consent for this kind of
job because of the association with 'selling oneself.' He claimed to know of
many cases where daughters simply escaped (lari) to do the job.
The parents' reluctance also stemmed from the community's negative
perception resulting from media representations of this type of job which is
linked with physical and sexual abuses. The Indonesian media reported that
between 1997 and 1998 Solidaritas Perempuan (Women 's Solidarity) NGO observing the plight of domestic workers -

an

recorded 147 deaths, 180

abuses, and 442 missing persons among overseas migrant workers (I\!Ierdeka
2

Likewise Ong (1990) in her study of a Malay village in Sungai Jawa has n~ted a
gender differentiation that is c0111monly expressed in terms of morality. A man 's role
is to guard the fan1ily 's virtue and by extension all village men are responsible for the
moral status of village women. The code of morality places men's moral capacity and
judgement above that of women.
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1998). More recently the media reported a case of 20 migrant women aged

between 19 and 27 being allegedly held captive by a Malaysia n syndicate
in a three-stor ey building on the outskirts of Kuala Lumpur and forced to
become 'sex slaves' (Jakarta Post 2000). There were also cases of 20 women
aged between 14 and 20 years who admitted forging their ages in passports
to work abroad. They were reported to have been physically abused, and
one woman was reported to have been raped in Sarawak, Nlalaysia (Kompas
2000). Given these media represent ations of the job and the risks involved ,

it was not surprising that parents were reluctant to allow their daughters
to become _overseas workers. Yet, despite the negative represent ation of
domestic v1ork, the family often had little choice because of the potential
income and in particula r because of the daughter 's persistenc e, as illustrate d
by Susana's comments :
Padahal rencanaku tahun 1994 itu
pergi. Ta,pi orang tuaku tidak kasih,
jadi harus terus dibujuk. J adi aku
harus tunggu.
Orang tuaku ingin saya tetap bersekolah lalu dapat kerja yang sesuai supaya di keluarga bisa berhasil. Bapa saya malah
menangis, waktu tahu rencanaku
jadi TKI. Saya katakan, "jangan
menangis karena saya ingin pergi
membantu keluarga. " Orang tuaku
mau saya tetap sekolah. Di keluargaku tidak ada yang jadi. Hanya
saya satu-satun ya yang hampir masuk diploma itu dan menjadi harapannya. Jadi waktu saya keluar dari
diploma itu [untuk keluar n egeri}
mereka selalu tan ya kenapa begitu ...

I planned to go in 1994. However
my parents did not agree and they
took a lot of convincing . So I had to
wait. My parents were adamant that
I finish my studies and then find suitable work so that our family would
amount to something . My father
even cried, when he knew of my plan
to work as a maid overseas. I said
to him: "please don't cry because I
do it to help our family financially."
My parents had wanted me to stay
studying. In my family, no one really had a good education. I was
about to study at the diploma level
[tertiary level) and became their only
hope. When I changed my mind on
studying further [and went abroad
instead), they asked me why...

Women 's agency within the intra-hou sehold dynamic emerged in the
ways they negotiate to obtain consent to travel, by promising to contribut e
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to the household income. Despite their fathers ' opposition, when women
are recruited through an informal network they often know someone who
has worked abroad and the resulting material wealth they have acquired,
thus making easier the negotiation for consent. Some parents were able to
see beyond the media reports detailing the horror and hazards of working
overseas when confronted with the women they knew who had come home
economically much better off. However , calo were also known to be aggressively looking for workers in rural areas, meeting the women 's parents to
ask for their consent and promising to send money to the family at home, in
some cases up to Rp 600 ,000 per month (A$150) , in addition to the worker 's
monthly salary (Kompas 2000). IVIostly for the first timers , the family 's consent was given unwillingly, indicating the first step of a metaphorical journey
of a daughter 's struggle for subjectivity and her increasing autonomy. This
occurred with Netti's parents who worried about her reputation:
P emah orang tua saya bilang,
banyak orang yang among macammacam tentang saya, bahwa saya sudah jual diri. Di sini [i}tu sudah
menjadi kebiasaan kalau ada gadis
yang pergi sendiri dianggap tidak
wajar. Tidak baik. Tapi sekarang
ini sudah makin banyak wanita yang
jalan sendiri, tapi yang pergi ke luar
negeri masih jarang sekali. Orang
pasti among itu.

One day my parents said that many
had commented on my going away,
saying that I had sold myself to prostitution. Here, there is a custom if a
single woman goes away by herself,
there is something peculiar about it.
It is not good. Although it is now
getting more common for a woman
to travel by herself, going overseas is
still a rarity. P eople inevitably will
talk about it.

On occasions , the crucially important piece of paper showing family
consent had been forged to en able young women to escape from their family
home. Some women who forged papers were brought back to t heir home
villages after t he family h ad tracked t hem down in J ava. The requirement
of consent to travel for women in general and daughters in particular was
evidence of their continued subordinate posit ion in t he family hierarchy.
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Voyag es to Java
Most workers destined for overseas went by ship to transit location s in
Java. The tension of separat ion from their kin commen ced at the ports of
departu re. There they said their goodbyes to families and friends. Many
embark ed on their first ever journey outside Flores. For some, the trip was
the first time they were away from the family as a separat e and indepen dent
identity. By then it was too late to change their minds as they had already
paid for their travel to Java. Netti recalled how she sailed for the first
time on board a PELNI ship K elimutu leaving for Surabay a on 9 January
1994. As Netti had left home with trepida tion , she was relieved to be in the
compan y of some other women , who were intendin g to work abroad. They
occupie d a crampe d space in economy class travel stories -

similar to other inter-isl and

and were accomp anied by a woman about to underta ke

her second term contrac t. In addition to other mundan e activitie s, mainly
chatting on a ship which most wornen do , they started building a network
of friends and a support system. The t ime on the ship was spent learning
about what to expect in the in-trans it dormito ry and how to survive iri a
foreign land if they successfully negotia ted the next stage of their journey.

In-tr ansit : dorm itory and train ing
Once women arrived in J ava, they were taken to dormito ries located in
different cities. These dormito ries were known to house hundred s of potential migrant s while t hey waited for placeme nt overseas. As Netti and
others recalled , the living conditions in these dormito ries provide d by employme nt agencies were overcrowded. It was not surprising that Netti was
overwhelmed by a sense of crisi9 in the dormito ry because she had to deal
with the low morale of those who had been waiting for some months for a
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placement overseas.
Netti began to question why she wanted to travel abroad. This question was particularly important given the disapproving tone of the gossip
in her local community. She almost convinced herself that it would have
· been better to have stayed home, but casting herself as the family 's saviour
maintained her resolve. Not surprisingly, given Netti's experience, the travellers during the in-transit period described themselves as being scared and
confused in an overcrowded dormitory.
This · in-transit period is also a time when the women were subjected
to a series of examinations. They included a medical check-up, to make
sure that they vvere physically healthy and not pregnant , and a character
investigation, through criminal records held by the police , to guarantee they
had not committed any crime. In addition, the women were supposed to
undergo intensive training that accustomed them to domestic tasks, such
as cooking, cleaning and simple sewing. This course was also supposed to
include practical work in an urban middle class home and the acquisition
of minimal language skills (basic English conversation). There was no fixed
training period because it depended _on how quickly the don1estic worker
could be placed in employment. Often the women were videoed, so that
potential employers could appraise their physical appearance. Then the
game of waiting started , with the vvomen hoping an overseas employer would
select them. In-transit time and space represents the hardest challenge for
Netti and others because of its mere uncertainties of the in-b etweenness.

On-the job training: agent and temporary employer
While they vvere in-transit , the agent sent the women for on-the-job-training.
In these homes they were supposed to learn how to use modern household
appliances , such as a washing machine, rice cooker and gas stove, which
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were not available in their home towns or villages. However these appliances were only occasionally available.

Most returned workers regarded

their on-the-jo b-training as unhelpful , as noted by one of Susana's friends:
Rasanya tidak diajar kerja baru.
Kita tidak diberitahu lamanya P LK.
Saya tahan-taha n selama empat bulan, harus kerja setengah mati, cuci
baju pakai tangan lalu kerja kasar
lainnya, gosok itu lantai dan lain
lainnya.
Saya hampir tidak bisa
tahan. Di luar negeri saja tidak begitu beratnya. Boss saya itu rewel.
Saya harus ·beli makan sendiri, beli
sabun sendiri. Saya lapor agen dan
minta pindah ke tempat lain.

It seemed that we did not learn
anything new. We were not told
how long this on-the-job -training
was going to be. I persevered for
four months , I had to work very
hard, washing clothes manually and
undertaki ng other physical labour ,
scrubbing the floor etc. I almost
could not take it. Even abroad was
not such hard labour. My [temporary) employer was so fussy. I also
had to buy my own food and soap. I
complaine d to the agent to be moved
to another household .

This stage of the journey attracted most complain ts from women because
of the uncertain ty of the period in transit and the difficulties of being away
from home for the first time. Being away from home provides a space for self
reflection and self reliance. The women experime nted with various subject
positions, such as an employee, a house ke~per, a carer, a confidante, a
single and independ ent woman , as well as a lover. Some women , as Netti's
moment of doubt evidently showed, began to reconside r their intention of
going abroad during this stressful phase of the journey. As documen ted in
a newspape r article, a few tried to escape.
City police are investigat ing labor exporting company PT Jatim
Duta P embangun an for allegedly confining 276 young women against
their will for several months as they waited to be sent to jobs abroad.
P olice believe 240 of the women were confined at a three-stor y Gatling Serpong shop house in Tangerang and the r est in a four-store y
building in Jl. Daan Mogot in West Jakarta.
The authorities became aware of the case when two of the women
confined in Tangerang were severely injured when they tried to escap e
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by jumping from the building. Another woman kept in West Jakarta
also was hurt when she tried to jump from an upper floor. ..
The company also promised the pre-departure period would include
training and courses in English. The women said they did receive
English lessons for two to three weeks before the courses suddenly
ended. "I've been eight months in the building on Jl. Daan Mogot ,
but the work never came," Malina from Kupang in Nusa Tenggara
Timur said. She said her parents sold a plot of land to finance her
departure to the capital. .. (Jakarta Post 1999a)

Even if a woman was fortunate enough to be able to get a placement
to work in an urban household, it was not necessarily an automatic step
to getting a job abroad. This stage was still a long way from the ultimate
journey because the deal abroad might fall through. 3 Despite the difference
in pay, on-the-job training in Indonesia was considered better than waiting
a lengthy period in an agency's shelter because it was considered to be
one move forward to their final destination of an overseas contract job.
Surviving during the period in-transit for Netti was not merely a matter of
paying for food but also a case of co-operating with the employment agency
and following their rules , and working with the temporary employer. A
series of strategic alliances were needed both with the agency and employer
to attain the goal of working abroad.
The significant role of the employment agency in Netti 's ultimate journey is depicted in her map as a huge male head representing the 'boss' of the
company or PT di Surabaya, as shown in Figure 6.5. In her drawing, Netti
depicted other women in the dormitory much smaller than the man's head.
The boss' · overwhelming physical presence was obvious from the deliberately enlarged scale figure in the picture. Netti explained that he was quite
powerful in deciding their future. Indeed, there was a subtle resentment
3 Some

of n1y infonnants were paid Rp 100,000 per month in 1997 during on-the-jobtraining in Surabaya, which was only 5 per cent of the promised salary in Hong Kong
(HK$ 2,500).
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Figure 6.5: The Dormitory -

Subsection from Netti 's map

transmitt ed in our conversat ion when she described how he was in charge
of placemen ts, and how everyone in the dormitory was heavily reliant on
his connectio ns. The remote and unequal relationsh ip between Netti and
the boss was graphical ly inscribed in the head set distantly apart from the
inner circle of the women.
Other women, notably Liana and Mariana, felt vulnerabl e both when
they stayed in the dormitory and when they worked at the employer 's home.
Many of the women were away from their family for the first time, and felt
exposed without the protectio n of their male kinfolk. Similarly another
group of women from Ende regency were very anxious because they had
to wait in the dormitory for between three to seven months. All of them
related their sense of frustratio n while in-transit . One of them, Miriam, was
subject to sexual harassme nt by her employer while she was undergoin g onthe-job training. Yet she managed to maintain control over the situation,

(masih berani), because she had yet to reach the destinatio n of her travel.
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Di Surabaya selama P LK [Praktek Latihan K erja) itu majikan say a
muda, masih bujang.
Saya baru
satu hari saja di rumahnya sana,
dia mencobai saya.
Saya baru
· tidur di kamar, pintu itu dia coba
membukanya tapi sudah saya kunci.
Terus dua minggu di sana dia itu
mencobai saya lagi. Waktu pulang
kerja, dia suruh saya masuk ke kamarnya. Dia suruh saya pijit dia.
Saya ra$a saya itu terlalu berani.
Saya berani hanya karna iman
saya yang kuat.
Saya sampai
menangis di depan dia supaya dia
sadar. Mungkin dia itu pikirnya
orang ini tidak tahu begini begitu,
tidak tahu keadaan kota besar seperti
Surabaya. Tapi saya terus berdoa,
banyak berdoa, akhirnya dia menyerah dan tidak terjadi ...
Saya
betul-betul sedih
selama
dua minggu pertama dan sempat m enangis.
Mungkin dia lalu
sadar, sudah merasa sendiri. Terus
tetangga di situ bilang kamu di
situ begini-begitu, karenq, di situ
hanya ada dua orang saja, seperti
'suami istri' katanya. Saya di situ
selama sebulan lalu kembali . ke
tempat penampungan. Tidak kuat
saya di situ karena t erlalu banyak
godaan, walaupun dia tidak lagi
mengganggu sejak itu. Sebetulnya
dia itu lumayanlah, tapi karena
laki-laki, mata keranjanglah gitu.

In Surabaya the employer I had for
on-the-job training was a young unmarried man. I was only there for
one day at his house when he came
to me. I was asleep in my room when
he tried to open the door to come
in, but I had locked it. Then after two weeks he tried again. One
day after coming home from work,
he asked me to come to his room.
He asked me to give him a body massage. I felt that it would have been
too brave for me to do this. I felt
brave because I had n1y strong faith.
I cried in front of him so that he
would come to his senses. Perhaps
he thought that I had not been aware
of where that would lead to , because
I was not used to a big city such
as Surabaya. But I kept on praying
and praying very hard , and finally he
gave up and nothing happened between us ...
I really had a bad time the first two
weeks there and I cried. It could be
that he realised it then, how much
his behaviour had troubled me. Furthermore, most of the neighbours
there already thought that something had happened, because there
were only the two of us in the house,
just like 'husband and wife', they
said. I only persevered there for a
month and then went back to the
agency. I was not able to stay there
because there was too much a temptation, although he did not give me
any trouble since. He was not too
bad actually, but he was a man, so
he tried to play around with me ..

Indeed the risk of sexual harassment was a real fear for all these women
when they worked at their employer's homes. One reason for this group
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travelling together was to minimise this risk. Obviously Miriam did not
welcon1e her employer's sexual advances. Paradoxicall y her tears, symbolically a sign of helplessness, were strategically used to escape her employer's
harassment.
Miriam's seemingly weak appearance in shedding tears, showed her strategy of representing herself both as an 'inexperienc ed' employee and 'religious ' woman. Nevertheless she shared with me how she remained resolute
at the time of this harassment.

Her awareness of her sense of self and

own resources indicates her shifting subjectivity, as a strong, independent
woman. She enacted simultaneou s roles and identities and occupied more
subject positions to suit her multiple locations. Miriam 's experience shows
evidence of a mobile subjectivity, which produces provisional identities and
opens up an unpredictabl e possibility (Ferguson 1999: 162). This process
can be conceptualis ed as a subject shifting positions and identities , aware
that her race, class and gender identity may be held against her. Miriam
was attentive to the multiplicitie s within herself and invested in as many
dimensions of her roles and positions as possible to gain an advantage (Ferguson 1999: 161). She indicated a self confidence and bravery (berani) to
face the sexual approach of her male employer. As Miriam was located in
relation to constantly moving trajectories of power , her mobile subjectivity
also changed as Ferguson (1999: 161 ) claims:
Mobile subjectivities are too concrete and dirty to claim innocence ,
too much in-process to claim closure, too interdepende nt to claim
fixed boundaries (Ferguson 1999: 161 ).

Miriam's story shows her drawing strength from her sense of self, particularly from her awareness of her own strengths and weaknesses. She did not
merely blame her employer for the harassment. This was evident from her
comment that there was too much temptation in the house, so she initiated
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her move back to the dormitory. iVIiriam's mobile subjectivity contains a
notion of being aware of her shifting identities as appropriate to particular
local settings. This subjectivity was mutually constituted in and through
the transition of working away from her home village.
Being away from home and family for the first time provided a space for
Miriam to experiment and rely on her own resourcefulness. Clearly, an ideal
of feminine characteristics of docility and obedience (tunduk dan patuh) ,
traditionally accepted in her place of origin, in this case lost its intensity
with distance. Therefore this journey offered Miriam a kind of free-floating
and fluid choice of subject positions among which her subjectivity moves.
Depending on a woman 's perspective , a man's sexual advances may be
viewed either as an opportunity or a threat. In both cases women could
choose among a variety of strategies.

They could choose to be around

n1en or avoid them where possible. It was extremely rare to find a job
where women could work together in the same house to prevent sexual
harassment. A domestic worker staying at an employer's home is seen as
being especially vulnerable. It was unlikely that they had adequate support
networks and access to information given the isolation of the individualised
work situations (International Labor Organisation 1998). While in-transit ,
these networks enabled wo1nen to learn from each other about how to avoid
risky situations and to defend themselves, and to exercise their rights as
workers in dealing with their temporary employer and employment agency.

Working abroad: knowing how to conduct
oneself, (tahu membawa diri)
The culmination of the journey involved working in the houses of their foreign employers. For Mariana, Liana, Agnes , Susana, Netti and the others ,
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Figure 6.6 : Employer's Home -

Subsection from Netti's map

this was the destinatio n of their travel where all their hopes for a better
economic future were concentra ted. Distance from home allowed this group
of women the opportun ity to transform themselve s and to achieve the financial independ ence of their dreams. Their personal transform ation was
reflected in their physical appearan ce -

short hair , trendy T-shirts and

jeans, and a pair of sneakers. This freedom was not unbounded as their
employers not only decided on their work routines but also asserted control
over their physical presentat ion.
1v1ost domestic workers in my study were conscious of the constrain ts
imposed by employers and the expectati on to work hard. They learnt this
through the informal networks of fri ends and ex-workers even before arrival.
As they were paid good money for their domestic services, 1ndeed they were
ready to work hard. When Netti arrived at her employer s' home she depicted herself as being in 'top gear ' (see Figure 6.6). She recollected her
arrival, wearing her work uniform provided by the employment agency, her
hair was cut short ; no lipstick, other make-up or nail polish was used. She
described her first day working abroad as being prepared for war -

'siap

berjuang ) which literally means ready for the battle! This metaphor of a
battle field for the job site reflects t he state officials ' perspective that migrant women are economic soldiers deployed to battle against the country's
economic crisis (Chin 1997: 366)-.
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Evidently, physical appearance was perceived differently by employer
and employee. Some workers were well aware that the first struggle of
power relations was reflected in the control exerted by the employer over
the employee's physical appearance. In Lena's words: aMereka mengatur
· penampilan kita ;\ meaning "they [her ernployers] took control over our pre-

sentation. "

Others might be ignorant or could not care less. Returned

domestic workers, like i·v1iriam,

etti and Susana stressed that physical ap-

pearance was the essential factor in initially obtaining their job and also a
key to getting on well with employers. Both parties engaged in constant
negotiations to reach a compromise as to what constituted a desirable appearance because it ·was in both the employers' and workers ' interests to
complete the two year period of a contract vvith minimal friction. The employees strategically presented and positioned themselves to ease their jobs
and please their en1ployers , sirnultaneously achieving their own objectives.
This practise of negotiating between different positions was a part of the
women 's metaphorical journey.
In Susana's case she believed that she owed her job to "good looks and
overall presentation' _, (penampilan pribadi). She believed that her fair skin _
and bright face were the reasons that attracted her employer to select her
from an1ong photographs and ·videos of potential domestic workers. Susana
expressed openly in front of some returned migrants that had she been akulit
hitam dan rambut keriting '; or dark skinned with very curly hair -

attribute of Florenese -

a typical

no employer would have given her a position. This

opinion v. as widely accepted by the other ex-migrants which reflects the
uneasy ethnic and regional boundaries reproduced 1n their perception of
being a subject in place as discussed in Chapter 3.
Furthermore Susana attributed her success in dealing with her employer
to an awareness of knowing how to conduct oneself in front of the employer,
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or tahu membawa diri as she called it , which was important in her daily
conduct. This is shown by the following excerpt:
Saya selalu berusaha kelihatan
senang. Terus , saya juga berpakaian
rapih dan sopan. Jadi saya tidak
membuat mereka jengkel.
W alau
kadang-kadan g sedih juga, apalagi
kalau ingat keluarga, atau diomeli
sesuatu ... Kalau
memang
sudah
tidak tahan, saya lari ke kamar
atau kamar mandi dan kunci pintu,
menangis di sana.
M ereka tidak
suka melihat kita menangis atau
muram,
katanya bisa menutup
rejeki keluarganya. Lebih-lebih lagi
kalau sudah dekat tahun baru Cina.
Katanya "awas, jangan sampai ada
satu tetes air matapun jatuh, " bisa
lari rejeki.

I tried to look happy all the time.
And I wore neat, appropriate clothes
while working. Therefore I would
not annoy them. Even though I
was sad at times, particularly when
I missed my family, or got told off
for some reason... When I could not
help it anymore, I had to run off to
my room or the bathroom, closed the
door and cried there. They did not
like to see me crying and unhappy
because I was told it brings bad luck
for the family. In particular the period close to the Chinese ew Year.
I was warned "do not to shed a single
tear" as it chases good luck away.

Thus choice of clothes, physical/fac ial appearance and personal control
over emotional outbursts were part of performing roles as a strong, calm
and collected woman, a desirable subject position in the work place. Susana claimed it was her self-imposed discipline and choice to appear bright
and happy all the time because it made life easier. Her awareness of different roles and positions to suit different space and time indicates shifting
subjectivity embodied in her behaviour and embedded in her journey as a
domestic worker.
Both employer and employee could equally claim that they were in control of the worker 's physical appearance.

ot only was Susana aware that

she was assessed on her appearance but she also used the same yardstick to
judge her employers when they first met. She paid special attention to their
faces, sinar muka, because these , she said , most revealed their character.
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Akhirnya saya tiba di Hong Kong ,
terus di tempat agen, majikan saya
jemput. Yang Zaki sekitar umur 45
tahun, yang perempuan lebih muda
beberapa tahun. M ereka kawinnya
t erlambat, jadi anaknya masih kecilkecil, umur Zima dan dua. Tapi begitu saya lihat mereka jemput saya
di tempat agen, saya segera tahu
dari sinar mukanya mereka ini
orang baik ...

I finally arrived in Hong Kong and
my employers picked me up at the
agency. The man was 45 years and
the woman was a few years younger.
They married quite late , so their
children were still young, a five and
a two year old. But as soon as I saw
them at the agency I knew immediately from their faces that they were
good people ...

Domestic workers had to survive on their own from the day that they
arrived at their employer's house. The tenns of the contract were part of
the wider dynamic of relations between employers and employees. There
were both formal and informal instructions on hovv to undertake domestic
work and conduct oneself. When I asked Susana why she had to cut her
hair short and vvas prohibited from wearing jewellery, she could not ansvver
directly. Startled by the question , Susana admitted she had given little
thought to the matter. She knew perfectly well that long hair and jewellery
were inappropriate because of the regulations set by the employment agency.
However , she did not comprehend" the reasons for the rules and did not
see any need to understand them because she could not change anything.
Grappling with words , she said:
Mungkin mereka tidak suka kita
buang waktu cari-cari kalau perhiasan hilang. M ereka kan bayar kit a
mahal, jadi tentunya mau kita kerja
keras bukannya enak-enak.

Maybe they did not want us to waste
our time looking for lost jewellery.
They paid us good money, so of
course they wanted us to use the
time to work instead of to waste it.

Obviously the issues of v.rork safety and one form of femininity in relation
to jewellery were not significant in Susana's mind. Indeed, in the employer
and employee relationship , control over physical appearance starting at the
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time of a worker 's arrival was considered as just a small inconvenience by
some ·workers.

Hondagneu- Sotelo (2001: 111) among others found that

the reasons for the restriction in physical appearance is to desexualise t he
worker. Despite this, when a domestic worker first arrived, her feeling of
anxiety and confusion over new tasks far outweighed her inconvenience over
a rule about personal presentation . Susana's comments below show her
main concerns:
W aktu sampai di rumah majikan,
mereka tidak suruh istirahat atau gimana. Mu~a-mula mereka periksa
semua baju saya. Lalu saya disuruh masak nasi. Padahal saya tidak
tahu bagaimana masak nasi pakai
rice cooker, jadi mereka kasih tahu.
Sudah masak mereka kasih tahu tugas lain sehari-hari . B esoknya saya
disuruh cuci baju dan kerja lainlain. Tapi saya pakai mesin cucipun
tidak tahu. Jadi saya berdoa, berdoa
rosario sepuluh Salam Maria. Tapi
mesin masih tidak bisa jalan. Saya
bilang dalam hati, mati saya. Saya
mau beri tahu tapi tidak bisa bilang.
Saya pakai gerakan tangan bilang
mesinnya tidak bisa jalan. Terus
saya berdoa lagi dan heran kenapa
mesinnya susah sekali ... ftertawa}

When we got home, they did not
even ask me to have a rest or something. First they inspected all my
clothes. After that I was asked to
cook some rice. I didn 't even know
how to use the rice cooker , so they
taught me. After finishing cooking
they told me about all the other routine tasks. The day after I was supposed to wash clothes and do other
household chores. But I did not even
know how to use a washing machine.
I prayed hard again, a decade of the
rosary. But still I could not even
turn the knob. I said to myself, "I
am finished." I wanted to let them
know, but I did not know how to say
it [because of a lack of English]. I
just used the body language trying
to convey the message that the washing machine did not want to start.
Meanwhile I prayed , and was wondering why the machine was so hard
to operate... [laughter]

Anxiety among new arrivals stemmed from having to relate in a new
social situation , using a new language and undertaking unfamiliar domestic tasks involving modern household appliances. On-the-job training in
Indonesia was regarded as not v~ry useful because it occurred in very different environment s from the real job. This training and the advice from
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friends did not prepare Netti , for example, for the cultural shock of living
as a recently arrived dornestic worker.
Netti expressed her sense of being 'out of place' and 'scared ' when she
first arrived at the ernployer's house in Hong Kong. In particular she was
worried about her lack of mobility in the city. She had no experience of
riding on a lift or catching a subway. However , she quickly mastered these
accoutrements of modern life and capitalised on her independence within
the vicinity of the apartn1ent and in urban public space. Anxiety over her
immobility was transformed into a sense of achievement. This ne1vv-found
accessibility was an extension of Netti 's travel abroad , and indicates her
agency in initiating and expanding her mobility: asudah jauh-jauh ke sana,
mengapa ting gal di ,umah saja ?';

or "If I have travelled that far , why

·would I want to stay at home? " Another domestic worker I interviewed
had a completely different experience. Leli stayed inside the ho1ne 1nost
of the time during her contract. She did not acquire a network of friends ,
like her counterparts in Hong Kong. Besides , her employers only wanted
her to work within the home and they did not require her to go shopping.
Also, Leli would rather keep out of the apparent trouble that pervaded life
outside the home.
These experiences of different women show a range of degrees of mobility
1n public places and varied familiarity with attributes of 'modernity ' in
the cities. Although , commonly, these women perceive familiarity with an
urban life style and their travel within the city as tantamount to becoming
'modernised (rv1omsen 1999: 5· Elmhirst 1999), their experience and degree
of satisfaction in their vvork varies enormously, depending on the variety of
subject positions they choose to inhabit.
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5 .30 am :
6.00 am :
6 .30 am :
7 .30 am :
8 .00 am:

1 pm :

6 pm :

7 pm :
9 pm-11 pm :

Wake up , wash face , brush teeth , get dressed
Prepare breakfast and get milk / bottle ready for children
Clean / wash the car while employers wake up , get ready for the
office , have breakfast
Give the children a bath / help with personal grooming of employer ' elderly parents , while employers go to the office
Clean the house/ mop floor / dust / wipe , wash clothes sometimes
by hand , put clothes to dry, take care of children , plan the menu
and go shopping for today 's meal
Work in kitchen , prepare/ cook lunch and clean up afterwards ,
sit to have lunch with children and elderly members of the
family, wash up dishes
Prepare/ cook dinner, more clean up, start on ironing clothes ,
take care of children , while waiting for the employers to come
home
Eat dinner together
Clean up / wash up the dishes , iron clothes, tidy up the house

Table 6.2 : Typical daily chores of domestic workers in Hong Kong

Source: Fieldwork

N etwork s of relation s: employ ers, employ ees and men
Relat ions with e mploye r s :

" Smile is m y w eapon. "

A domestic

worker often replaced the employer 's role in the household as the carer and
nurturer. As Table 6.2 shows, the day started when a worker arose at 5.30
a.m. and began to prepare breakfast for the whole family at 6 a.m. Usually
a domestic work did not finish until almost midnight , when the family had
already retired to bed. Employer s had a vested interest in domestic workers
improving their mobility around the neighbou rhood and the city because
it enabled them to undertake more tasks. Employer s would thus help their
domestic to gain their bearings.

Netti , like other domestic workers, was trusted with running the house-
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hold , taking care of children and elderly parents. She was responsible for
shopping for daily food supplies and deciding on the family 's menu. Most
importantly, Netti had to attend to the baby 's needs, except on Sundays
which was her day off. Yet there were times on her day off when she could
· not go out. This happened when the baby was ill. The elderly grandmothe r
had uttered expressions such as: "Your arrival was just before the baby son,
so you brought luck to this family, bringing the boy. " This emphasised that
the baby also belonged to Netti, pointed that her work was constructed
also on the basis of emotional relation. Netti substituted for the mother 's
role, and undertook all of the associated domestic tasks. This gendered
substitution of labour occurred between two women the employee -

the employer and

within the daily life of the family (Gregson and Lowe 1994:

230; Yeoh and Huang 1999 a: 278). Netti expressed satisfaction at being in
charge of the baby and of the housekeeping, as an autonomous subject, in a
way not normally acknowledged in her own family and kinship hierarchy at
her village in Flores. Although these are still domestic responsibilit ies , the
meanings attached to her tasks performed as an autonomous subject and
the social relations with her employers were different from those at. home
(Laurie 1999: 86).
The relationships between female employers and female domestic workers can be seen as exploitative because the employer overcomes their gender
disadvantage by benefiting from the employee's class and ethnic inequalities
(Rollins 1985: 185; see also Gregson and Lowe 1994: 58; Robinson 1991:
50). Yet I found the experience of Netti and her counterparts did not necessarily reflect a fully exploitative relationship. This is confirmed by Raharto
et al. (1999) who have found little evidence of abuse and exploitation of
the female transnationa l migrants from Flores Timur. Therefore, the unidimensional framework of relations of power between employer and foreign
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employee is likely not to be sufficient to understan d the domestic workers'
journey (Romero 1992; Constable 1997) , because there are multi-layered
interactions simultaneously enacted and performe d by both sides . Clearly,
cases of physical abuse and exploitati on which are regularly reported by the
Indonesia n media (see Arfah 's story, Box 6.1) were but one part of the relationship which received exposure. Unlike these victims , Netti negotiated
her roles and work and drew considera ble benefit from the relationsh ip with
her employer.

Arfah _(43 years) worked as a domestic worker in Malaysia and suffered a bad fate. She was physically abused and her salary was not
paid as agreed. She had hot water poured over her and was hit ,
resulting in four of her front teeth falling out and all of her body
was scalded and swollen. Her saliva could not stop running and her
left ear could no longer hear, and around her eyes was black. Worse
still , she also suffered psycholog ical damage. Arfah was among hundreds of Indonesia n domestic workers who suffered bad treatment ,
and there are even worse cases of rape, or forced prostitutio n and
pregnancy as a result ... (Elsam 1997) [my translation ]
Box 6.1: The Fate of a Migrant Worker: Arfah's Story

During Netti's contract she successful1y created a workable relationsh ip
with her employers , and was treated well. Every night she ate with the
family at the dining table. She was given her own bedroom , which included
a comfortab le bed, table, chair and cupboard . On special occasions , such
as Christma s and her birthday, she was given presents. In fact , her last
birthday was celebrate d in a restauran t just as a member of the family, and
she received a pair of gold earrings as her birthday present. Netti also had
a special bond with the children asaya setengah mati cinta anak itu )) or
literally "I loved that baby to death." Obviously, her success in attending
to the everyday needs of the children made her indispens able. Thus she
was offered more money to extend her contract, which suggested t hat she
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was able to exercise some power 1n the relationship with her employer.
Indeed, Netti had consciously ingratiated herself into the family, constantly
performing different roles and identities:
. Senyum itu senjata saya. Saya
tidak banyak tahu bahasa Cantonese,
jadi biasa kalau mereka marah
karena saya tidak m engerti mereka
bilang soal kerja. K adang-kadang
'poh-poh' nenek tua itu marah, kerja
tidak betul. Saya tahu dari mukanya.
J adi saya cuma paksa diri untuk
tersenyum.
Kita tidak bisa masukkan ke hati kalau mereka marah
karena kita salah mengerti. Kalau
kita bikin salah ya belajar dari situ
lalu besok lupakan saja itu... Anak
kecil itu dekat sekali dengan saya.
Dia lebih suka saya daripada mamanya sendiri.
J adi keluarganya
mau saya sama mereka terus.

Smile was my weapon. As I did
not understand many words in Cantonese, they understandably got upset if I did not follow their instruction to complete the job. Occasionally the elderly grandmother was dissatisfied with a completed task. I
sensed it from her expression. Then
I could only force myself to smile.
You could not take things too seriously when they got upset as a result
of misunderstanding. If you made a
mistake one day, you learnt from it
and tried to forget about it the next
day...
The baby was so attached to me.
She preferred to be with me than her
own mother. The family wanted me
to stay as long as possible ...

Everyday relations were punctuated by constant negotiations , as revealed in the previous stories. The women 's strategies involve being aware
of different incidents , bodily performance such as using smiles and emphasising a caring identity. Like most aspects of life, mistakes and accidents
were unavoidable events in a household 's existence, as is shown in Karina's
story, one of Netti's friends , who -

at the time of the interview -

had just

came back for a few days from Hong Kong.
The shifting and fluid subject positions and performances through and
with space produce results sometimes beyond the women 's control. Karina
manoeuvred from the subject position of a caring domestic worker to an
assertive employee when inadvertently she scorched and ruined a pair of
her employer's trousers while she was ironing them. There was no further
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drama, except that she had to pay for the mistake. She stood up and rang
her agent seeking redress , but to no avail. This episode was one that stayed
in her mind, indicating a deep resentme nt at being treated unjustly. Karina
cried silently when relating this particula r story to me as we sat on the outside porch of Netti's home, so I just had to cradle her in my arms. Given
her employers' financial clout, she thought that one pair of trousers would
not mean too 1nuch. However her monthly salary was docked by 50 percent
to pay for the new trousers. Karina was upset but defenceless because she
had not been informed about this penalty. Although she had previousl y
signed a documen t , she was unaware of its contents. This situation was not
resolved to her satisfactio n because the agent refused to intervene , although
she acted confidently. The variety of stories emphasis e that a range of domestic workers' experienc es abroad cannot be distilled into only one version
of reality, as they move in different subject positions and widening roles.
Relation s with other employe es: hura-hu ra

Victoria Park in Central

district was the most popular site for Netti and her friends to meet other
fellow domestic workers while working in Hong Kong. Her drawing of the
park represent s the place offering a different set of social relations where
all of the participa nts are equal. In Netti's words, it was a place and time
for (hura-hura) or a chance to let your hair down. Constable (1997: 168)
in her study of domestic workers in Hong Kong confirms

etti's story that

"activities in the square stand in striking contrast to the activities of the
rest of the week. " In the park

etti met fellow employees who were from

her own region or island for support and fun. There they danced to music
from a tape recorder that was brought for that purpose, partying, swapping
and sharing food and stories (see Figure 6.7). There was an opportun ity to
speak in their mother tongue and invoke memories of home.
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Figure 6. 7: Victoria Park -

Subsection from Netti's map

Like other foreign domestic workers, inhabiting subject positions other
than as domestics, including as consumers performing hura-hura is an important part of their journeys, as Constable (1997) has stated:
After working alone in the employer's home all week, on Sunday in
Central foreign workers gain strength in numbers. They reestablish
and express other facets of their identity, if only for a few hours.
As they share news from home, they are no longer "DH" [domestic
helpers] but wives, mothers, aunts, sisters, townmates, and schoolmates. (Constable 1997: 169)

Enacting other subject positions and identities abroad was seen as a part
of the new space of the domestic workers' travel. Because of the isolation
of the work; Netti made efforts to network with other workers from· Eastern
Indonesia. Initially Netti was hesitant but then was very pleased to befriend
a girl from Flores who worked in a flat within the same block. Women from
immigrant groups which are too small to form a community often led a much
more isolated life, as suggested by Hondagneu-Sotelo (2001: 236) observing
a case of an Indonesian domestic worker in the United States.
Netti's story indicates a small group of Eastern Indonesians working in
Hong Kong having initiatives to mutually offer support and to widen their
networks. Abandoning her characteristic modesty and shyness, Netti asked
permission from her employers to make phone calls to arrange occasional
meetings with other domestic workers from her own region. Obviously, it
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meant a lot to Netti to have some fri ends to perform a role as compan ion
on the journey and with whom to sh are experiences and support .
On Sunday s, their day off, Netti and her friends would gather to celebrate an Indones ian Catholi c Mass, a service provide d by an Indones ian
chaplain . They also perform ed a subject position as consum ers as they
shopped and posed for photogr aphs which significa ntly changed "the lacklustre image of the humble maids" into a more glamoro us image of femininity, "decked out in all their finery" (Consta ble 1997: 168). Then they
gathere d togethe r in the park to renew friendsh ips. These regular meeting s
were seen

~

one of the highligh ts of being abroad. I saw Netti 's enlarge d

photogr aph taken in Victoria Park, which was displayed promine ntly in
her home. Similarl y, Susan a, Liana and Marian a and others also met on
Sunday s , their day-off, to provide mutual emotion al support .

Relatio ns with men

As in most aspects of domesti c work, social re-

lations had advanta ges and disadva ntages. Leli , for instance , refused to
go out with men as a practica l defence against getting into 'trouble ' with
her employer or with any man. Constra ints imposed by employers on the
physical appeara nce of domesti c workers may be viewed as to make them
less femininely attracti ve (Honda gneu-So telo 2001: 111) and to serve as a
warning signal against a worker having romanti c relation s with men. These
constraints were accepte d without question by some workers. Leli , for instance, welcomed them.
To minimis e the risk of losing her job, Susana admitte d being reticent
about going out with men while working abroad. The attemp t of a temporary employer to harass her while in-transit contribu ted to this attitude .
Susana believed that maids had little chance of meeting a potentia l husband of some social standin g in Hong Kong. Also Susana was concern ed
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about the cases of two married J avanese domestic workers who had been
sent home because they were pregnant. Although two men had approached
her Susana declined t heir advances because she suspected their motives .
Given t his experience , she reiterated that her aim was "to gain experience
· and earn an income, not to look for a husband. " R ecollections of their
activities abroad sugg<:sted that relations with men were seen as a threat
to t heir ult imate aim and the women were prepared to avoid contact with
t hem.

Returning home
The full circle of t he women 's journey ends where it starts , at home. Usually
coming home was eagerly anticipated by the women and their families .
After travel , t heir relations with the family at home changed. The domestic
workers were valued for t heir sacrifice working abroad and bringing t he
needed extra income. So now, home is where t hey can relax. And , as a
recent ly returned worker commented , it is where she could sleep as much
as she v.ranted. Apparently t ~e family approved of her temporary 'laziness ,'
such as sleeping-in and spending t ime doing nothing at home. The returned
domestic workers were treated as heroines by t heir famili es because of their
role in sending significant amounts of cash home while on cont ract . Some of
my informants reported sending over half to t hree-quarters of their earnings
home especially during their first period of their contract. This finding is
sin1ilar to that of factory women in r falaysia who contributed more than
half of their incon1e to the family (Ong 1987: 196), but much more than
t hat reported by Chin (1997: 365) who estimates that Indonesian dom_estic
workers sent between one-third and one-half of their monthly salary to their
families .
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For many, returning home was also a period of adjustme nt. Living in
semi-rura l areas in Flores was very different from an urban life style in
Hong Kong. While working overseas the women were used to performin g
certain daily routine tasks , but in their villages the pace of life was slow and
often unpredict able because of sudden family and communi ty commitm ents.
Pressure from the family to do a second contract was strong, as Susana
admitted.
Orang tua saya sebetulnya tidak
memaksa saya segera pergi lagi kerja
TKW. Tapi mereka memandan g
saya telah berhasil, jadi dinas ehati
untuk berangkat. Tapi mereka tidak
memaksa say a pergi.
H any a ketulusan hati saya untuk membantu
m ereka dan mempersia pkan masa
depan say a sendiri. J adi sekarang
saya mulai m endaftar lagi kerja di
Hong Kong.

My parents did not really forc e me
to return [to be a domestic worker]
again straight away. But they saw
me as being quite successful [financially], so I was advised to go
there again. They did not forc e
me though. It is my own will to
help them [financially] and also I am
preparing for my own future. So I
have now started the process of reapplying for a job in Hong Kong.

The economic benefit to the family was undoubte dly
immense.

In my informan ts ' cases the remittances

paid for the education of their siblings, housing improvemen ts , land purchases , and the establishm ent of
home-bas ed enterprise s. A rare newspape r article on
the material success of Indonesia n domestic workers
in Hong Kong confirmed the experience of my inforFigure 6.8: Return-

mants. Working as a domestic worker is seen as an

ing home

opportun ity to save money. Even on their day off on

Sundays , some women tried to earn additiona l income by selling Indonesia n
food , rujak campur or spicy fruit salad , among their friends. Some sold
other goods such as a Walkman (portable tape player). Once a married
woman from J ava undertoo k four contracts between 1990 and 1998. With
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the proceeds she was able to send three children through high school, open
a small retail store in her neighbourhood, provide Rp20 million (A$5 ,000)
capital for her son's fish business, and buy a utility truck as a result of her
remittances (Daniel 2000). Some of my informants contemplated working
· overseas for a second time to secure their personal financial future, rather
than their families '. Nationally, workers ' remittances have been increasing
in significance as the government has been vigorously promoting this export
of labour to boost the foreign exchange earnings . _-ot surprisingly, the pressure on the domestic workers to return to work abroad comes from many
directions.
The resulting mobility of Eastern Indonesian women who travelled abroad
to be domestics suggests that this is one of the options available to them
to actively play the politics of place. Women are engaging in multilevel
strategies of making connections with other spaces. The politics of place is
reflected in the ways women negotiate power on at least two levels: their
bodily experiences on one hand , and the emerging relational identities they
create through negotiations of their gender norms , community expectations ,
and kin relations , on the other. In particular, through transnational travel
there emerges a space for widening identities. The concrete, contradictory,
and complex conditions of domestics ' travel demonstrate their changing
senses of self -

shifting subjectivities -

in a range of relations in different

stages of the journey. Son1e examples of the overseas travel of -etti , Susana
and friends illustrate this point. Rather than following the model of the employer exploiting single global im1nigrant workers (Chang 2000 ), I suggest
tha we need to consider the women 's experiences that show their resistances as they contest relations in every step of their travels. Iv.lore rese.a rch
is required on Indonesian domestic workers to address the inadequacy of
simply totalising the women s domes ic work under a binary .cultural and
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economic opposition, depicting the workers as victims.
The varied recollections of the women highlight different relational dynamics of their travels. Despite domestic work abroad paying significantly
better than any similar job in Indonesia, at each stage women have to negotiate their positions to achieve their goals. The travel motives and experiences as domestic workers were quite diverse, however the women shared
the gendered meanings within the context of their travel. This transnational mobility is partly a response to the constraint and rigidity of their
subject positions and roles at home. As they were situated in the specific
historical and cultural context of East N usa Tenggara, the journey abroad
was a significant departure from the everyday routine of island life, to which
each attached her own meanings of travel.
There is considerable tension inherent in this type of travel, as a consequence of the maintenance of gendered space in the island. Mobility abroad
has been 1nainly practised by local men and the surrounding islands, so
women show their agency in convincing the family of the propriety of travel
as contract migrants.

In the process of travel, the women 's experience

expands from the familiar to the less familiar and to larger scale social
systems of internationa l connections (Thrift 1993) . Women 's travel in this
way reflects a negotiation of power at several levels: the body/ autonomy,
home/ community and the interconnect edness of social groups. Paying attention to the experience of the body and conditions of social relations
between the women and their families, the community, the agent, the employers and other employees at each stage of the journey has help ed fill a
void in our understandin g of domestic workers moving through the axis of
power. This chapter has elucidated aspects of the journey abroad for Eastern Indonesian women. However bleak the conditions might appear in the
Indonesian mass media, at one level women do gain a measure of autonomy
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of the body from going through the process of travel abroad. At another
level, women are able to n1ake broader connections of various spaces by
widening their positions. At the intersection of the effects of bodily experience and crossing boundaries , there emerge different identities. The process
· of women 's shifting subjectivity reflects the simultaneity of complex and
multi-layere d identities resulting from inhabiting a wider range of subject
positions. By bringing women 's travel to the forefront in the study of migrant domestic workers ' abroad , we can deepen our understandin g of the
lives of Eastern Indonesian women.
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'Iliis part tak._,es tfie c£ynamics of 'Eastern I nc£onesian women '.5 travefs Jul[ circ[e. Witliin tfie
framework._,of wca[ socia[ reCations c£iscussec£ previous[y1 t!iis fina[ cliapter engages in conceptual discussion of tfie range of traveffers ' ta{es to[cl Women '.5 spatia[ movements revea[ not
on[y pfiysica[ cfianges1 but afso a metapfiorica[joumey crossing various bounc£aries1 enab[ing
mobi[e subjectivities.

CHAPTER 7

Moving Forward:
A Process of Becoming whilst Facing
Uncertainties

Mapping women's travel
n terms of this study- mapping Eastern Indonesian women 's
travel- the journey has arrived at the destination. This final
chapter engages with both a conceptual discussion of the previous chapters' themes and a strategic analysis of the specificity of the politics
of local space and its relation to subjectivity. Here, I show how my engagement with the local specificity of women's mobility in Chapters 4, 5 and
6 leads to a discussion of the power geometry of place. This links micro
politics of women travel with the macro politics of the region. I have explored the notion of women 's crossing and negotiating boundaries through
the travel stories of teachers and nurses (Chapter 5) and particularly domestic workers (Chapter 6) , such as Susana, leaving home. Susana's emphasis
on the importance of her deportment (penampilan pribadi) , her bodily at-
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tributes of fair skin and her spatial movement (page 213) indicates a subject
being aware of multiplicities within herself in terms of her race/region, class
and gender identity, moving through trajectories of the geometry of power.
She strategically placed herself through langgar laut, playing her micro polit ics of mobility. Through travel, Susana and others crossed and negotiated
boundaries in order to reach a better position in the network of relations.
I:v'Iy contribution to the research on won1en's mobility fo cuses on the relationship between the creation of a transient, liminal space of travel and
women 's shifting subjectivities. This relationship can then be used to explore the link between space, gender and subjectivity. I have taken into
account the travelling subj ect, explored women's agency in their mobility,
and examined their mobility as more than the product of women's class
positions and forces of globalisation. I have done so by paying attention to
the women 's voice, identity and personal meanings of mobility as suggested
by Silvey and Lawson (1999: 126).
As P art Two (Journeys) indicates, Eastern Indonesian women's travels
in the context of lo cal/ ethnic and class relations contain gender dimensions
in which a complex mix of identities shapes their mobility. The specificity
of the local space produces and reproduces an association of gender with
particular spaces, social categories/hierarch ies, activities, landscapes and
symbols, in which inter-subjective and collective experiences of the community are negotiated (Bhabha 1994). I have analysed women's travel as a shift
of gender relations in a range of spatial domains and scales (Callaway 1993).
Different scales of spatial relations contain real and imagined boundaries,
which are crossed or negotiated in v.romen's travel -

the archipelagic loca-

tion of Eastern Indonesia, traditional clan/ community relations, the kinship
system and household relations and women's bodies themselves.
In this final chapter , I summarise the crucial strategy of langgar laut for
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the women by drawing on the evaluated meanings of langgar laut and link
the langgar laut as women 's micro politics of place with the macro politics
of place.

· Langgar laut and its meanings for women
Travel in the widest sense of both 'getting there and being there' 1 allows
travellers to confront and question their own identities , as experienced by
many of my informants. At home, both gender roles and domestic identities are often accepted and taken for granted. Away from home, however,
a woman is outside the assumed domain , thus her roles and identities are
isolated from their naturalised context, and so exposed to challenges (Frederick and Hyde 1993: i). 2 The women 's travel stories demonstrate how
the women created a liminal space of travel and inhabited wider subject
positions and roles in different scales of relations.
Travel, in this perspective , can occur anywhere within the continuum
of freedom and cultural constraints, as Martha's story suggests (Chapter 4,
page 131). Many of my informants ' ,travels fall within this spectrum of adventure and domestic necessity. Women such as Rika (Chapter 4 page 126)
and Bibi (Chapter 5 page 172) acknowledged a desire for a surprise in their
travels. Other women travelled partly to fulfil their domestic obligations or
wishes such as Niina, a glamorous middle class woman travelling for work
( Chapter 4 page 143) , which , in some cases, eventually brings the women
back to the familiar home.
1

As suggested by (Clifford 1997: 23).
Travel writing of individual women in the West in the nineteenth century provide
many instances in the context of imperialism where women were empowered to travel and
break away from the conventional norms while separated from the feminised domesticity
of living 'at home' , so their gendered subjectivity often changed as they travelled (Blunt
1999a: 94; Blunt 1994b: 467).
2
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The liminal space that the women created and experie nced in their travel
suggest s that it had rather uncerta in norms. In this liminal space the distinction between inside and outside a bounda ry became blurred . In this
fluid space, the wo1nen might choose an ambigu ous subject position , contesting a marked bounda ry. For instanc e, the married woman who behaved
as an attracti ve unattac hed woman (Rika in Chapte r 4 page 126) , or the respectful teacher who transfor med into a playful temptre ss (Bibi in Chapte r
5 page 172). This transien t, in-betw een space opened up their gender identities (tightly related to the domina nt femininity) to contesta tions. Women ,
such as the domesti c workers intervie wed ( Chapte r 6) were able to occupy
multipl e subject position s and perform different identitie s in their travel.
Even though women 's travel consiste ntly contain s uncerta inties inheren t in
new possibilities , it also, as the travel stories suggest , provides an opportu nity to actively de-cent re the prevailing space and sets of relation s.
The metaph oric journey of Self for the women was the essence of their
langgar laut. Resona ting with much of feminist theory, the travel stories

confirm that the women are situated within the local specificity at the intersecti ons of suku or ethnicit y, place, class and gender politics. Gender
determi nes that they are subject to surveill ance of their proprie ty, and this
surveill ance extends particul arly to mainten ance of space, exclusion, movements and the purity of the body. Each travel story told set within different
grids of women 's feelings and experiences, has demons trated that the physical journey of Self recurs in the women 's metaph oric journey of shifting
subjecti vities. The first step of sea travel -

the maiden voyage -

allows

the emergence of a different subject ivity as is clearly seen the case of Martha
(Chapter 4).
The women 's travels indicate how women strive for more power in their
-

truggle to negotia te various boundar ies. Power is implicit in being able to
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choose to be included or excluded in a set of relations. I have used boundary,
both imagined and material as an analytical concept to understand women's
efforts to occupy different spaces. The women's politics of place, embodied
in langgar laut and grounded in their material movement, are situated in
· the larger scale of politics of place.

Travel and de-centring of space and relations
Langgar laut, indicates that women associate crucial meanings with crossing

the bounded land into the freedom of the ocean and beyond. This local tern1
separates Self and Other, and implies the collective identification of being
an Eastern Indonesian. 3 This collective identification containing a sense
of marginality provides a cue to how spaces have been used to produce
the identification, and thus the relevance of the historiography of Eastern
Indonesia as presented in Chapter 3. 4
Certainly some Eastern Indonesian women I interviewed were feeling
'lacking' as subjects in place. I recalled being puzzled by a young informanrs articulation of her 'inadequacy' as a student from ~he region now
studying in Surabaya: "I am just a village girl from across the ocean ( dari
seberang) , and although I was known as a smart student among my class-

mates back home, I know that I was the cleverest among the less intelligent

ones [in the region] " , paling pandai di antara orang bodoh. This quote highlights how as a subject in place she experienced herself as 'lacking' when
3

See Thrift (2002: 206) for further discussions on collective identification.
Some of the representations of the Eastern Indonesian boundaries as discussed in
Chapter 3 lead me to a consideration of regional subjection. The subjection provides
a perspective "to see subjects as 'made' in and through discourse and practices of governmentality" (Gibson 2001: 641). Following Michel Foucault , Gibson (2001) defines
governmentality as a mentality that materialises in institutions, procedures, tactics and
other practices of government concerned with power, which are both "oppressive and
li1niting as well as productive and creative" (Gibson 2001: 641).
4
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exposed to different social relation s in a different place. The feeling of 'inadequac y' is partly explain ed in the context of this exclusio nary bounda ry,
as an eastern identity going to the rnore 'sophist icated' west. 5 At the individual level , habits, disposit ions , and self awareness bear the inscript ions of
governm entality into the body by extensio n of the individu al identifi cation
with the relation al collective identity. Travel for this informa nt evoked a
sense of transce nding the bounda ry of margina lity. This exampl e provides
an insight into how the women , coming from Eastern Indones ia, experie nced
and negotia ted the bounda ries of the regional margina lity.
The regional subject ion of Eastern Indones ia intersec ts with other discourses on gender and thus shapes and is linked to the dynami cs of women' s
mobility. The excerpt s of the women 's travel narrativ es such as Eva's (Chapter 4, page 138) , signal a crucial meanin g of a movem ent from a place in
the margin, a 'lagging ' region and 'a lacking ' identity. The women' s stories
have shown how women' s travel emerges as an active interven tion to disrupt
their being located at the assume d fixed margin , in the lower hierarchy of
region and relation . By travel, women simulta neously go with and against
the subjecti on. Subject ion does not only mean a unilater al power relation
of do1nination of the subject. It can also involve multila teral relation s where
the subject n1ay also generat e power (Gibson 2001).
The central meanin g of langgar laut for the women lies in their decentring of space and particul arly in their accepta nce of uncerta inty of the
bounde dness of space. The women s stories indicate d that, before travel,
they had underst ood that space was definitely bounde d. Such was re5

The Wallace line emerges as a social marking and the womens experienc es of this
exclusion ary boundary . As Meegan (1995 : 90) reminds us , "lagging regions and disconnecte d places mean economic and social exclusion s" from the rest of the country.
Governm entality which has created Java as the centre using political rationalis ations
produced at a specific historica l moment (Chapter 3) resonates with a notion of subjectification suggested by Rose (1999: 46). -Subjecti fication is simultan eously individua lising
and collectivi sing.
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fleeted in their maintenance of space with their conformity, tunduk dan
patuh (obedience) of the boundaries of gendered space. Massey points out

that "boundaries are socially constructed phenomena and although they
m ay contain linkages and inter-connectedness between places , they do not
· embody any eternal truth of places" (Massey 1995: 85). Travel creates an
experience of transience of unbounded space such as the story of Rika having an interlude on the ship (Chapter 4, page 126) which undermined what
women had previously experienced as the 'eternal truth '.
I

Travel: re-imagining identity
The women 's travel stories have indicated that they are coming out of what
Rose (1999: 4 7) terms "trans-individual identities of class , status, and gender", in which they negotiate the process of the identifications and seep
through cracks of "the inscription of particular ethical formation, vocabularies of self-description and self-mastery, forms of conduct and body techniques." Women 's travel in its multiple strategic movements , such as the
mobility of Evita, Ima, and Bibi (Chapter 5) demonstrates their crisscrossing the power geometry of place through their re-imagining of identities .6
Travel opens up this space of different identification for the women.
Langgar laut, then , becomes a powerful material symbol of overcoming

one's marginality. I have shown in Part Two , how , through the liminal space
of travel, women imagined and performed different identities and subject
positions, transgressed and negotiated both real and imagined boundaries.
6

In surveying t he historiography of t he unequal geography of the economy ]Vlassey
(2001 ) argues that regional inequality "is not most productively conceptualised simply
in terms of geographical patterns of different levels of per capita income, different levels
of unemployment and so forth" (Massey 2001: 6). She insists t hat the significant is~ue is
"the geography of control and the geometry of power ... That it is relations between regions,
and not merely characteristics of regions, which matter." Rather than focusing only on
t he economics, t he geographical re-imagining of identity and the relational identities of
place are relevant to the discussion of regional inequality (Ni assey 2001: 7).
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Through exploring the experiences of individua l women relocating themselves in liminal and ambiguous space, the women 's efforts in negotiatin g
boundarie s within the context of their local specificity can be recognise d.

Travel: enablin g mobile subject ivity
The analyses of t he travel stories demonstr ates the women 's different ways
of 'being and seeing' the world after travel. The shifting subj ectivities are
closely related to the women's entering into the liminal and transient space
of travel.

The "constant ly moving subjectiv ity" of women is discursive

(Baber 1994: 50 ; Lather 1991: xix) and is constitut ed within particular
social, cultural and economic relations. Mobile subjectiv ity recognises the
context-b ound social relations which determine t he extent of inclusion or exclusion in construct ions of boundari es. For instance, Miriam 's travel demonstrated a woman making sense of her identities and shifting subjectiv ities in
different space. Both as a domestic worker and a daughter living away from
home, she remained in charge , berani, in facing sexual harassme nt from her
employer (Chapter 6 page 208). Other t ravel stories show women 's different
understan dings of social realities -and social relations through the subj ective
lenses of their individua l travel experience. As the stories of the teachers
and nurses travelling for work in the cit ies indicate, women manipula te the
boundarie s of the local gender propriety to their advantag e. Thus women 's
spatial movemen ts open up a space for women to perform multiple subject
positions and identities and to negotiate a variety of boundarie s. 7 Here,
my focus on travellers and their 'new image-concept ' of mobile subjectiv ity
7

:tvietaphors of movement are used to describe a symbolic quest (Clifford 1992) , focusing on the experience as a repositioni ng of self and context. As Pile and Thrift (1995a)
point out . it concerns : a mong others the notion of 'alterity' in which ideas of movement
and travel are linked with a sense of surprise resulting in "a new image-conc ept ' and 'a
new subject position or a new subjectivit y' (Pile and Thrift 1995a: 21).
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offers a critical awareness of the multiple contested spaces and relations of
women's travel (Pile and Thrift 1995a: 21).
On the final analysis, women's travel represents their making a step
closer to the subjective and imagined centre and transcending margins in
· the context of local specificity. The women's sense of achievement marked
by their mobility indicates their disruption of the boundedness of space and
confirms the notion of their de-centring space. The domestic workers' travel
represents their moving between different fractals of centre/margin (J\1cl{ay
1999: 277). This kind of binary structure of power is conceptualised as
fragmented further into a smaller and smaller centre/margin being split by
women's experiences. For instance, domestic workers cross the marginality
of the region, locating themselves physically at the centre of global cities.
There in the centre, they become marginal in their roles as domestics, while
at the same time they occupy a central position in the family income generating activities at home on the margin.
Women's travel aims to play the politics of location, to constantly shift
between centre and margin, closer and closer to the imagined and moving
_ centre. Within the range of women's travel experiences there emerges a
common theme of strategic movements, in crossing the threshold of the local
relations and moving forward to the space of ambiguity and uncertainties
of changing and wider scales of relations. Women travellers slip in and out
of a range of relations, raising some theoretical issues of identity in various
domains as discussed in Chapters 4, 5, and 6. Within the intersecting gender
discourses and the local specificity, I have sho,vn in this study that travel
offers an easier entry to the multiplicity of women's subject positions which
in turn enable their mobile subjectivities.
This space of travel is experimental , fluid , moving and , indeed travel is
a process of becoming, where negotiations of relations are taking place. The
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liminal quality of travel allows women to recreate identities to gain the best
advantage in positioning themselves in various spaces. The women's willingness to take risks and to experiment with themselves in facing the uncertainty of the journey represents a move forward, and opens up a new space
for multiple identities and shifting subjectivitie s. The women's journey constitutes a new geography of femininity for Eastern Indonesian women.
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A : Tables

Aceh
North Sumatera
West Sumatra
Riau
Jambi
South Sumatera
Bengkulu
Lampung
Jakarta
West Java
Central Java
Yogyakarta
East Java
Bali
West Nusa Tenggara
East Nusa Tenggara
West Kalimantan
Central Kalimantan
South Kalimantan
East Kalimantan
North Sulawesi
Central Sulawesi
South Sulawesi
South East Sulawesi
Maluku
lrian Jaya
Indonesia

1980
47
118
68
23
32
45
36
139
11,023
593
742
868
609
444
135
57
17
6
55
6
111
18
83
34
19
3
76

1990
62
143
93
35
38
58
60
170
12,392
819
876
914
678
493
167
69
22
9
71
9
90
27
112
35
24
4
93

2000
72
160
99
50
45
71
71
188
12,628
1,009
948
976
720
555
190
83
26
12
81
12
103
32
125
46
25
5
106

Table A .1: Population density (population per square km) by province

Source: Indonesian Central Bureau of Statistics , Census 2000 .
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Age

Female

Male

Group

Rural

Urban

Rural

Urban

10-14
15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64
65-69
70-74
75 +

185567
147758
133206
125312
110233
103782
76880
67589
51171
47067
40768
27364
17353
17412
1151462

23381
34795
26245
27013
19905
15637
10859
6516
7049
5196
4239
3776
2257
2789
189657

190664
140460
104592
101640
92669
101036
72742
69108
57380
47862
34179
26529
17314
18299
1074474

30765
37659
23440
17255
20340
17984
13417
8273
5659
5925
4825
3207
2659
796
192204

Total

Table A.2: Population of East Nusa Tenggara by age group and gender

Source: I ntersensa I population survey, 1995.
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A: Tables

Regency
Sumba Barat
Sumba Timur
Ku pang
Timor Tengah Selatan
Timor Tengah Utara
Belu
Alor
Flores Timur
Sikka
Ende
Ngada
Manggarai
Kodya Kupang
NTT

Male

Female

Total

172489
91936
197615
190334
93069
129630
76627
127509
119959
110832
105792
293485
117842
1827119

169649
87078
191485
194596
96965
129541
81561
156261
136217
120516
112490
299805
103253
1879417

342138
179014
389100
384930
190034
259171
158188
283770
256176
231348
218282
593290
221095
3706536

Table A.3: Population by regency and gender

Source: Badan Pusat Statistik Propinsi NTT (2001)
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Regency
Sumba Barat
Sumba Timur
Ku pang
Timor Tengah Selatan
Timor Tengah Utara
Belu
Alor
Flores Timur
Sikka
Ende
Ngada
Manggarai
Kodya Kupang
NTT

Population

Area (Km2)

342138
179014
389100
384930
190034
259171
158188
283770
256176
231348
218282
593290
221095
3706536

4052
7001
7178
3947
2670
2446
2865
3079
1732
2047
3038
7136
160
47350

Population
Density Percentage
84
9.2
26
4.8
54
10.5
10.4
98
71
5.1
106
7.0
4.3
55
92
7.7
148
6.9
113
6.2
72
5.9
83
16.0
1379
6.0
78
100.0

Table A.4: Population, total area and population density by regency

Source: Bad an Pusat Statistik Propinsi NTT (2001)
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A: Tabl es

Regency

Capital

Sumba Barat

Districts

Aux

Villages

Waikabubak

8

7

192

Sumba Timur

Waingapu

8

1

123

Ku pang

Sula mu

19

Timor Tengah Selatan

So' E

11

4

200

Timor Tengah Utara

Kefamenanu

6

3

159

Belu

Atambua

8

4

166

Alor

Kalabahi

6

3

175

Flores Timur

Larantuka

7

6

215

Sikka

Mau mere

8

3

138

Ende

Ende

7

5

172

Ngada

Bajawa

9

2

173

Manggarai

Ruteng

16

1

375

Kodya Kupang

Ku pang

4

45

Lembata

Lewoleba (1)

7

117

Total

124

266

39

2516

Table A.5: Districts, auxiliary districts and villages by regency

Source: Bad an Pusat Statistik Propinsi NTT (2001)

Educational
Attainment
-

Numbers

Percentage

Never / Not Yet Attended School

277333

15

Never / Not Yet Completed Primary School

547552

29

Primary School

646496

35

Jr High School (General)

140508

8

Senior High School ( Genera I)

123916

7

Senior High School (Vocational)

72957

4

Diploma I and II

10172

1

Academy (Diploma 111)

13954

1

University

26317

1

1859205

100

Total

Table A.6: Number economically active by education

Source: Badan Pusat Statistik Propinsi NTT (2001)
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Main Employment Status
Self Em ployed
Self Employed Assisted by Member / Temp
Employer
Employee
Family Worker
Total

Male

Female

Total

167834
451548
20530
158368
276705
1074985

87431
115958
6151
51324
551239
812103

255265
567506
26681
209692
827944
1887088

Table A. 7: Population aged 10 years and over who worked during the previous
week and their main employment status

Source: Bad an Pusat Statistik Propinsi NTT (2001)

PLN Non PLN

Pumped

Keronese

Others

Total

Lamp

10307
Sumba Timur 11947
Ku pang
27913
TTS
9669
TTU
9057
Belu
13528
Alor
11715
Flores Timur
20841
Sikka
22747
Ende
27748
Ngada
18777
Manggarai
20228
Kodya Kupang 50200
NTT
254677
Sumba Barat

<

1545
798
1264
72
1067
172
4661
98
2901
4495
7452
33
24558

186
3318
1489
216
1690
2508
1558
401
754
857
9700
332
23009

48531
23431
57091
76451
34046
41343
20498
34664
27813
16143
18660
80023
1398
480092

206
159
148
143
801
458
311
1748
595
809
5378

60589
36521
89586
87757
43534
58429
35351
62035
52807
48141
42789
118212
51963
787714

Table A.8: Number of household by regency and type of fuel for lighting

Source: Sadan Pusat Statistik Propinsi NTT (2001)
Note:

PLN = state owned enterprise electricity utility
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A: Tabl es

Port
Ku pang
Mau mere
Waingapu
Ende
Kalabahi
Atapupu
Larantuka
Reo
Waiketo
Ba'a
Labuan Bjo
Seba
Marapokot
Baranusa

Ship calls

Diembark

1612
1335
906
735
2123
403
2644
401
291
656
569
321
58
205

45101
20113
27564
33647
49231
2715
185060
960
269
50811
4796
15676
576
4575
441094

Passengers
Embark
Pax movement

49115
29551
26512
28413
48661
2269
145375
897
455
35998
5119
12877
144
4473
389859

94216
49664
54076
62060
97892
4984
330435
1857
724
86809
9915
28553
720
9048
830953

Table A.9: Inter-island ferry passengers, East Nusa Tenggara

Source: Bureau of Transport Economics (1999) .
Note :

Adjusted from the Bureau of Transport Economics Report 99, pl 7 4.
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Regency

Motor
Cycles

Car,
Wagon

Combi ,
Van

Light
Truck

Sumba Barat
Sumba Timur
Kupang (*)
Timor Tengah Selatan
Timor Tengah Utara
Belu
Alor
Flores Timur
Sikka
Ende
Ngada
Manggarai
Total

3876
3982
21876
1344
2148
3366
1417
3144
3454
1361
1646
3044
50658

965
1167
7318
346
614
718
321
731
859
655
627
1119
15440

223
159
1029
262
211
407
97
247
370
323
119
340
3787

234
226
1191
255
143
483
66
143
294
279
215
472
4001

Table A.10: Number of motor vehicles by regency, 2000
Source: Badan Pusat Statistik Propinsi NTT (2001 )
Note:

Data from Regional Police Office of East Nusa Tenggara
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APPENDIX B

Glossary
belis
berumah tangga
calo
desa
GBHN
haji
ibu
kampung
kepala desa
krismon
langgar laut
nona
Pancasila
PELNI
peran ganda
sarung
SVD

warung

bridewealth
to marry and have a family
middlemen ; brokers
village
Garis Besar Haluan Negara (broad guidelines on
state policy)
11uslim js pilgrimage to Mecca
mother , n1adam
hamlet
village head
t he Indonesian monetary crisis
cross the ocean
rmss
the five guiding principles of t he Indonesian state
under t he New Order regime
P ela.ya.ran I asional Indonesia ( a state owned shipping enterprise)
dual role
sarong
Societas Verbi Divini (Society of the Divine V\ ord )
Catholic missionary organisation of priests and
brothers
small store
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